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ABSTRACT

Electric utility steam condensers typically use plain tubes made of titanium, stainless

steel, or copper alloys. Approximately two-thirds of the total thermal resistance is on

the water side of the plain tube. This program seeks to conceive and develop a tube

geometry that has special enhancement geometries on the tube (water) side and the

steam (shell) side. This "enhanced" tube geometry, will provide increased heat transfer

coefficients.

The enhanced tubes will allow the steam to condense at a lower temperature. The

reduced condensing temperature will reduce the turbine heat rate, and increase the I!

plant peak load capability. Water side fouling and fouling control is a very important

consideration affecting the choice of the tube side enhancement. Hence, we have

consciously considered fouling potential in our selection of the tube side surface

geometry. Using appropriate correlations and theoretical models, we have designed

condensation and water side surface geometries that will provide high performance and

be cleanable using sponge ball cleaning. Commercial tube manufacturers have made

the required tube geometries for test purposes. The heat transfer test program includes

measurement of the condensation and water side heat transfer coefficients. Fouling

tests are being run to measure the waterside fouling resistance, and to test the ability

of the sponge ball cleaning system to clean the tubes.
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NOMENCLATURE

A Reference area, ( = "rr'DoL), m 2.

Ai Tube-side surface area (= 'n'DiL ), m2'

Cp Specific heat of water, J/kg-C.

Di Maximum tube-side diameter, m.

D o Diameter over the fins, m.

dp Foulant particle diameter, m.

dRf/dr o Initial fouling rate, m2-K/W-s.

e Fin height or internal ridge height for the enhancement, m.

ei Fin height for the internal enhancement, m.

E i Ratio of the tube inside heat transfer coefficient of the enhanced tube to the

plain tube, dimensionless.

E o Ratio of the finned tube condensing coefficient to that of a smooth tube of

diameter D o, at the same AT, dimensionless.

f Water side friction factor, dimensionless.

fpi Fins per in, in "1.

fpm Fins per meter, m "1.

g Acceleration of gravity, 9.806 m/s2.

h Heat transfer coefficient, W/m2-K.

j Colburn j-factor for water side enhancement (h/upcp)Pr 2/3, dimensionless.

km Material thermal conductivity, W/m-K.

L Tube length, m.

LMTD Log mean temperature difference, K.

mw Water mass flow rate, kg/s.

n Exponent in equation A.4.

p Internal ridge axial pitch, mm 1.

= q Heat transfer rate, W/m 2.

- Q Tube heat load, W.

Re Reynolds number, Re = uDi/v, dimensionless.

Rf Fouling resistance, m2-K/W.
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Rf* Asymptotic fouling resistance, m2-K/W.

R O Thermal resistance based on the outside area, m2-K/W.

Rto t Total thermal resistance, m2-K/W.

St Stanton number, dimensionless (= h/pcpU)

t Time, sec.

tb Fin base thickness, mm.

tw Wall thickness, mm.

Ti Measured wall temperature at top (i = 1), side (i = 2), bottom (i = 3), K

Tsat Steam saturation temperature, K.

AT Temperature differepce between the saturation temperature and the average

wall temperature, Tsat - Tw, K.

ATc Coolant temperature rise, K.

tt Fin tip thickness, mm.

Tf Thi n (test section inlet water temperature), Tf,out (test section outlet water

temperature), K.

Tw,av Average tube wall temperature, K.

u Tube side water velocity, m/sec.

U Overall heat transfer coefficient (based on _rDoL), Uoe (for the enhanced

tube), Uop (for the smooth tube), Uc (cleon tube), Uf (fouled tube), W/m2-K.

UA Overall heat transfer capacitance, W/K.

: u* Friction velocity (=(_'w/p)l/2), m/s.

Greek Letters

a Helix angle, deg.

A Latent heat, J/kg.
=

. _ Dynamic viscosity, kg/m.s.

v Absolute viscosity, m/s 2.

p Water density, kg/m 3.

i pp Density of a particle, kg/m 3.

_'w Apparent wall shear stress based on pressure drop, Pa.

v :t_i
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Program Objectives

This program developed tube geometries for steam condensers, which have special

surface geometries on the inside and outside surfaces. The special surface geometries

provide higher heat transfer coefficients than currently used plain tubes. This will

improve the steam condenser performance relative to the currently used plain tubes.

The program is applicable to industrial and electric utility steam condensers. Used in

electric utility steam condensers, the enhanced tubes will increase the thermal efficiency

: of the plants, and provide higher peak load capability.

The program objectives were to obtain a UA value 50-80% higher than the presently

used plain tube. The increased UA value will result in reduced steam condensing

temperature. This allows expansion of the steam to a ':_wer turbine exhaust pressure,

resulting in increased electricity generation.

It is envisioned that the enhanced tube would initially be used for retubing (tube-for-

tube replacement) of existing steam condensers. Greater performance improvements

would be obtat, ca by integrating the higher performance of the enhanced condenser

tube in the design of a new plant. This would require a turbine specifically designed

to operate at the lower back pressure.

A typical water velocity in industrial steam condensers is 6 ft/sec. At 6 ft/set water

: velocity, approximately two-thirds of the total thermal resistance is on the water side of

the plain tube. Because the dominant thermal resistance is on the water side, little

performance improvement would result from use of enhancement on the steam side

alone. In order to obtain significant performance iinprovement, it is necessary to

enhance both the water and steam sides.
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1.2 Technology Survey

St)mc prior work has been done to deveh_p enhanced steam c¢_ndenser tut_,:s, in 198(),

the TVA retubed the Gallatin Unit 1 with the 7/8 in O.D. Wolverine LPD K¢_r¢_densc

tube. This tube is shown in Fig. 5.10a. The Korodense tube has a spiral c¢_rrug_ttic_n

in the outer surface, which provides a "rib roughness" on the inner surfilce. 'l'he

corrugations are spaced at 0.4 in, and the inner rib height is ().()2() in, Withers t,lid

Young (1971) state that the Korodense LPD tube provides 65°0 wrier side enhaa- ]

cement and 37% steam side enhancement. Boyd et etl. (1983) di:scribe the plant

installation, and Rabas el al. (1990) provide current information on the success c_t"the

installation. Since 1980, the "['VA has retubed eight additional condensers with the

Korodense LPD tube. Rabas et al. (1990) ewlluate the success t_t' these installtitic_ns.

They conclude that the Korodense tube "is a viable and cost-effective option ft_r ln_lny

applications." The cost premium of copper alloy Korodense tubes is 20-25% over that

of plain tubes and 15% for tita_lium tubes. Depending on the installaticm, the clea_l

tube UA-values were increased 25-to-60% over the plain tube values. N¢_ne i_f the

installations had on-line tube cleaning systems. However, the perfl_rmance c_t' the

Korodense tube remained superior to plain tubes for about one year, after which

cleaning was required.

The Korodense tube provides relatively small steam side enhancement. 'I'he present

program sought to obtain higher steam side enhancement, along with water side eIIh_ln-

cement comparable to that of the K_rodense tube, Water side t'¢_l.llingalIl¢.lt'_tlling

control was an important element of tile present program. Tests were cc_nducted t_

show that the enhanced tubes were cleanahle with on-line sp(_ilge h_lll (_r l_rush clc_li_iflg

systems. As described by Keysselitz (1984), "l_pr_gge has develt_t)ed _ "recirculalling

sponge bali" cleaning system that has been installed in many electric utility plaints laalving

plain tubes. Other fl_ulingresearch, e.g., Panch;ll(1989) h_ssh()wn theft i_ter_iltent

chlorination can effectively c_ntr_l bi_l_gical t'¢_uling in l_l_in tubes.



Nosetani et al. (1989) describe work underway in Japan to evaluate use enhanced tubes

in steam condensers. They installed 35 enhanced tubes in the condenser of a 5(}0MW

plant and measured the long term tube performance. Their admiralty tube had 9 fins/in

(0.028 in fin height) on the outer surface with a plain tube I,D.

Webb et al. (1984) have simulated the performance of several candidate enhanced

tubes in electric utility condensers. Their work shows that the steam condensing

temperature may be decreased 5-8 F for Cu-Ni or stainless steel tubes. Used in a 946

MW nuclear plant, the simulation analysis showed that the annual average generation

rate would be increased as much as 2,6 MW, and the peak load generation was

increased 10.8 MW. These performance improvements assumed no plant alterations

other than the tube-for-tube replacement. If it is possible to replace the tube sheets

and thus rebundle the condenser, greater performance improvement is possible. Ideally,

the tm bine should be designed to take advantage of the lower condensing pressure. If

this is done, for a new plant design, the fullperformance of the enhanced condenser

tube may be attained.

1.3 Program Methodology

_

Steam condensers in the U.S. have long used copper alloy :;uch as 90/10 cu/ni, or
=

- Admiralty copper alloys. Current trends are toward stainless steel or titanium tubes.

The present program consciously focused on enhancements for both copper alloy and

titanium tubes.

: This program sought to develop new enhanced tube geometries, specifically developed

for steam condensers. Water side fouling and cleaning were consciously considered in

selection of the tube side surface geometry.

The project work was undertaken in three sub-programs. They are'
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1. Water Side Enhancement: This work inw_lves selection of the inside

enhancement geonletry and evaluation of its heat transfer and fouling

characteristics.

2. Steam Side Enhancement: This addresses selection of the steam side

enhancement geometry and measurement of the steam condensation

coefficient,

3. After completion of the two sub-programs, the final candidate enhanced

tubes were manufactured and tested. The test measured the UA-value

with 6 ft/sec water side velocity and 108 F steam condensation temperat-

ure.

A computer model developed by Jaber (1991) was used to predict the steam

condensation performance on "integral fin" tubes, as a function of fin height, fin spacing,

fin shape and tube material,

The desired enhanced tube geometries were developed and manufactured by either of

the following companies. They are Wolverine Tube Co. (Decatur, AL) and Wieiand-

Werke AG (Ulm, Germany), and UOP Corp. (Tonawanda, NY).



2 LITERATURE SURVEY

q

2.1 Condensation Enhancement

Enhanced condenser tubes have been developed, and are routinely used in refrigeration

condensers for shell side condensation. Webb (1988) surveyed the advances in this

area. Enhanced tubes have not been as widely used for steam condensation. This is

• because condensate flooding of the interfin region is more severe with water, which has

a much higher surface tension than refrigerants or organic fluids. Such condensate

flooding substantially reduces the condensation coefficient in the flooded zone, as
_

described by Rudy and Wek3b (!985).

Some steam condensation research has been done on enhanced tubes. Karkhu and

Borovkov (1971), Shekr,.'ladze and Rusishvili (1980), Shklover et al. (1981) have tested

" "threaded tubes" of different materials and geometries with steam and other fluids.

Yau, Cooper, and Rose (1984, 1985, 1986) have used several fluids (including steam)

to determine the enhancement level of horizontal integral finned copper tubes. They

tested rectangular fins for a wide range of fir.,spacings, 0.5 mm to 20 mm. They have

also investigated the effect of vapor velocity, fin spacing and coolant velocity with steam

condensing at atmospheric pressure. A maximum enhancement level (the ratio of the

condensing coefficient of the enhanced tube to that of a plain tube) of 3°6 (based on

root diameter) was obtained for 1.5 mm fin spacing. Wanniarachchi, Marto, and Rose_

(1984,1.985,1986) tested horizontal copper integral finned tubes with steam condensing

at atmospheric and vacuum conditions. They measured the effect of fin spacing, fin

_ dimensions, and saturation temperature. The fin height, fin thickness, and fin spacing,
=

ranged from 0.5 mm to 2.0 mm, 0.5 mm to 2.0 mm, 0.5 mm to 9.0 mm, respectively.

i The maximum enhancement level occurred at 1.5 mm fin spacing, measured at the fin

base, (for e = 1.0 mm and 2.0 mm), and at 2.0 mm (for e = 0.5 mm and 1.5 mm). The
z

maximum enhancement level was 3.6 and 5.2 (based on root diameter) for vacuum and

atmospheric conditions, respectively.

5
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Marto et al. (1986) studied the effect of fin shape on the condensing coefficient for at-

mospheric and vacuum conditions. Steam was condensed on four copper tubes with

four different fin shapes (rectangular, triangular, trapezoidal, and parabolic). The

results show only a small difference in performance among the trapezoidal, rectangular,

and triangular fins with the highest enhancement for the rectangular fin. However, the

parabolic fin produced approximately 15% higher enhancement than the rectangular

fin. On the other hand, Kedzierski and Webb (1987) condensed R-11 on copper tubes

with special fin shapes, and reported significant differences for the different fin shapes.

The tube thermal conductivity strongly affects the enhancement levels of finned tubes.

Mills et al. (1975) condensed steam on horizontal grooved tubes having 0.71 mm groove

pitch and 0.458 mm depth. Three different tube materials were tested: copper, brass,

and 70/30 copper-nickel wi'ih corresponding thermal conductivities of 381, 100, and 28.5

W/m-K. The tube performance decreased as the thermal conductivity decreased.

Mitrou (1986) condensed steam (under vacuum conditions) on tubes of d_/ferent

materials having triangular fins (spirally threaded) of 1.0 mm height, and 2.1 mm base ,

thickness. The materials tested were: copper (350 W/m-K), copper-nickel (52 W/m-K),

aluminum (237 W/m-K), and stainless steel (15 W/m-K). These results also show

decreasing performance as the thermal conductivity decreases. The maximum enhan-

cement obtained was for copper, while the condensation coefficient on the stainless

steel tube was 30% below that of a smooth tube. Enhancement types other than the

"standard" integral finned tubes have also been described in the literature and by some

tubing manufacturers. The Gregorig (1954), Adamek (1981), and Webb-Kedzierski

(1990) profiles are predicted to provide high enhancement levels when R-11 condenses
1

: on copper tubes. Trapezoidal fin shapes are produced by manufacturers such as

Wolverine (U.S), Wieland (Germany), Hitachi and Sumitomo (Japan), Yorkshire (Great

Britain). The fin pitch ranges from 0.5-to-1.3 mm, and some of these have a "saw tooth"

fin shape. The tubes are typically used for refrigerants, which have considerably lower

surface tension than that of water. Several different copper enhanced tubes with special

fin shapes were tested by Webb and Murawski (1990). There is no information about

6
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steam condensation on such high performance surfaces. However, it is likely that

condensate retention would yield low performance on closely spaced fins.

2.2 Water-Side Enhancement and Fouling

Particulate fouling with water flow in enhanced tubes have been investigated by Webb

and Kim (1989) and Kim and Webb (1989). These two papers report accelerated

particulate fouling data for water flow in commercially available enhanced tubes. Those

studies showed that most enhanced tubes foul at a higher rate than for a plain tube

operated at the same water velocity. The previous two studies investigated use of an

on-line brush cleaning system to clean the tubes. Those measurements showed that the

on-line brush effectively cleaned the tubes.

When an on-line cleaning system is used, large steam condensers typically ase a sponge-

ball cleaning system rather than the on-line brush cleaning system. Use of thr: sponge-

ball on-line cleaning system is described by Keysselitz (1984). If only biological fouling

is expected, intermittent chlolination may be used, rather than a sponge-ball system.

Renfftlen (1991) reports that em',anced tubes can be successfully cleaned using the

sponge ball cleaning system.

= There has been growing interest in using enhanced tubes in electric utility steam

condensers, which typically use plain tubes. Boyd et al. (1983) describes operating

experience of the Wolverine Korodense tube in steam condensers. The Korodense tube

provides approximately 65% tube side enhancement, but less than 30% steam-side

enhancement. Webb et al. (1984) show that approximately two-thirds of the total

thermal resistance is on the water side of the plain tube. Rabas et al. (1990) provide

an update of operating experience with the Korodense tube, since publication of the

Boyd et al. paper. Sommerscales et al. (1991) describes the results of experiments to

: investigate particulate fouling ira enhanced tubes. They conclude that the Korodense

: tube have the property of providing better heat transfer and it is less .;t_sccptible to
_=
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fouling than a smooth tube, However, Rabas et a! (1991) describes long term

operating experience of twelve TVA condensers, nine of which were retubed with

Korodense tubes. Although the results show that the Korodense tube fouls faster' than

plain tubes, a relatively small fouling resistance occurred within nine months after

cleaning.

In order to obtain significant performance improvement, it is necessary to enhance the

water side, in addition to th_ steam side. Successful application of enhanced tubes to

steam condensers requires that foulant material be cleanable from the water-side. Very

little information has been publisher i on fouling and on-line cleaning of water-side

enhanced tubes. Kim and Webb (1989) report fouling and on-line brush cleaning data

for water-side enhancements used in the air conditioning industry. Webb and Chamra

(1991) extended this research to water side enh.,ncements and on-line cleaning systems

applicable to electric utility steam condensers.

It is possible that an enhancement geometry, that is cleanable by on-line brushing, may

not be cleanable with the sponge-ball system. Hence, the geometries chosen for steam

condensers were carefully selected, with the intent that they would be amenable to

sponge-ball cleaning. Webb and Chamra (1991)shows that the enhanced tubes can be

cleaned by either cleaning mechanism.

8



3 EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

Three different experimental facilities were used to obtain the data. A brief description

of each apparatus is given below. Detailed description of the condensation and fouling

apparatuses are given in Appendices A, B, respectively. These appendices also describe

the test procedure and the data reduction procedures.

3.1 Condensation Apparatus

Two variants of the test apparatus were used. The first variant was used to measure
t

steam condensation on single horizontal tubes. This was accomplished by measuring

the wall temperature at four locations around the tube circumference.

The second variant measured the overa T'UA-value of a doubly enhanced tube with 6.0

ft/sec water side velocity. Condensation occurred at 8.1 KPa (1.18 psi) with cooling

water entering at approximately 24 C (75 F).

" 3.2 Foufing Test Apparatus

This apparatus measured the water side fouling resistance in either four 19 mm O.D.

(or three 22 mm O.D.) tubes simultaneously. The apparatus was designed to operate

and record data 24 hour/day unattended with heat input to the test section. Heat is

transferred to the 3.05 m long test sections by condensing R-114 on the annulus side of

tile test section.

3.2.1 On.Line Cleaning Systems Used

Aluminum oxide particles were used for the foulant material, The foulant particle=

diameter used in ali tests except two was 0.3 >m. The other two tests used 3 _m

diameter particles. Both sponge-ball and brush cleaning systems were tested. Figures=

=
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3.1 and 3.2 show the brush and ball cleaning techniques, respectively. The apparatus

contains brush holders at the ends of the 3.05 m long measuring section. Four solen(_id

valves, controlled by an electronic signal from the personal computer, are used to

actuate the brush operation. When the signal is "on", the solenoid valves reverse the

flow direction, causing the brushes to pass through the tubes. When the signal is "off',

the solenoid valves return the brushes to their original position. The brushes are chosen

such that the brush diameter is 0.5 mm larger than the root diameter of each tube. The

brushes were provided by Water Technology of America, Pensacola, FL.

Figure 3.1 Brush cleaning system operation

The sponge-balls are manually injected into the tube, as shown in Figure 3.2, and then

they are collected in the downstream water reservoir. The pressure drop across the

tube causes the sponge-balls to pass through the tubes. The appropriate sponge-ball

diameter is selected by testing the ability of the water flow to drive the ball through the

tube. If the ball diameter is too large, it will not be driven through the tube at the

design water velocity. The sponge-balls are normally 2-3 mm larger than the tube root

diameter. The sponge-balls were selected and provided by Taprogge America

Corporation, Woodbury, New York.

10
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Figure 3,2 Apparatus used to inject sponge-balls into test section

3.3 Measurement of the Water-Side Coefficient

-- The water-side (inside the tube) heat transfer coefficient was measured either at the
=

Wolverine or Wieland test facilities. It was determined by doing a "Wilson plot" on the

tube. The procedure used by Wolverine is described below.
=

An eight foot long tube is installed in an R-12 evaporator shell. The R-12 boils on the

shell side at 75 psia (62 F) and is held at a constant temperature during the test. Water

flows inside the tube. The R-12 vapor is condensed against cold aqueous ethylene

glycol in a separate condenser.

7
_

Data are taken at constant average heat flux for a series of six flow rates, which span

num=er. The iillet water temperature is adjusted for each20,000 to 80,000 Reynolds '-

test point to obtain 36,000 Btu/br heat removal. This maintains a constant heat transfer

coefficient for the R-12 on the shell-side.

¢,1 11
=





Figure 3.3 shows a typical Wilson plot. The X-axis is the inverse of the water-side

thermal resistance. The Y-axis is the total thermal resistance, less the tube wall

conduction resistance. A straight line curve fit (on semi-log coordinates) gives the

"Sieder-Tate coefficient," STC, shown on the graph. The shell side R-12 thermal

resistance is given by the intercept of the curve fit with the Y-axis at X = 0. The water

side heat transfer coefficient (hl) is then calculated by the equation

hiDh 0.14• = STC Re°'8pr lr3 _ (1)
k

The value of STC for Figure 3.3 is 0.0438, The water side heat transfer coefficient is

62% higher than that of a plain tube, The "Sieder Tate coefficient," STC, for the plain

and enhanced tubes is given in Table 3.1.

13



4 ENHANCED TUBE GEOMETRIES TESTED

4.1 Selection of Enhancement Geometries

i, , ,

Table 3.1

THE SIEDER TATE COEFFICIENTS
,i

Tube STC

Plain 0.029

Korodense 0.0490
12

Corrugated 2 0.0470
___ L,, ' ' '

3D-DS 0.0446

SS-16 0.0402

NW 0.044
.... ,,.,

Our intent was to develop special steam and water side enhancement geometries that

would provide the needed steam-side, water-side, and fouling performance. The tubes

geometries were chosen based on a theoretical analysis, correlations and suggestions

provided by tube manufacturers. The following criteria were established for selection

of the enhancement geometries:

1. Adding a steam-side enhancement geometry to the outer surface will

reduce the tube inside diameter. Reduced tube I.D. will act to

increase the water side pressure drop, independent of the tube-side

enhancement. Hence, we sought a tube side enhancement that

would provide high steam side enhancement with the maximum

possible tube inside diameter.
=
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2, The tube side enhancement must consciously consider cleanability of the

water side geoinetry using the reclrculating sponge ball cleaning system,

Based on discussions with Taprogge, we concluded that the inside

enhancement should have "rounded" internal ridges, as opposed to

"sharp" internal ridges.

3. Because the controlling thermal resistance is on the water side, candidate

water side enhancements should provide at least 60% water side

enaancement.
f

4.2 Steam Side Enhancement Geometries

I

The first basic type enhancement geometry used is the integral-fin tube. As previously

stated, a computer model developed by Jaber (1991) was used to identify the preferred

integral-fin geometry, The computer model predicted that a 7/8" O.D tube having ap-

proximately 13 fins/in is preferred. A fin height ot 0,5 mm is preferre,J for titanium and

for cu/ni. The titanium fins must have a greater base thickness than that of the cu/ni

tubes to compensate for the lower thermal conductivity of titanium.

The second basic enhancement geometry consists of a dense array of spherical particles

that are sintered to the outer tube surface (Fig. 4.1b).

Eight steam side enhancement geometries were tested. These are shown in Fig. 4.1 and

Fig 4.2 and are listed in Table 4.1. Table 4.2 gives the tube dimensions. The second

column of Tables 4.1 and 4.2 list a code descriptor, to which the tubes will be referred

to in the future discussion.

- Tubes 2-through-6 are "integral fin" tubes, and are illustrated in Fig. 4.1 and Fig 4.2.

These tubes have 11, 16, or 19 fins/in. Tubes 2 and 4 (Fig. 4.1a and 4.1d) are identical

(except for the tube material) and have 433 fpm (11 fpi) with 1.1 mm fin height. Tube

-- 3 (Fig. 4.1c) has 748 fpm (19 fpi) with 0.5 mm fin height. Tubes 5 and 6 (Fig. 4.2a and

: 15



4.2b) are titanium with 433 fpm (11 fpt), and have 0.43 and 0.28 mm fin height,

respectively. Tube 7 (Fig. 4.2c) is stainless steel with 630 fpm (16 fpi) and has 0.32 mm

fin height. Tube 8 (Fig. 4.1b) tube is a plain copper/nickel tube with 0.5 mm diameter

copper particles sintered to the surface, with 50% area coverage.

4.3 Water Side Enhancement Geometries

Selection of the tube side enhancement must consciously consider cleanability of the

water side geometry using the recirculating sponge ball cleaning system, in addition to

increased heat transfer. We feel that an internal geometry that has "rounded" internal

ridges, as opposed to "sharp" internal ridges will be more cleanable. Based on

discussions with a manufacturer of the sponge ball cleaning system, we have selected

three possible tube side enhancements. They are:

1. A wavy internal roughness, which is illustrated on the inner surface of the

Fig. 4.la and 4.1c tubes.

2. A 3-dimensional roughness, which is illustrated in Fig. 5.9c.

3. A helically corrugated roughness illustrated in Fig. 5.10a.

The inner surface of the Fig. 4.1 or 4.2 firmed tubes may use either the wavy or the 3-

dimensional roughness. The Fig. 5.10a corrugated tube is envisioned for the inner

surface of the Fig. 4.1b attached particle tube.
,i

4.4 Composite Candidate Tube Geometries

The "candidate" tube geometries must have enhancement on the steam and water sides.

The candidate geometries are the same as shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, except for

Tubes 1, 3 and 8. Tube 1 is excluded, because it is a plain tube. Tube 3 is excluded,

because copper material is not suitable. The attached particles of Tube 8 would be
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replaced by aluminum particles would be attached to a Korodense tube. Although

Tube 7 was made of stainless steel, it can also b_ made of titanium:

• Table 4.1

Tubes Tested in Condensation Test Cell
I

No. Code Geometry Material Manufacturer
. .....

1 Plain Smooth copper -

2 CU-11 Integral-fin copper Wieland

3 C/N-19 Integral-fin 90/10 cu/ni Wolverine

4 C/N-11 Integral-fin 90/10 cu/ni Wieland
J ,

5 TiA-11 Integral-fin titanium Wieland

6 TiB-11 Integral-fin titanium Wieland

7 SS-16 Integral-fin stn. stl Wieland

8 A/P-50 Attached part. cu particles UOP

on cu/ni tube
- , , ,, ,,, , , ,,,,,

Table 4.2

Dimensions of the Tubes 'rested in Condensation Test Cell

No. Code DO fpm [ tw eo t b t t

i mm - mm Into mm mm
'1

1 Plain 22.23 - 0.9 - - -

2 r_,...'LI-I1 19.00 433 0.9 1.12 0.9 0.30
,,,

3 C/N-19 22.23 748 0.9 0,50 0.6 0.20

4 C/N..11 22.23 433 0.9 1.12 0.9 0.30
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_lhble4.2
Dimensions of the Tubes Tested in Condensation Test Cell

***m,te**m**_mmt**_ .......... . ,,' ...._, . . .:.... ; ...........•........: " .;*:.up, ,,,,,: .:: . _._: ; L*:*:....................

No. C(gte Do fpm tw eo tb tt
mm . mm mm mm mm

i

5 TTA-11 18.29 433 0.46 0.43 1,0 0.64

6 TiB-11 18.29 433 0.46 0.28 1.4 0.93

7 SS-16 18.43 630 0.46 0.32 1,2 0.75

8 A/P-50 22.23 - 0.46 0.43 - -
, " ,*, , i , ,, i r- J ' '
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4.1a C/N-11 copper 4.1b ALP-50

4.1c C/N-19 Cu/Ni 4.ld C/N-li Cu/Ni

Figure 4.1 Copper and nickel tubes tested in condensation cell
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42a TiA-11 4.2b TiB-11

=

- 4.2c SS-16
_

Figure 4.2 Titanium and stainless steel tubes tested in condensation cell
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5 TES'I RESULTS

5_1 Steam Condensation Results

A 22.23 mm diameter smooth copper tube was tested at two different saturation

temperatures, 54 C and 69 C. The purpose of this test was to verify the operation of

the apparatus by comparing the data to the theory for a horizontal tube derived by

Nusselt (1916). Figure 5.1 shows the data obtained for the plain tube. The ex-

perimental values were within -2% and +5% of the Nusselt theory. For condensation

on plain, horizontal tubes, the Nusselt equation is

h = 0.725 g k3 '_ ]1/4 (5.2)
D v (Tsa t - Tw)J

Since these data agreed well with the Nusselt theory, the smooth tube performance will

be represented from now on by the Nusselt theory.

In presenting the following results for the enhanced tubes, the "enhancement level" is

defined as the ratio of the condensing coefficient, based on the envelope area over the

fins (diameter Do), to the condensing coefficient of a smooth tube of diameter Do.

Both coefficients are compared at the same (Tsa t - Tw). The different symbols that

appear in the graphs are for different tests, which were taken on different days.

5.1.1 Copper Alloy Tubes

Figure 5.2 shows the condensing coefficient vs. AT (= Tsat - Tw,av) for the 19.0 mm CU-

ll copper tube, which has 433 fpm (11 fpi), e = 1.12 mm, and tb = 0.9 mm. The

average enhancement level is 2.85.
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Three different 90/10 copper-nickel tubes were tested. The first is a 22.23 mm diameter

C/N-11 tube which has the same fin shape, dimensions and fin pitch as the 19 mm

diameter CU-11 copper tube. The data are shown in Figure 5.3, where an average

enhancement level of 1.75 is obtained. The second cu/ni tube (C/N-19) has the same

diameter as the C/N-11 tube, but has a smaller fin pitch, and a smaller fin height. The

results for the C/N-19 tube are shown in Figure 5.4, for which an average enhancement

level of 1.64 is obtained. Thus, the 742 fpm tube provided only slightly less enhan-

cement than the 433 fpm tube.

The third type, A/P-50, is a smooth copper-nickel tube with copper particles sintered

to the surface. Approximately 50% of the tube projected surface is covered with

particles. Figure 5.5 shows the data obtained for this tube. The enhancement level was

a strong function of AT as can be seen from Figure 5.5. The maximum enhancement

was 1..89(at the lowest AT) and the minimum of 1.4 (at the highest AT).

5.1.2 Titanium and Stainless Steel Tubes

Two titanium tubes, TiA- 11 and TiB-11,were tested both having the 18.29 mm diameter

over the fins and fin pitch, but different fin shapes. The dimensions of the 'A_and 'B'

tubes are described in Table 4.2. The major difference between the two tubes is the

fin height and the drainage channel shape. Figure 5.6 shows the results for the 'A_tube

which show a modest average enhancement of 1.22. The results for the 'B' tube are

shown in Figure 5.7, where the average enhancement level is 1.05. An 18.43 mm O.D.

stainless steel tube having 16 fins/in on the inner surface and a wavy inner surface was

tested. This tube has a higher internal wave height than the TiA-11 and TiB-11 tubes.

Table 5.1 summarizes the enhancement level of each of the tested tubes.
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'lhble 5.1

External Enhancement Levels, Eo

for (Ts . Tw) = 5.1 K

Tube Eo '

CU- 11 2.80

C/N-11 1.75

C/N,19 1.64

A/P-50 1.70

TiA- 11 1.22

TiB-11 1.05

SS,16 1.70

...... : '," ' :: , =:: '"t , ,_""-"_.

5.2 Water Side Enhancement

The clean tube heat transfer coefficients were measured by the tube manufacturers,

using the Wilson plot method with water on the tube and annulus sides. The Colburn

j-factor and the friction factor are plotted in Figure 5.8 for the Table 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4

water side geometries. Two tubes, the 3D-SS and Corrugated 1, are not included in

Figure 5.8 because of their inferior thermal performance compared to the other

enhanced tubes. The plotted values were obtained from smooth curve fits of the test

data.

5.3 Fouling Test Results

5.3.1 Tube Geometries Tested
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Figure 5.1 Condensation coefficientfor the plain copper tube
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Figure 5.2 Condensation coefficient for tile CU-11 copper tube
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Figure5.3Condensation coefficient for the C/N-11 tube
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Figure 5.4 Condensation coefficient for the C/N-,19 tube
=
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Figure 5.5 Condensation coefficient for the A/P-50 tube
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Figure 5.6 Condensation coefficient for the _iA-l.1 tube
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Figure5.7 CondensationcoctTicientt'or the "l'iB-ll tube
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Data were taken on three different sets of tubes, The tubes were made by the

manufacturers identified in the Acknowledgement, The internal geometry dimensions

of the nominal 19 mm outside diameter set are listed in Table 5,2, Figure 5,9 shows

photos of the enhanced tubes described tn Table 5,2, Table 5,3 lists the internal

dimensions of the nominal 22 mm outside diameter tubes, Tt_c I,D, dimension is the

mintmum inside diameter, Figure 5.10 shows the Table 5,3 tube geometries. Table 5.4

lists the enhanced tubes dimensions for the third set, Figure 5.11 shows the Table 5.4

tube geometries,

,._ .................. '"'t','w'7._: ... : . . . .::_::- ---:_:::/---:

Table 5.2

19 mm O.D, Tube Dimensions

Tube I.D. eI p

[mm] [mm] [mm] [deg]
.....

Plain 14,3 - - -

3D-SS 14,7 0,25 5,50 35

3D-DS 14,7 0.25 5.50 35

NW 14,6 0.35 2.45 90
,, ,,, :7

Table 5.3

22 mm O.D. Tube Dimensions

Tube I.D. e I p ac

[mm] [mm] [mm] [deg]

Plain 17,9 - - -

NW 18,0 0.25 2,20 90

Korodense 19,7 0.5(1 10,0 81
' ' " ,,' %'-' ' " ','"r- ,, , : .....
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Figure 5.8 Colburn-j and friction factors for the enhanced tubes
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3b

3a

Figure 5.9 (a) 3D-SS, (b) NW, (c) 3D-DS, (d) plain tube geometries
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Figure _,10 (a) Korodense, (b) plain, and (c) NW tube geometries
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Figure 5.11 (a) Corrugated 1 and (b) corrugated 2 tube geometries
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Table 5.4

22 mm O.D. Tube Dimensions

__ ,, , , [ ........

Tube I.Do ei p ce

[mm] _ [mm] [mm] [deg]
_LL ,,,,I ........... _----: ....... ; ........... ...... " "........... : ....................

Plain 17.9 - - -

Corrugated 1 20.3 0.61 12.2 45

Corrugated 2 20.3 0.73 14.6 45
,,, . ---

5.3.2 Fouling Data for the Table 5.2 Geometries

Figure 5.12 shows fouling curves for the ],'able 5.2 geometries. The fouling curves show

an asymptotic behavior. The sponge-ball cleaning system was activated at 18 hours as

shown on Figure 5.12. The ball activation reduced the Rf in each tube to zero. In this

test, three sponge-balls were injected manually, one after another, with a one hour

waiting period, followed by another three balls. Figure 5.12 shows that the fouling rates

are higher following the ball cleaning than the initial fouling rates. The higher fouling

rates are because ball cleaning returns foulant to the water, thereby increasing its

foulant concentration. To prevent increasing the foulant concentration, a modified

cleaning technique was adopted. This technique was described earlier.

. Figure 5.13 shows the results of sponge-ball cleaning for three cleaning cycles. Free

fouling was allowed to occur until Rf in one tube reached 5.3x10 5 m2-K/W (3.0x10 4 hr-

ftZ-F/Btu), then the sponge-balls are applied. Figure 5.1.3 shows that sponge-ball

cleaning reduced the Rf to zero in each tube for each cleaning passage. The figure als_

shows that the fouling rate following each sponge-ball cleaning cycle is repeatable.
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5,3.3 Fouling Data for the Table 53 Geometries

Figure 5.14 shows the asymptotic free fouling curves for the Table 5.3 geometries. The

asymptotic fouling resistance is reached after 32 hours in ali the tubes. The plain tube

shows negligible fouling resistance as in the previous tests. Figure 5.15 shows the results

of a repeat fouling test to check the repeatability of the fouling curves. The fouling

data are very close in both Figures 5.14 and 5.15 runs.

Fouling curves for three sponge-balls cleaning cycles are shown in Figure 5.16. The

figure shows that the fouling resistance drops to zero after each cleaning cycle in each

tube. The fouling curves are repeatable after each cycle.

Figure 5.17 shows the results of four brush cleaning cycles. The fouling resistance was

allowed to reach 5.3x10"5m2-K/W (3.0x10"4hr-ft2-F/Btu) before the brushes are passed

through each tube. The fouling resistance for the Korodense tube drops to zero after

each cleaning cycle. However, the initial fouling factor for the NW tube appears to

increase after each cycle. Later inspection showed that improper brush diameter was

used for the NW tube. The brush used in the NW tube was 18 mm diameter, as

opposed to the desired 18.5 mm diameter. However, the smaller brush did substantially

reduce the fouling resistance in the NW tube. Webb and Kim (1989) used the on-line

brush cleaning to clean a TWX tube, which is similar to the NW tube geometry. They

showed that a correctly sized brush decreased the fouling resistance down tc)zero after

each cycle.

Both cleaning systems, sponge-balls and brushes, are very effective in cleaning the

enhanced tubes.
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Figure 5.12 Free fouling test curves for 19 mm O.D tubes with one
sponge-baU cleaning cycle, 3/_m aluminum oxide
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Figure 5.13 Fouling curves for three sponge-ball cleaning cycles for 19
mm O.D. tubes, 3 _m aluminum oxide
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Figure 5.15 Free fouling curves for 22 mm O.D., 0.3 _m aluminum
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Figure 5.16 Fouling curves for three sponge-ball cleaning cycles for 22
mm O.D. tubes, 0,3/_m aluminum oxide
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5.3.4 Fouling Data for the '[hble 5.4 Geometries

The asymptotic fouling curves for these tubes are shown in Figure 5,118,The 45 degree

corrugated tubes foul faster than the plain tube, However, the corrugated tube with

0,73 mm internal ridge height fouls faster than the corrugated tube having a smaller

ridge height (0,61 mm), The asymptotic, fouling resistance is reached after ap.

proximately 36 hours in both corrugated tubes,

Figure 5,19 shows the results of three cleaning cycles using sponge-balls cleaning rnet-

hod. The fouling resistance drops to zero after each cleaning cycle, The fouling data

are repeatable after each cycle, This test shows that the sponge-balls cleaning method

ts very effective in cleaning the corrugated tubes,

The brush cleaning test results are shown in Figure 5,20, As expected, the foullllg

resistances are brought to zero after six brush passes.

5,3.5 Discussion of Fouling Results

The fouling rate Is sensitive both to particle size and enhancement geometry, The NW

tube was tested using two different particle sizes, 'I'he particle size used for the Figures

5.12 and 5,13 data Is 3 /zm. Figures 5,14 through 5.20 used 0.3 /lm particles.

Comparison of these figures shows that the fouling rate of the NW is faster for 0.3 _m

particle size ttaan for 3 _m particles. Smaller particles, whose Schmidt numbers are

small, yield higher deposition velocities than larger particles. That is because in the

diffusion regime, the particle deposition velocity becomes proportional tc_Sc''2/3,as

shown by Webb and Kim (1989),

The free foullrlg tests (Figs, 5,12, 5,14, and 5.18) show asymptotic betaavic_rfor ali of the

tubes tested, The data show that the free fouling rate is sensitive to the tube geometry,
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• lble 5.5 lists the fouling resistance after 15 hours for three tube ge_)metries using 3 _m

diameter particles. "Pable 5.5 shows that the NW tube fouls at a lower rt_te than the

3D-SS and the 3D-DS tubes. The 3D-SS tube sh:)ws the highest fouling resist_lnce.

Table 5.5

Fouling Resistance After 15 Hours

(3tzm aluminum oxide particles)

Tube O.O. Rf

[mm] [m2.K/W]
..,,.

3D-SS 19.0 2.8x10 5

3D-DS 19.0 2.5x10 5

NW 19.0 1.5x10"5
qLll ii i

Table 5.6 lists the fouling resistance for the 22 mm tubes at 15 hours. The table shows

that Corrugated-1 (0.61 mm internal ridge height) has the lowest fouling resistance, Rf

.- 1.6x10 5 m2-K/W. Increase of the internal ridge height to 0.73 mm caused Rf tr)

increase to 2.5x10 "5 m2-K/W. '/'he Rf of the Korodense and NW tubes after 15 hours

are 2.3 and 3.5 times higher than that of the Corrugated-2 tube, respectively.
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Table 5.6

Fouling Resistance After 15 Hours

(0,3_m aluminum oxide particles)

Korodense 22.0 5.8x10"5

NW 22.0 8.8x10"5

Corrugated 1 22.0 1.6x10"5

Corrugated 2 22.0 2.5x10"5

The sponge-baU cleaning system wasvery effective in cleaning all of the enhanced tubes.

Also, the on line brushing brought the fouling resistance to zero in ali the tubes except

the NW tube, which occurred because of the under size brush. Six brush passes (three

brushing cycles) were applied in order to compare with the sponge-balls system, which

used six sponge-balls. However, Webb and Kim (1989) showed that two passes (one

cycle) is sufficient to clean the enhanced tubes they tested. Both on-line ball and brush

cleaning were effective in cleaning the geometries tested here.

z

5.4 Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient

Three enhanced tubes were selected to measure the overall heat transfer coefficient.

These tubes have enhancement on the steam and the water sides. The Ti-A, C/N-11,

and SS-16 tubes described in Table 4.1 and 4.2 were tested using the method described

in APPENDIX A. The tests were conducted at a saturation temperature of 41.7 C (107

F). Either two or three of the 18 in (405 mrn) tube lengths in the test cell were

connected in series using U-bends to form the length tested. Three 18 in lengths were

used for the C/N-11 and 16-SS tubes, and two 18 in lengths were used for the TiA-11
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tube. As shown in Table 4.2, the O.D. of the C/N-11 tube is 22.2 nim, and the TiA-11

and SS-16 tubes are approximately 18.4 mm. The data were taken for 42 C steam

saturation temperature with water velocities between 1.0 and 3.0 m/s. The measured

UA_ values of all three tubes are shown on Figure 5.21. Figure 5.21 also shows the

UA/L value for plain 22.2 diameter, 0.90 mm wall copper/nickel, and 18.4 mm diameter,

0.46 mm wall titanium tubes. The plain tube condensation coefficient was predicted

using the Nusselt equation (Equation 5.1) and the Petukhov equation for turbulent flow

in smooth tubes. The Petukhov equation is

St - f/2 (5.3)
1.07 + 12.7_ (Pr 2/3- 1)

where

f =(1.58 In (Re) - 3.28) -z (5.4)

Using Equation (A.6) in Appendix A, the water side and tube wall resistances were

subtracted from the total resistance (1/UA) to derive the condensing coefficient for tile

Ti-A and C/N-11 tubes. These derived condensing coefficients were compared with the

condensing coefficients obtained by measurement of the tube wall temperature. These

tests were described in Section 5.1 and the data are shown on Figures 5.3 and 5.6. The

back-calculated and the directly measured condensing coefficients agreed within _+5%.
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Figure 5.21 UA/L data for the candidate enhanced tubes
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6 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF CANDIDATECONDENSER TUBES

6.1 Candidate Tube Geometries

The enhanced tube geometries selected as candidates for installation in electric utility

steam condensers are listed in Table 6.1. These tubes selected offer the highest perfor-

mance potential of those tested in the laboratory tests. The first two tubes are of

copper/nickel, and the last three are of titanium (or stainless steel). Although tube 4

'(SS-16) was made and tested as a stainless steel tube, we will refer to it as titanium

material, since its performance should be the same in titanium or stainless steel

materials since the tube thermal conductivities are approximately equal. Tube 4 will

provide higher performance than Tube 3, which has very little side enhancement. Tube

3 is included, so that one may see the additional benefit provided by the higher water

side enhancement of Tube 4.

., .......... ,................. ,.......... ,., u, .u t.. , .......... ,... ....... i ..... ,Jt ........

Table 6.1

Candidate Tube Geometries

No. Outside
inside Material Figure

II

1 CfN-11 Wavy-1 Cu/Ni 4,la

2 A/P-50 Korodense Cu/Ni None

3 TiA- 11 Wavy-2 Ti 4.2a

4 SS-16 Wavy-3 Stn Stl 4,2c

5 A/P-50 Korodense Ti None
, ,,,,, .... , ,,
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6.2 UA Enhancement Levels

Table 6.2 compares the UA-values of the candidate tube geometries listed in Table 6,1,

The comparison ts shown in Table 6.2 and is for steam condensing with (Tsat - Tc) =.,

2,8 C on 22.23 mm O.D, tubes with 26 C water flowing inside at 2,0 m/see (6,5 ft/see),

The condensing coefficient of the TiA-11 and SS-16 tubes were scaled up to a 22,23 mm

tube diameter. Based on the theoretical model of Jaber (1991) increasing the tube

diameter from 18,3 mm to 22.23 mm (with all other dimensions unchanged) will

increase the enhancement level of an integral finned tube by approximately 10%. The

primary reason for this is the reduction of the condensate flooding angle. The

predictive model uses the analytical expression of Rudy and Webb (1.985) for the

calculation of the flooding angle, The column labeled Eo gives the steam side

enhancement ratio, relative to a plain tube of the same outside diameter, The plain

tube condensation coefficient was calculated using the Nusselt equation (Equation 5,1),

The Column labeled Ei lists the water side enhancement, relative to a plain tube. The

E t value was calculated from the water side heat transfer coefficient correlations based

on the Wilson plot data. Figure 5,8 shows the water-side j-factor (= h/t_OCp)vs, Re.

The last column of the table shows the ratio of the enhanced-to-plain tube UA value,

The plain tube UA value was calculated using the Nusselt and the Petukhov equations

for the steam and water stde coefficients, respectively. The UA-values of AP-

50/Korodense tubes (#2 and #5) are based on the measured condensation coefficient

(ho) shown on Figure 5,5, and the Wolverine correlation for Korodense water side

coefficient (ht), The UA-value is calculated using the equation

1 1 tw 1 (5 5)-- + +

UA hoAI_ kmAw htAl
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The tube inside diameters (Di) and w_:tllthickness (tw) values are shown in _Pable6,2,

The inside diameters differ, because of the different fin heights and tube wall

thicknesses, The calculated steam side (Eo) and water side enhancernents (El) are

shown in _lhble 6,2,

Table 6.2 shows that the greatest UA enhancement occurs for the copper-nickel tubes,

The C/N-11, C/N-19, and A/P-50 tubes gtve UA enhancement ratios of 1,80, :l,61, and

71,68,respectively, The UA value of the C/N-19 tube Is lower than that of C/N-11

primarily because it has a smaller water side heat transfer coefficient, It is not po,;sible

to make a wavy inside enhancement for the C/N-19 that will have the same El as the

wavy inside enhancement used in the C/N-11 tube. This is because the C/N-19 tube has

a smaller wave pitch and a lower external fin height than those of the C/N-11 tube.

The SS_-16tube gives a UA enhancement ratio of 1.49,which is substantially higher than

the 1.21 value for the TiA-11 tube. The primary reason for the lower UA enhancement

ratio of the TiA-11 tube is its lower water side heat transfer coefficient. The greatest

UA enhancement ratio of the titanium tubes would occur for tube 5 (A/P-50/Koroden-

se). This tube provides approximately the same water side enhancement as the SS-16,

but it has a greater condensation coefficient.
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6.3 Simulated Plant Perforntance

'l_o condensers in actual power plants, one fossil and the other nuclear are considered

In this sirnulation study, The detailed design and operating conditions are given by

Webb et al, (1984), The Webb et al, (1984) paper also gives delalls on the turbine back

pressure curves and the circulating water pump curves, The analysts was performed for

two different scenarios:

1, A tube-for-tube replacement, Thus, each platn tube is replaced by an

enhanced tube of equal outside diameter, This typically tnw)lves reduced

condenser water flow rate,

2, A new condenser, In this case, the total length of tubing in the condenser is

the same as the plain tube design, But, tube length and the number of tubes

may be different from the plain tube design, This approach allows the

enhanced tube condenser to operate at the same cooling water flow rate as

the plairl tube condenser.

The tube wall thickness values are 0,035 inch (0.9 mm) for cu/nt tubes, and 0,018 inch

(0,46 mm) for titanium or stainless steel tubes, The calculations are based on constant

outside diameter (plain tube diameter is equal to the diameter over the fins) and

constant pumping power,

The water velocity is determined from the balance point on the pump and system curve,

which accounts for the friction factor of each enhanced tube. The system resistance ts

the sum of the pressure drop in the condenser tube, and the flow losses external to the

condenser tubes. Since the enhanced tubes have a higher pressure drop than th_'_plain

tube, the water velocity in the enhanced tubes is reduced, For a new condenser, the

total water flow rate is maintained constant by using a greater number of lubes, which

are shorter in length than the plain tube design. Details of this calculation are given

by Webb et al. (1984),
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The l_rescnl u×i-_l:_rlnlcilllll rc!still,,,iIii't; used t't_l'.lhc t_tlildCli,,,ililgct_etTIcit;llt, with tl_

cXUel_tlt)il t)t' tills' Kt_i'l)dt'.ll_t_ ttll'lt._, wliich wti,',i tll_ttilllocl I'rt)lll Wtllw.;rtilt,, l't'il,<;

i_l)ill.ll_;ilsl.lllt)ilt,,,c)i.;l't'll,,ll:;illwti,,,lmultll_lled by ii (),8(i tltlildll_ t'ilctt)r, 'l'ht: wtiii.;r side.;he;iii

tr1.111st't_rcc)c.t't'lclci_twiis clilctlllilu, d (1.1i the hiilltiliC,_tJt_(_lilt wtilt;r vt_k_clty) i.iSJlltj

c'.t_rrcltlllt)llS ()htillned t'r(_nl th_ WIIst)n llll)t liillllysls lit' t;xt_erlnit:;rliiil tit.Jill, A lyl'_ll.',_,ll

v1.1itiet'c_rthe t'c_ultHl t'lictor (R,I, = (),()()()25hr-ftZ-l;/Biu) wl.is tllso lilc()rpi)i't.itt',d Iii lhc

c_llcl.il_lttt_ns,Ttle twertill I'letii irtirl,,,Ifl_rut)et't'lctci_tw1.1sthen c_tllctll,<lietlusing the Sielilll

tiild wl.lier stl.le hetlt lr_lllst'er cn_'tTtc.lt;l_is,l.iiltt the t'_'_ullllgi'_sl,,,Ittill¢_,

Tht_ l:_xt'Jcrlrrierlifilc_li_dcnst.itltlrlellhliilct_i_lonl level c_t'the IN,3 innl dhiillet_r TIA., 11 1.1lid

thr: SS.16 ttilles wt',r¢ st:_lll:;cttip tt_ 22,23 n1111tube dltilllt, tt:,,r, B_lsed t_i__l the()retlcal

C(llllt3LIIeI" rric_deldcvek_ped hy ,ll:lber (1991), II wtis deterllllrled tll_lt lricrelisti_g the li.lhC

l.lifin'ieter t'rt_rn 18,29 rniil Ii.) 22,27 nim (with fill clitlei' dlirlenslc)ils uilt_htillged) will

lilcl'i_:_isethe sie1.1i'ilside enhliilt',i:,lllt_ilt level of tj.li llltegrt.il t'iiiiled iuht; I)y litll)rc._×lrill.itcly

5 ici 1()%, Tile l)rl111Iiryl'_li,,,ll)il fnr this il"lure_lseis the reductlt)i_ in the Ct)lldU,llSiitt.'.

fl{)ildln I tingle i.iild hence tin lniJrelise irl the _lctlvc (urlt'll_t)tlcU) l'13git)ll. Tile t_rct.llclIvc

nlc:ldel i.lSIDSthe _liltilytlc_.lle×presston ()t"ltl.idy and Wcbb (1.981) t't_r lhc ci:llci.ilatltlil ot"

the t'lc_dtilg t.ingle, t.-leilue, the unhl.inueilleilt level for the TtA-11 _llld the ,._c,

iiicrelise frclill 1,22 1.1111.t1,34 (18,29 11111] ctifiirieter) tt_ 1,34 tilld 1,45 (for a 22,23 111111

ti.lt3e), respectively, The wtlues t'clr the 28,58 rrii"riO,D, (1,125") ti.ihe were ¢ffitalnud til

_l similar t'_lstail)n, The ltist two ct_lumias (_t' "Ihbles 6,3 arid 6,4 shrew the ste_lm

ct_ladellsati(_ll temlgeriiiure l'c_r tile mc)ilth t)l' July, Nt)tt_s I and 2 lit the l_i_tt()rl_tit'

'I_ibles 6,3 i_ind6,4 refer tc_ rc-tubed l.iilt.Inew cllndonst;rs, respectively,

qhhlcs f._,3 1.1rid(_,4 sla(_w the sila-ltlllitil_i_rc.suits l't_r the t'tlssil _ll_.l iltic:lcar l)l_lrlts,
7

rcspul.'tively, 'l'he tables irlcluclt__l plllila tube, wlalcti l-)rese,rltly c×ists in the pli_iits, tiiid
i

_l si_-ilaUill'clKcln_clt:nsc tube, 'l'l_ts illsitlc clitimctcr' iii 'lhblc_ 6,3 arid 6,4 _lrc in inches,

'l'l_e t'l_ssil t._11.1nti_l''Niblc (_,3 I_rcscrltly cc_iltains t._lliinc'.t_tgl)er/tllckl.,,Itubes, qtll_lt; 6,3

shrews tilt t_rcdit:tcd rcstllts t'l_r bllth C_l_l)cr/ilickul Iii'ld iitai_tunl tribes, 'lliblt_ (_,,1is Ii

nticloar t)l_lnt, 1.1rid(_rlly Iitallitinl Itlt_cs were, t'.t)lasiclerud t't_rthe tuhu rt.,.l_l_lccnlci_t,
_
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l,'tlr rt.',-tubiwlgwith C_l'_l_er/t]lt:kt.'.ltul_es, 'lllhle f_,3 ,',;ll(_wstlliit tile Ktlri_deHse tube given

tile I(_wt_ste_nder_sillg terNrlerllturt_ (8!),5,41:,'),lls c()nli_rtred t_)93,25 I_'t'(ir tile I:_ltltN/plain

tube, 'l'he 'l'st_t In ti New ct_rldeilser with Kur_del_se ttlt_es is I'48,43E 'l'he perl'(_rlntince

Iml_r(wement l_rovided by tile K(_rc_tlensl_tube Is better tl]_iI1the t_tl'leI'ge(_me,trles for

tr r_:_'.tul_eclcclt]cletlseI', 'l'hls Is I_ecutlst'_t)t' the reductl{.)rl Iii the writer t'l()wrtites, prin_lrlly

cliused by the,srntlller tube Itlsltle tilttractor, The K()mdense tube reduces the water

t'lt)w trite 11%, wheretts Get_meti'y 2 reduces the t'lt_w trite 15%, tttatl Geometry 1

rt:cluces the ,,wirer I'l¢_wrt_te by 2()%, l:;'(:lrti new c(_ilderiser with ceni tubes, tube 2

gives (). 13 I:"it)wer 'l"sat th_lI_the Kt)rt)clei]st" tube, 'ltlble 6,3 tlls()o'()ntttiils titttnium and

sttiinless steel tubes, B(_th rH_:tterlt_lspr(wkle the surrie thorrt'ttil t_erl'¢_rrntince, A lower

t:onderlsing terupertiture (87,()F) is pr(wlded by 'I_ube 4, This is primtirlly bec_tuse the

tit_ttliurrl lind st_tlnless tubes t'_lve a thinner wttll tlalckness ((),45 mm) _tscompttred to the

(l,89 mrn for the cu/rli tut'_es, The thtnner w_tll pr(wldes ti gretiter cr(_ss sec,,i(_n_:_lflow

_trett, st) the tube will h_ive _t Iltgher w_tter ['l(_wrr.lte,

t:_'t_i' _l tlttiilium tube Ill the 'lhble 6,3 t'(_ssllplt-lilt, the best t)erf('_rirl_:iilcewt.ts given by

Ge(_metry 4, which gives 87,(1()F' t:(_i]derising ternper_lture (re-ttibed) ritad 86,20 F' (new

design) rts c(_mplired t(_ the 93,25 I:,'wtlu_.' for the pltlln cu/nt tribe, t)r 89,4 F for the

Kor(ltlerlse tube, r,,ic_teth_lt the titltriiurn K(_mtletlse tube prtwldes higher w_tter flow

r_tte th+tn given by tt c('Jpr_er/tlickel Kc+rc+densetube, Bee+ruse the tlt+tnlum tube tl+tsa

thintaer w+lll, lt ht+s +lgrettter cr(l;+ssecti¢+ta_llt'l(lw +tt'_:_tt,

Only tit_lrllutn tubes t.lre c(lnll_lred iri 'lhhle 6,4 t'c_r the t_l.icletir phtnt, The best

pert't)rrn_lilce is given by Gc',tlnactry 4, Ge()metry 5 giws rn_lrgtn_llly nlgtler t)ert'_)rrntlrice

th_n th_:_st_lncl_lrd K(_rc_dense tel)e, Geometry 5 gives 0,20 F' I(iwer 'l'st_t in _ new

c(_nde_lser, _s comp_lred tc)t_ re-tubed o'(_rldenser, l lcre, the enhltnced tube openites

with tile ;;tin]t_w.tei' t'l(_wrutc lls the refereilce pl_llti tube desigH, Use (li' Gravimetry 5

ii] _l new c,(lnclerlserclr(ll)S the c()riclenslrlg ternl)_,;rtiture l'rtlll] 74,()() F' t(_07,8 I-',
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6.4 Long Term Fouling Performance

The fouling tests done at Penn State were accelerated tests using very dirty water. The

purpose of these tests was to compare the relative fouling rates of the enhanced and

plain tubes and to establish if sponge balls will clean the enhanced tubes. The Penn

State tests cannot be used to predict the long term fouling rates under actual field

conditions.

Rabas et al. (1991) assessed the long term fouling rates of twelve TVA steam

condensers, some of which were retubed with Korodense tubes. The condensers

involved are the Gallatin and Shawnee plants. Table 6.5 compares the fouling

resistance of plain and Korodense tubes at the three plant locations ten months after

cleaning.

,.,,!. ._:::E'ff. ,;,',, : ::j:': _ ! . ,,,,,, ....................

Table 6.5

Fouling Resistance of TVA Condensers 10 Months After Cleaning

(hr..FfBtu)
" ................. _ ,, i, t ,,,, t , , _ . ,,,,,

la)cation Plain Kor_dense

Gallatin 0.00035 0.00048

Shawnee 0.0001-0.0002 0.0003-0.0005

No cleaning was performed during the ten month fouling period, Although Table 6.5

shows that the Korodense tube had a higher fouling rate than the plain tube, large

fouling resistances were not attained. The thermal performance of the Korodense tubes
g

remained superior to that of the plain tubes for more than a year without cleaning. In

addition, the thermal performance of both the enhanced and plain tubes was restored

to the new, clean levels after mechanical brush cleaning. As previously noted, Renfftlen
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(1991) reports that enhanced tubes can be successfully cleaned using the sponge ball

cleaning system.
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7 FUTURE WORK

7.1 Field Test Program

This involves installing 20-50 tubes in an actual electric utility condenser. The tubes

should be instrumented to measure the water flow rate, their individual UA-values, and

the fouling resistance. A field test program that has been conducted in Japan is

described by Nosetani et al. (1989); this study describes how the tubes may be

instrumented to obtain tlm needed test data. It is recommended that the field test

condenser contain an on-line sponge ball cleaning system.

The test program will provide data to:

a. Verify that high UA values will be obtained at a variety of tube

locations in the condenser tube bundle.

b. Verify that the water side fouling resistance can be maintained at a

low value.

c. Obtain long term erosion and corrosion data. This will be verified

by removing tubes after different time periods.

Successful commercial implementation of this technology will have a major impact on

national energy consumption.

7.2 Stages of Commercial Implementation

This technology is expected to enter the commercial sector in the following three steps'

1. Retrofit for Existing Condensers: This inw)Ives a "tube for tube"

replacement using the existing condenser water pump. Because the

tube inside diameter is smaller _han that of the replaced plain tube,

the water flow rate will be reduced approximately 7 %. If economic-
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ally justified, the water pump impeller could be replaced, so that no

flow rate reduction would occur.

2. Retubing and Rebundling of Condenser: This allows for more than

just tube replacement. Tile entire condenser tube bundle would be

replaced, including the tube sheets. This would allow use of a larger

tube diameter, so that there would be no reduction of water flow

rate.

3. New Plant Design'. This would involve complete redesign of the

condenser, and selection of the condenser water pump, so that the

enhanced tubes would operate at the optimum water flow rate. The

low pressure stage of the turbine should be designed to allow it to

expand to the lower condensing pressure possible with the enhanced

tubes.

7.3 Further Improvements in Enhanced Tube Technology

Although electric utility condensers use both copper/nickel and titanium tubes, it

appears that copper/nickel is being phased out, and that titanium (or corrosion resistant

stainless steel) is the future material of choice. Additional work needs to be done to

obtain maximum enhancement potential for titanium. The 16 fins/in titanium tubes

(geometry 4) provides a 4.5%increase of the UA-value for 6 ft/sec water side velocity.

This is significantlybetter than the TiA-11 tube (geometry 3), which provides only 5%

water side enhancement.

The "attached particle" tube concept (geometry 5) appears to offer higher potential,

than the integral fin geometries (No. 3 and 4) because higher steam and water side

enhancements are believed possible than were obtained with the TiA..11 tube. The test

results on the attached particle tube were obtained for copper partMes on a

copper/nickel tube. We believe that an attached particle tube having aluminum

: particles on a titanium tube should give comparable performance. The manufacturing
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process technology to apply aluminum particles to a titanium tube is yet to be

developed. We propose to work with UOP Corp. to develop the concept with

aluminum particles on a titanium tube, We must also show that the particles will not

come off the tube over a long time period.
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8 CONCLUSIONS

1. Significant internal and external enhancements can be achieved for both

copper/nickel and titanium (or stainless steel) tubes. The attached par-

ticle/Korodense tube increases the overall heat transfer coefficient by as much 65%

for cu/ni, and 55% for titanium materials, respectively. The external integral fin

geometries provide slightly less enhancement.

2. The selected internal geometries can be effectively cleaned with ball or brush

cleaning systems.

3. Based on the above two points, it is necessary to conduct a field test by installing

several instrumented tubes in an actual condenser.

4. The recommended copper/nickel tubes for the field test are as follows:

a. Wieland NW tube 433 fpm (11 fpi), 1.0 or 0.6 mm fin height on the

outside and 0.25 mm wave height on the inside.

b. Combined Korodense/attached particle tube with 0.43 mm copper

particles sintered over 50% of the area of a copper/nickel tube.

5. The recommended titanium or stainless steel tubes for the field test are as follows:

a. Combined Korodense/attached particle tube as per the above

specification but with aluminum (oi' copper) particles sintered over

the stainless steel (or titanium) tube.

b. Wieland NW tube with 633 fpm (16 fpi), 0.43 mm fin height on the

outside and 0,16 mm wave height on the inside,

6. The full potential of enhanced tubes can be realized in a new condenser and

turbine design. A tube-for-tube replacement results in reduced water fl_w rate,

which diminishes the performance potential.
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AI'iq!_NI)IX A

THE STEAM CONI)ENSATION APPARATUS

Steam Side Condensation Coefficient

'I'he al._p_tratus was designed tt_measure steam c't_i_densatic)rt_tl single hc_rlzontal tubes,
alld c_zla bank t_t:five horiztmtal tribes, The apparatus will c_perate at pressures from
0,1.tc_.l atm, The t't_llt_wlngIs a descrlpttc_n of the at_paratus, the Itastrun_entatic3tl, t._ml
ttle tube gec_rnetries tested,

The rrtajor compt_rietats of the apt:_aratus (Figure A,1) were the test cell, the boiler, the
post-cc_xldenser, the w.tcuutaa_ystern, the cooling water supply system, the data collec, tion
system, and the tubes being tested, The test cell was a welded rectangular bc_x
ccmstructed t'rt_m 12,7 mrn thick steel plate, with inside dimensions c'Jf457 mm high, 64
mm wide, axld 457 nam deep. On the back c_fthe test cell were nine threaded holes,
which cc_ntaln thermocc._tlple wlcuum glands, There was a 374 rnm high by 76 mm wicle
glass t_bservatic_n p_rt at the fi'ont to atd in mounting the test tubes and, for visual
examinatic_ta of the ccmdensation process. The ends c_fthe cell were sealed with 16 mm
thick steel tube sheets fitted a bemiredO-ring seal, Five 26,7 rnm diameter holies, spaced
at ,'1.8,3nam center-to-center were located on the vertical center lttae _f the tube sheets

to pc_sltic_tland lac_ldthe test tubes, A condensate dlstrtbtttton tube is located above the
first tube row for row-effect studies, The test tubes were soldered tc__taJnless steel ttd_e

ends (26,5 mm diameter, 76,2 mm Icing), which passed through the cell end walls (the
tube sheets), The tube ends were sealed by two O-rings, where they pass tllrc_ugh the
tube sheet, The tube ends were ccwmec'ted to the water supply and drain lines, A
sealed, c()i)per cylinder was plt.|ccd inside the test tubes to prcwide turbt_ler_t t'lc)win the
3,81 mm wide annulus spacing°

The upstream side c_t'the test cell was cc;mnected tc_ the boiler t_yan insulated 76.2 mm
I,D. ste[.llll line, The steal-11bc.)iler was made ¢._t:a vertical 254 111111 X 2(}(}(}11"1111 l¢;_ng
carbon steel pipe sealed with plates at top and bc_ttt_m, The bc_ttt_m plate was fitted
with three electric bayc_net heater mc_dules, each with three 2,5 KW elcmcms resulting
in a maximum available pc_wer c_f 22,5 KW, Fittings exist t_n the tC_l-_plate ft_x'a
pressure tap, thermc_c¢_uple, and lc_wwater cut-tiffs,

A tct at the bc_ttt_m(exit) c_t'tlac test cell pr_widcs a c(_nnectit_n l'c_r the l:x_stcc_nderlser,
A c.alibz'atcd cc_ndensatc ct311ectit_tltube was belc_w the test cell exit, Tile pc_st
cc;_ndcnser was a shcll-and-tttbe heat exchat_gcr containing i1(}meter (tc}tal length) t}f
1025 fpm integral finned tubes in six water side passes, Any air leakage ixatc_the test
cell was withdrawI_ frc_m the c¢._ldend c)f the f3c_stcc_t_dcnscr by a vac.t_Unl tap, 'l"lac
vacuum system ( see Figure A,I) was used tc_set and maintaia tlae c:lcsirct.lt'.c_lac.lctas_ltic_a
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presstire, The system lu¢luded a wicuum pumlh c()ntr¢_lw_lve, a deslccllllt, Illltl _l ¢:(_1¢1
trap It) rern(_ve wilier vapour bet'ure the l_urnl),

Cc_t_ling water was supplied at tilt desired ternllex'attlre tc_ IIlc tubes alld Icl tilt I-)Clst
c(')ndenser by bleridtng city water lilld reserv¢_lr wllter sl.ll_plles,

Measurement _ff the UA.Value

The cr_c:llrlg water circuit, shuwtl in Figure A,I, wtis slightly rn(_dlt'led t(,_ pt:it't_rrrl
rrieasurernertts _._t'the UA value tbr a _let ot' selected tubes, F,ltl'lur tw¢_c_rtlirec itri'Ius

were cunllected irl series by using U-bends t_l (_l)tttln a tc_tal lerlgtll (_t'_:'iIller (),91 rn ¢_I'
1,37 m, 'l'l'le U..berids were rrit_lde.()i' PVC Pll-_lrlgarid rtibber Ill)sos wral_lmd witli si 5()
nam layer ot' lrisulatt(_n, The inlet and outlet cuc_liilg water tcrlll)crttturcs were
measttred, mgett_er with tile t'k_wrate, tc) determine the c()t_ling water hcitt l(_td, 'l'h,.:
LM'T'D was calcl.llated arid the UA wllue was detet'rrllned as described iii tl'le t'(_il(_wirlg
Data Reduction sectl(m,

Instrumentation

Three cc_pper/constantanttlerIrioc(_uples (0,127 rain wire ditirneter) were at'fixed t¢._each
tube by attaching tilt therrnocouple beads iri smiill gr()oves milled in iiiu ()l.iler wall c)t'
the tube, iii the fin root, "File therrnocciuplc.s were soldered (ccipper llll(ly tubes) cir
epc_xyed (titanium tubes) trite) the milled gmc)ves, The tllermc_cciuples were t'Jc)sltit_ned
near the center of the tubes, at the 0 (tel)), 90 (side), al:ld 180 (bc_tt(_nl) degree
pc)sitions, The wiper temperatures iri the test cell, tmiler and p_st-cor_l_nscr were
rrieasured with therm()couples made from the same wire roll sis the ttll)e therrrl()c()l.iples,
'I'iaere was si w_por thermocouple iri the test cell near the tclp, rritddlc and b(:ltt()n'l tube
positions,

'-Ftlerrnistors were tlsed to nieasure the inlet and outlet water telTlperati.ires for each
tube, Thermocouples measured the inlet and outlet temperature ()t'the post ctiilt.lellser,
Ali the thermt_couples were read with a Fluke 2285B data logger, and the thernlist_ws
were read with an Omega thermistor thermometer, The water t'lc_w rates were
measured with calibrated Dwyer rotameters,

Experimental Procedure

'I'he tubes were cleaned pri()r t(:)installati()n, l.:uncti()nality _)t' the ai-)l)artitus wlis
checked prior to each test session by verifying IItat the air inl'iltrati()n rate was less thiin
(),()15% of the t()tal vapor/air mixture volume per h(_ur, and thai ali the tube wllll
thermocoui_les agreed within +_.(),()5C, and the tl,_ermist(_rs agreed within ±(),()3 C,

The establishmcrlt (:)t:test c(_nditi()ilS t'()r a particular data p()int included: Scttilig tlic
test cell pressure to the test c()nditi(_ns; setting the b(_ilcr t_)the ariticipltted t_cating rate;
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and, setting ttae tube and post condc_tlser ct_ollng water i'k_w rates and inlet w_Lte,r
t(,'mperature,,Jso that at least sixty percent oi' the antlCllmted ctmdensation w_ttlcloccur
In the p_st condenser,

The ctmdensatiorl appttratus was then allowed to reach a steady state ct_ndition defined
by vapor pressure fluctuations of less than ±0,5 nam Hg, Individual tube wall
temperature fluctuath_ns of less than :t:5 mlcrovolts (0,1 C), und lnlm cooling water
ternl'_er_,ture fluctuations of less than ±0,05 C, When these c_nctttions were met, the
following data were collected fm' each data point: 1) tnctividual Valmr pressures irl the
boiler, te_t cell, and post c¢_ndenser,2) l,Lbe and post condenser water flow rates, 3)
tube and post condenser inlet and exit water temperatures, 4) input electrical p¢_wer
to the boiler, 5) the condensate flow rate and 6) tube wall and vapor thermocouple
readings, All of the thermocouples were read three times at Intervals _f one minute for
each data point,

Dtlt_tReduction

The condensatkm coefficient (h) was determined from the experimental data with the
fc:_llowtngdata reduction, The heat transfer rate (Q) was determined from the cooling
water flow rate and temperature rise (ATc),

O = rowel,N1c (A,1)

The NBS copper-constantan tables were used to convert the average of the three
successive thermocouple readings for the top, side, and bottom tube wall thermocouples
to the corresponding temperatures, T 1, T2, and T3 respectively, These temperatures
were then used to determine the average tube wall temperature (Tw,av),

Tw,av= (T 1 + 2T2 + T3)/4 (A,2)

The steam condensation temperature was taken as the saturation temperature (Tsat)
corresponding to the measured pressure tn the test cell, The heat transfer coefficient
was based on the envelope area over the fins A = (,rrDoL). The heat transfer
coefficient was then calculated by

• A _h = Q/[ (lsat-_lw,av)] (A,3)

Data were taken tbr a range c,_flmat fluxes, accomplished by wtrylng the cooling water
t'lc_wrate, These h wllues were then fitted to the power law equation:

¢" 1 n

h = C (rs,,t- qw,av) (A.4)

where C and n are constants determined from the best fit straigllt line drawn througta
a plot c_t'h versus (Tsat - Tw,av) on a long-loggrapll,
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The datnforthei)ve,rullheattransl'cr¢c)cfflclentwere reducedusingthefoll_)wing
expression:

tdA = Q/t.MTD (A,5)
where

I/UA = l/(hA)o + Rw + 1/(flA)l (A,6)
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APPENDIX B

THE FOULING APPARATUS

Description of Fouling Apparatus

Figure B,1 is a schematic drawing of the apparatus. The apparatus is capable of testing
four 19 mm O.D. (or three 22 mm O.D.) tubes simultaneously. The instrumentation
includes an on-line data acquisition system driven by a personal computer, which is used
to measure thermistor and pressure transducer outputs. The apparatus was designed
to operate and record data 24 hour/day unattended, with heat input to the test section.
Heat is transferred to the 3.05 m long test sections by condensing R-114 on the annulus
side of the test section. Condensed R-114 is returned to electric heated boilers. Each

test section has its own boiler, in which R-114 is heated by three electric band heaters
(each of 1200 W capacity). Power to the band heaters is controlled by individual auto-
transformers. The heat is removed from the test water in a plate heat exchanger. The
tube wall temperatures are measured using thermocouples. They are mounted in pairs
(top and bottom of the tube) at two axial locations (one at the center, and the other
near the exit). The average wall temperature at each axial location was obtained by
averaging the top and bottom wall temperatures.

The water and R-114 saturation temperatures were measured using thermistors, and the
condensing pressures were measured with pressure transducers. The refrigerant
condensing pressure is compared with the saturation temperature to verify the absence
of non-condensibles. R-114 is used because the condenser operates above atmospheric
pressure, so non-condensibles cannot enter the system during test operation, or during
shut-down periods. The instrumentation capabilities provide a maximum resolution
error of 5x10 "6m2-K/W in measurement of the fouling resistance. This is the minimum
ability of the instrumentation to sense the change in the fouling resistance.

Figure B.2 shows the detailed design of the fouling test section, lt includes means to
collect samples of the fouling deposit for physical inspection. This is accomplished using

_ the "deposit sections" shown on Figure B.2. The deposit sections are 0.3 m long, and
are installed just downstream from the test section. A more detailed description of the

: fouling apparatus is given by Webb and Kim (1989).

'rest Operation

After each fouling test, once-through city water was run through the apparatus piping
for approximately 24 hours to clean the test sections and the apparatus piping. Then,
the test section was mechanically cleaned using a hand operated Nylon brush. Before
brushing, a weak solution of detergent was added to the test section to aid deposit

" removal. After brushing, the apparatus was filled with clean city water. The apparatus
was run for two hours with clean water to reach steady state. After it reached a steady
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state, the amount of particulate required for the desired pprn concentration was added
to the system. This was taken as time zero for the next fouling test series, which was
approximately 45 hr. During a test, which started at 1500 ppm concentration, the
foulant concentration decreased to approximately 1200 ppm. No foulant was added
during the test period, This was done to prevent instabilities that could affect the
fouling rate, or the retention of the foulant deposit. The flow velocity was nearly
constant during the test period.

The spon/_e-ball cleaning method was initiated after the fouling resistance reached
5.3x10"5m-2-K/W(3.0xl02Ihr-ftZ-F/Btu). Six sponge-balls were injected i" to each tube
at one minute intervals. The sponge-balls were manually introduced using the technique
illustrated in Figure 3.2. To prevent an ipcrease in foulant concentration in the
circulating water, the dirty water was drained and replaced with clean water. The
proper amount of foulant was added to restore the system to the original foulant
concentration. This cleaning method was applied to obtain the data of Figures 5.12
through 5.18.

The brush cleaning system was initiated after the fouling resistance reached the limiting
value as used in the sponge-ball cleaning system. The brushes were passed six times
(three one way and three back) in each tube. The apparatus was run for two hours after
applying each cleaning method in order to reach steady state before taking heat transfer
fouling data.

Data Reductio_

The fouling resistance is calculated as follows: First, the overall heat transfer coefficient
(Uc) based on inside surface area (Ai) is measured for the clean tube-side condition.
The Ai is defined as 'rrDiL. lt is intended that the data for Uf and Uc be taken at the
same velocity, heat flux and water inlet temperature. Then, the overall heat transfer
coefficient is measured for the fouled condition (Uf). The fouling resistance Rf is
obtained by

1 1
Rf - .- (B.1)

UA)f UA)c

The overall heat transfer coefficient is obtained as follows:

1. Calculate the heat transfer rate to the test section, q using the water
side energy balance equation,

i,
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q = mw Cp (Tf,out-Tf, in) (B.2)

2. Calculate the overall heat transfer coefficient, based on inside
surface area,

UA - q (B.3)
LMTD

where

LMTD = Tf'°ut - Tr'in

lh( q'sat _ Tr, in ] (B.4)Tsat - Tl, out)

During the test, the fluid velocity reduced a small amount. 'R_ account for the reduced
water velocity, the clean tube U value (Uc) was adjusted. This adjustment was done as
follows'

1. Measure the clean tube U value as a function of water velocity.
These data are then curve fitted as a function of water velocity.

2. The Uc is calculated at the actual velocity in the fouled tube using
the above described curve fit equation.

The asymptotic fouling resistance (Rf*) and initial fouling rate (dRf/dto) were calculated
by curve-fitting the reduced fouling data into following form.

Rf, = Rf(1-e -br ) (B.5)

dRf
-bRr (B.6)

= dt o
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ABSTRACT

The objective of this research is to identify enhanced surfaces for horizontal

steam condensers. Experimental and theoretical appt'oaches were utilized to achieve

a solution to the issue. Although the research was directed at electric utility steam

condensers, the results are applicable to other industrial sectors that involve steam

condensation. Three commercial tube manufacturers provided six specially made

enhanced tubes/"or testing. The measured condensation heat transfer coefficient at

54 C saturation temperature was compared to that of a plain tube to determine the

enhancement level. The tubes had different fin size, shape, spacing, and thermal

conductivity, The fin height varied between 0.28 mrn and 1.12 mm, and the fin

distribution varied from 433 fins/meter to 748 fins/meter. The tube outside diameter

varied from 18.29 mm to 22.23 mm. The experimental results show that the

condensation heat transfer coefficient was enhanced by 34%, 75%, and 280% for

titanium, copper nickel, and copper tubes, respectively. A theoretical model was

developed to solve the conjugate heat transfer problem between the condensing fluid

and the cooling water. The model was justified by predicting data of other

investigators for steam and refrigerants. The condensing coefficient was predicted

within :!:15%. The steam data of the present work were "alsopredicted within -17%

and + 10%. A numerical parametric study was performed to determine the effect of

operating conditions, fin geometry, fin distribution, and tube thermal conductivity or_
=
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iv

t_ the thermal conductivity decreases, (2) the preferred ftn height is strongly

dependent on the thermal conductivity, (3) the enhancement level Increases as the

tube diameter increases, and (4) the preferred fin pitch is a function of fin base

thickness, However, a fin spacing (measured at the fin base) between 1,1 mm and

1,6 mm will produce the highest enhancement,

One titanium tube and one copper,.ntckel tube were tested at a saturation

temperature of 42 C to determine the overall heat transfer coefficient, At 2,0 m/see

(6,5 ft/see) water velocity, the overall heat transfer coefficient was enhanced by 21%

and 80% for the titanium and copper-nickel tubes, respectively, The estimated water

side enhancement was 10% and 80% for the titanium and copper-nickel tubes,

respectively,
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NOMENCLATURE

A Reference area, _rDo, m2/m.

Ai Inside heat transfer area, 7tDt, m2/m.

Atj Sub-regional area ij, m2/m.

Af Surface area of fin, m2/m.

AD Cross sectional area of drainage channel, m2

At Heat transfer area of fin top, m 2.

Ap Fin cross sectional area, m2.

AO Total surface area of finned tube, m2.

B Property group defined as 3#k_T/p2gli..

Bo Bond number, r3pg/or ', dimensionless.

% Fraction of tube flooded.

cp Specific heat of water, J/kg-C.

C Property group defined as k_Tv/o_..

Ct Friction factor coefficient.

DO Diameter over the fins, m.

D r Root diameter, m.

Dh Hydraulic diameter, m.

E t Ratio of the tube inside heat transfer coefficient of the

enhanced tube to the plain tube.
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xvi

E o Ratio of the finned tube condensing coefficient to that of a

smooth tube of diameter Do, at the same AT.

e Fin height, m.

f Fanning friction factor, dimensionless.

FPI Fins per inch, 1/in.

fpm Fins per meter, 1/m.

g Gravitational acceleration, m/s z.

G Proper_ group defined as k3pZgZ/_AT, J4/K4-sec4-mT.

H Film thickness on tube surface, m.

I-I_ System head for condenser with plain tubes, m.

He System head for condenser with enhanced tubes, m.

hj Condensing coefficient in region j (j = u,f), W/m2-K.

hij Condensing coefficient in sub-region ij, W/m2-K.

hc Coolant heat transfer coefficient, W/m2-K.

hp,.ea Predicted heat transfer coefficient, W/m2-K.

he_ Experimental heat transfer coefficient, W/mZ-K.

hr Heat transfer coefficient of the fin, W/m2-K.

hr Composite heat transfer coefficient of the root region,

W/m2-K.

h_a Composite heat transfer coefficient of the fin side,

W/mZ-K.
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xvii

htop Composite heat transfer coefficient of the fin top, W/m 2-

K.

la,, Heat transfer coefficient of fin top in the flooded region,

based on the fin base temperature, W/m2-K.

h t Heat transfer coefficient of fin top in the flooded region,

based on 'the actual fin top temperature, W/m2'IC

hfg Latent heat of vaporization, J/kg.

k_ Material thermal conductivity, W/m-lC

k Condensate thermal conductivity, W/m-lC

ltj Length of subregion ij along the fin top or tube surface,

m.

L Tube length, m.

Lf Characteristic length defined by equation [2.7], m.

LMTD Log-Mean-Temperature-Difference, lC

ri_ Coolant mass flow rate, kg/s.

mc Condensate mass flow rate, kg/s.

Nuai Nusselt number of region i, based on Do, dimensionless.

p Local pressure of condensate, kPa.

P Fin perimeter, m.

Pp Perimeter of drainage channel, m.

Pt Fin pitch, m"1.

Q Tube heat load, W.
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Cl, Volumetric flow rate of cooling water in a condenser

with plain tubes, m3/sec.

q_ Volumetric flow rate of cooling water in a condenser

with enhanced tubes, ma/sec.

r Radius of curvature, m.

rc Radius of film interface in the flooded region, m.

rr Radius of film at the fin tip in the flooded region, m.

r' Derivative of r with respect to s, dimensionless.

Re Tube side Reynolds number, dimensionless.

Ro Radius over fin, m.

Rr Radius to fin root, m.

R t Fin corner radius, m.

RB Radius of circular drainage channel, m.

Rc Radial thermal resistance through fin in the flooded

region, m2-K/W.

RD Radius of condensate drainage channel, m.

Reoh Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter.

Rr Fouling resistance, m_-K/W.

s Coordinate along the fin surface, m; also used as fin

spacing measured at fin base, m.

Sm Total length of condensate ftlm from the fin top comer

to base, m.
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xix

S Length of meniscus in the drainage channel as defined

by Edwards et al. (1973), m.

Stj Length of subregion ij along the fin side, m.

T" Dimensionless temperature defined as (T- Te)/(T_t -

T0).

Tc Temperature of coolant, K.

T,,,,,,, Average wall temperature, K

TI Tube wall temperature at top (i = 1), side (i = 2), and

bottom (i = 3), K.

Tut Steam saturation temperature, K.

Tsar, e Steam saturation temperature in condenser with

enhanced tubes, K.

AT_ Temperature difference between the saturation

temperature and the wall temperature of region i, K.

ATw Coolant temperature rise, K.

t Dummy variable in Equation [3.24], m.

tb Fin base thickness, mm.

tb.p Base thickness of the film profile, m.

•, t t Fin tipthickness, mm.
I

tw Tube wall thickness, mm.
..

u Local film velocity in the z direction, m/s.

U Overall heat transier coefficient, W/m2-K.
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x_

w Local film velocity in the s direction, m/see.

V Average film velocity, m/s.

x Ordinate along the fin side as used by Honda et al

(1987,1987a)

x" Dummy variable in Equation [3.42], m.

y Ordinate perpendicular to the fin surface, m.

Z Parameter in equation [2.2], dimensionless.

zf Height of liquid retained by a 3-D spine finned tube

(measured from the tube bottom), m.

Greek Letters

Angle measured from the tube top, rd.

Of Flooding angle, rad.

6(0 Local condensate film thickness, m.

A Condensate thickness in the interfin area, m.

x Curvature, mq.

K' Derivative of curvature with respect to s, m"2.

_:o Curvature at x = 0, m1.

_. Angle defined by Equation [3.67].

/a Dynamic viscosity, N-s/m 2.

Oi Fin efficiency of region i, i = u or f, dimensionless.
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xxi

O Condensate density, kg/m 3.

p,, Vapor density, kg/m 3.

0 Angular coordinate, rad; also, the angle the fin side

makes with the vertical.

0m Maximum angular displacement of fin (or film) from fin

top corner to base, rad.

Parameter in Equation [2.6], dimensionless.
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C_R 1

OVERVIEW

1.1 Introduction

Integral fins (Figure 1.1), are used extensively in the refrigeration industry and

have proven to produce appreciable enhancement on the shell side of a sheil and

tube condenser. Katz, Beaty, and Foust (1945) were the first to experimentally

evaluate the performance of integral finned tubes with a vapor condensing ota the

outside of the tubes. Results indicated significant enhancement in the heat transfer

coefficient and the use of integral fin tubes in condenser application found its way

to the refrigeration, power, and process industries. The present research will focus

on the enhancement of steam condensation on the shell side of condenser tube

bundles, which is of particular interest to the power generation industry.

1.2 General Objective for Using Enhancement in Two-Phase Flow

There are several objectives for using enhancement in two phase flow. Webb

(1986) lists three common objectives:

1. Reduced heat transfer area for a constant heat duty.
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Figure 1.1 Cutaway view of an integral fin tube
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2. Increased overall heat transfer coefficient, which results in

either one of the following cases:

a. Increased heat duty

b. Reduced Log-Mean-Temperature-Difference

(LMTD) for a constant heat duty

3. Reduced pumping power for a constant heat duty.

The above objectives are subject to specific constraints of geometry, pumping power,

' heat duty, and inlet temperature difference between the condensing and cooling

fluids. The choice of objective and constraints will depend on the problem at hand,

and whether it is a modification of an existing condenser or the design of a new one.

For case 2b, reduction of the LMTD (Log-Mean-Temperature-Difference) is

accomplished by lowering the saturation temperature which results in a reduction of

the turbine back pressure and hence an increase in the thermodynamic efficiency of

the power cycle. Figure 1.2 shows the temperature vs. area for a condensing process.

In the case of two phase flow, the pressure drop on the shell side affects the fluid

temperature. Hence, Figure 1.2shows the saturation temperature for two cases when

the two phase pressure drop is greater or equal to zero.

41
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Figure 1.2. Effect of two-phase pressure drop on the LMTD, for a
condensing vapor. Webb (1984).
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For the case of tube for tube replacement, use of internal enhancement will

result in reduction of the cooling water flow rate. The enhancement will have a

higher friction head and hence will shift the balance point on the pump curve.

Figure 1.3 shows the balance point for the system and pump, with and without

internal enhancement. The curves HAand H_ are the friction characteristics for

smooth and enhanced tubes, respectively. The new flow rate will be determined by

the balance point between the pump characteristic curve and the new system curve.

1.3 Justification of Research

The interest in enhanced surfaces for single or two-phase _ow began some 50

years ago. However, the energy crisis in the early 1970's resulted irt an intensified

effort to reduce operating costs of existing energy systems by the increase of their

efficiencies. Bergles and Webb (1985) show the distribution of the number of

publications since 1.918up till 1983 (Figure 1.4). Figure 1.4 shows the large number

of papers published between 1970 and 1980 reflecting the magnitude and intensity

of research conducted during that period.

In 1984, Webb, Haman, and Hui (1984) presented a simulation study on the

economic feasibility of using enhanced surfaces in the conderksers of two prototype

power plants (one nuclear and the other fossil). The authors considered in their

simulation a set of combinations of internal and external enhancements, shown in
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Figure 1,5. '/'he inside enhancement is used to enhance the heat transfer coefficient

of a single phase fluid. The outside enhancement is used to enhance the condensing

coefficient. The authors show that the thermal resistance on the inside is larger than

that on the outside (for a plain tube,the total thermal resistance is divided

approximately 2/3 on the inside and 1/3 on the outside). Thesimulation results

showed that by combining both internal and external enhancements, significant

improvements in fuel cost reduction and increase in peak power generation are

possible.

Boyd et al. (1983) reported that the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)

completed, retubing one of its condensers in 1980, with a copper-nickel (cu/ni)

corrugated tube; Figure 1.5a. A sample of tubes was instrumented and placed near

the top of the condenser. On-site monitoring of tube performance justified the

beneficial use of enhanced tubes in condensers. The on-site measurements indicated

a 38% to 43% increase in the overall heat transfer coefficient (with no fouling on the

tubeside) which resulted in a lower turbine pressure. Translated into economical

terms, TVA estimated savings over the plant life to be $900,000.

Although the corrugated tubes tested by Boyd et al. (1983) have approximately

65% enhancement on the inside, the enhancement on the outside is less than 35%.

This work will attempt to identify external enhancement geometries for copper-nickel

and titanium tubes that will produce appreciable enhancement (more than 35% ) on
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Figure 1,5. Geometries of internal and external enhancements
corLsidert_;dby Webb et al. (1984).
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the steam side (external). It will also identify internal geometries that can produce

more than 65% on the inside, The tubes were specially developed by three tube

manufacturers.

The promising results of earlier research and the growing interest of variOus

energy sectors prompted the interest in the present project.

1.4 Methodology

The research will be conducted in accordance with the following procedure:

1, Numerical predictions for the performance of integral fin

tubes for different operating conditions, fin and tube

geometries, and material thermal conductivities, An optimum

tube geometry that gives the maximum enhancement ",viiibe

identified.

2. Manufacture of tubes from copper-nickel and titanium, by

several tube manufacturing companies.

3. Consideration of different types of external enhancement (i.e.

other than integral fin type).

1].6
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4. Measurement of the condensing heat transfer coefficient for

steam condensing under vacuum conditions.

i

5. Recommendation for: (i) an enhanced tube, to be used in

condensers of electric utility power plants, and (ii) a

mathematical model to be used in predicting the performance

of enhanced surfaces as part of a condenser design procedure.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Introduction

, A chronological survey of the published literature on steam condensation on

externally enhanced horizontal tubes is presented. Experimental data and analytical

models are discussed. Although the focus will be on the subject of steam condensing

on horizontal integral finned tubes, reference will be made to other fluids and types

of enhancements. The data and analytical models will, in general, reflect the effect

of fin geometry, fin shape, tube geometry, tube material, and operating conditions on

the condensing heat transfer coefficient. The following main topics will be

considered'

1. Experimental data

: 2. Enhancement types

3. Theoretical models
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2.2 Experimental Data

2.2.1 Liquid Retention

Although the use of integral fins offers appreciable enhancement levels (as

compared to smooth tubes), there are some disadvantages involved - particularly

liquid retention in the interfin space. The phenomenon of liquid retention was first

investigated by Katz, Hope, and Datsko (1946) who measured the flooded portion
i ,

of a tube for different fin spacings and several fluids without condensation. They

found that there can be significant liquid retention on the tube. However, they

erroneously concluded that none of the condensate remains on the tube when

condensation occurs. Rudy and Webb (1981) have also investigated liquid retention

and were the first to suggest that retention is due to surface tension forces. They

conducted static and dynamic tests, for R-11, n-pentane, and steam and concluded

that the measured retention is practically the same under both conditions. Hence,

they showed that the condensate is retained on the tube during condensation and this

retained condensate significantly reduces the tube performance. Combinations of fin

geometry, fin distribution, fluids, and condensation rates were used. Figure 2.1 shows

the negligible effect of liquid loading on the retention angle. Figure 2.2 shows the

effect of surface tension to density ratio on the retention angle for different fin types

and fpm. The experimental results led to the conclusion that, for the same fin

density, the flooded portion of a tube increases with increasing a/p, and tubes with

119
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Figure 2.1. Experimental values of retention angles versus liquid
loading for R-11. Rudy and Webb (1981).
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3-D fins (i.e. spine fins) have a smaller retention angle than 2-D fins. This latter

observation is based on the fact that for 3-D fins, a greater space is available for the

condensate to spread on the tube surface. Rudy and Webb (1981) analytically

derived an equation to predict the retention angle for rectangular fins. In a later

publication, Rudy and Webb (1985) presented a generalized formulation for

prediction of the retention angle on tubes with fins of rectangular, trapezoidal, and

curved (fluted) shapes. For a fluted surface, the fraction of condensate retained is

given by:

1 20(," - t0)
co = _cos "t ' [2.1]

Honda et al. (1983) have derived a similar equation to predict the fraction of

retained condensate. Ali of the results indicate that fluids of high cr/p (e.g. steam)

will flood a larger portion of the tube and vice versa for fluids "fflow a/p (e.g. R-11).
I

This behavior is shown in Figure 2.2.

2.2.2 Condensing Coefficient

Katz, Beaty, and Foust (1945) tested 12 copper tubes with steam condensing

in an annular passage at 1.7 atm. The tubes were 12.7 and 15.875 rnm O.D. with fin

heights ranging from 1.12 to 9.65 mm and fin density from 157.5 to 945 fpm. Some
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of the tubes had internal enhancement and therefore the results were presented in

terms of the overall heat transfer coefficient. Those results are perhaps the first

experimental verification of the effectiveness of integral fins in condensation

processes. Karkhu and Borovkov (1971) condensed steam on 3 brass tubes (Dr =

18 mm) and one commercial copper tube (D r = 16 mm) with trapezoidal shape

integral fins. The operating conditions and geometric parameters of the brass tubes

ensured a Bond number less than 0.1 so that the condensate flow along the fin

surface is governed by surface tension forces only. The enhancement reported ranges

from 50 to 100%, Shekriladze and Rusishvili (1980) condensed steam, R-21, and

alcohol (under atmospheric conditions) on threaded surfaces (ali tubes had thread

pitches of 0.5 or 0.3 mm) of copper, stainless steel, steel-20. The triangular thread

pitch had a thread angle of 55 deg. The authors used an analytical model to predict

their data and found an agreement of ± 25%. The presentation of their data does

not show the effect of tube and fin geometry, on the condensing coefficient.

Wanniarachchi, Marto, and Rose (1984) conducted a series of tests on six

machined copper tubes, 133 mm long with rectangular fins of 1.0 mm height and

thickness. The fin spacing varied from 0.5 to 9.0 mm and the tests were carried out

under vacuum (48 C) and atmospheric (100 C) conditions. The outside diameter of

the plain tube was equal to the root diameter of tile finned tube with a value of 19.0

mm. The maximum vapor side enhancement (based on root diameter) was 3.5 and

5.5 (defined as the ratio of the condensing coefficient based on the root diameter to
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that of a plain tube of diameter equal to the root diameter, at the same heat flux)

for vacuum and atmospheric conditions, respectively, The maximum value for both

pressure levels occurred at a fin spacing of 1.5 mm. Figure 2,3 shows tile

enhancement ratio vs. fin spacing together with area ratio of fim_ed to plain tube

(Ao/rrDr), The additional enhancement above the area increase was attributed to

surface tension effects. The authors propose that the lower enhancement obtained

under vacuum conditions is due to a higher condensate viscosity. This paper also

studied the effect of the procedure used to determine the experimental condensation

heat transfer coefficient. Direct measurement of the wall temperature, of a plain

tube, was compared to the ipdirect method of tile Wilson technique. Both methods

gave the same trend in the variation of the condensing heat transfer coefficient with

fin spacing. But, the Wilson technique resulted in lower magnitudes of the

condensing coefficient.

Yau, Cooper, and Rose (1985) studied the effect of fin spacing, vapor velocity,

and coolant velocity on the condensing heat transfer coefficient. They used 102 nam

long copper tubes 'with a fixed fin height and width of 1.60 and 0.5 mm, respectively.

The fin spacing was varied from 0.5 to 19.5 mm (total of 13 tubes). The smooth tube

outside diameter of 12.7 mm is equal to the root diameter of the finned tube. Three

vapor velocities 0.5, 0.7, and 1.1 m/sec were considered and coolant velocity ranging

from 1.5 to 4.5 m/sec for each of the vapor velocities. Ali the tests were carried out

under atmospheric pressure. The maximum enhancement level (as compared to a
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Figure 2.3. Erthancement ratio versus fin spacing for steam
condensation under vacuum (48 C) and atmospheric conditions (e =
t = 1,0 mm). Wanniarachcht et al. (1984).
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smooth tube, based on Dr) was 3,6 (at the same heat flux) at a fin spacing of 1.5 mm.

This confirmed earlier findings by Wanniarachchi, Marto, andRose (1984). Figure

2.4 shows the results of the enhancement ratio vs. fin density, The results also show

a non-monotonic behavior of the condensing coefficient as a function of fin density;

However, a maximum is achieved at a fin density of 0.5 mm"1(corresponding to a 1,5

mm fin spacing). Figure 2.4 also shows no appreciable influence of the vapor

velocity on the enhancement level, lt should be noted that such velocities exist in

actual condensers only in the air cooling section, Much higher velocities are found

in the tube bundle particularly around the periphery, In fact, Fujti (1987) showed

that an increase in vapor velocity reduces the enhancement level, The above data

are based on near.,atmospheric conditions (slightly above 1,0 atm), Practical

operating conditions of steam condensers are on the order of 10- 14 kPa. Hence,

this data set does not simulate actual conditions. Moreover, copper tubes are not

used in steam condensers,

Warmiarachchi, Marto, and Rose (1985, 1986) measured the condensation

coefficient for steam on 24 copper tubes with rectangular firm and root diameter of

19.05 mm (equal to the smooth tube O.D.). The fin spacing, thickness, and height

were varied systematically to determine the effect of these parameters on the

condensing coefficient. The fin spacing ranged from 0.5 mm to 9.0 mm, the fin

height from 0.5 rrmato 2.0 mm, and the fin thickness from 0.5 mm to 1.25 mm. Data

were taken under atrnospheric and vacuum conditions. The maximum enhancement
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level (based on root diameter) was achieved at fin spacings of 1,5 (at e = 1 and 2

mm) and 2.0 mm (for e = 0,5 and 1,5 mm). The enhancement ratio was found to

increase with increase in fin height, No optimum fin height was given but rather the

data show a monotonic increase in the enhancement level as the fin height is

increased from 0,5 to 2,0 mm. The effect of fin thickness on the enhancement ratio

does not follow a clearly defined trend, The above authors provide a graph for one

particular fin spacing of 1,0 man that shows a weak optimum fin thickness of 0,75 and

1.0 mm for atmospheric and vacuum conditions, respectively. 'Ilats trend is not

reflected by other fin spacings. It was concluded that the fin spacing is the most

important parameter that affects the heat transfer coefficient. Later studies will show

that in addition to the fin spacing, the shape of the fin and the drainage channel also

play an important role.

Marto et al. (1986) studied the effect of fin shape on the condensing heat

transfer coefficient by condensing steam on copper tubes (one smooth tube and four

finned tubes) with four different fin shapes. Table 2.1 shows the geometry used and

enhancement level (based on root diameter) obtained. The vacuum and atmespheric

data are at 0.25MW/m 2 and 0.75 MW/m 2 heat flux, respectively. Table 2.1 shows

that the rectangular and trapezoidal shapes gave almost the same enhancement level,

with a slightly higher value for the rectangular fin. The authors conclude that the fin

shape is not as important a parameter as the fin spacing. This conclusion was based
i

on their results which showed a maximum of 15% higher performance of the parabolic

i
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Table 2.1

Fin geometry and enhancement level for different fin shapes, Marto et al, (1986).

Fin type tt tr, Erflaancement Ratio

- mm mm Atm Vac

Smooth ,, 1,00 1,00

Rectangular 0,5 0,5 3,69 5.5

Triangular 0,00 0,5 3,73 5,49

Trapezoidal 0.17 0,5 3,67 5,41

Parabolic 0,00 0,5 4,09 6,21
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profile as compared to the other fin shapes, This conclusion contradicts the findings

of Kedzierski and Webb (1987), whtch show a significant improvement in the

condensing coefficient is obtained when the fin shape is of a special form (refer to

Figure 2,8).

2.2.3 Tube Material

So far, the discussion focused on the fin geometry and its effect on t_

enhancement level. Most of the data concerning steam condensation is for copper

tubes. The tube thermal conductivity has a sigrfificant effect on the condensation

process and it is worth presenting in a separate section.
4

Mills et al. (1975) reported experimental data of steam condensation on

horizontal grooved tubes of 19.0 mm O.D and 36 groove per inch (pitch of 0.71 mm).

The fins had a trapezoidal shape with a base angle of 60 deg. and a height of 0.458

mm. Three different tube materials were tested: copper, brass, and 70/30 copper-

nickel with corresponding thermal conductivities of 381, 100, and 28.5 W/m-K.

Steam was condensed at temperatures between 300 K and 327 K with vapor

velocities ranging from 0.6 to 2.6 m/sec. Although the data exhibit some scattering,

it does however show the trend in the effect of mbe material on the condensing heat

transfer coefficient. The authors report enhancement levels of the order of 5.5 for

brass. This is higher than the enhancement level of 2.0 obtained by Karkhu and

I30
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Borovkov (1971) at conditions slightly above atmospheric. This difference might be

due to the fact that the Karkhu and Borovkov (1971) brass tubes had fin heights

approximately twice the fin height (lower fin efficiency), and smaller fin spacing

(more flooding) as compared to Mills et al. (1975). The data clearly showed a drop

in performance as the thermal conductivity of the tube decreases.

Shklover et al. (1981) reported data for steam condensation on horizontal

integral fin tubes (cut thread fins and rolled thread fins of fin spacings less than 0.3

mm) made of stainless steel (k = 19 W/m-K). The condensing pressure range was

from 0.215 to 1.15 bar, heat flux 1.2E05 to 2.8E05 W/m 2, and water velocity 1.7 to

2.3 m/sec. The fin geometries tested were, e = 0.93, 0.7, 0.55 mm, tr, -- 1.6, 0.59,

0.43 nam, tube wall thickness of approximately 1.0 mm, and tube O.D of

approximately 16.0 mm. The condensation heat transfer coefficients for the finned

tubes were within _+10% of the smooth tube data, indicating a negligible level of

improvement. The authors attribute these results to the low thermal conductivity of

stainless steel, which results in a low fin efficiency. In addition to the low fin

efficiency', the small fin spacing causes a large condensate retention angle, which will

reduce the performance of the tube.

Mitrou (1986) conducted an experimental study to determine the effect of

material thermal conductivity on the enhancement level. The materials used were

copper, copper-nickel, aluminum (D_ = 13.7 mm and Di = 12.7 mm), ,and stainless-

1.31
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steel (D_. = 14.5 mm and Di = 12.5 mm). The fins had a triangular (spirally

threaded) cross section with e = 1.0 mm, tr, = 2.1 mm, t t = 0.0 mm, and 12 fpi. At

a heat flux of 2.5E5 W/m 2(vacuum conditions), the enhancement level was 3.5, 2.86,

1.81, and 1.0 for copper (km = 350 W/m-K), aluminum (k_ = 237 W/m-K), copper-

nickel (lq_ = 52 W/m-K), and stainless steel (km = 15 W/m-K). Figure 2.5 shows

the performance of each tube compared to a smooth tube. The trend obtained is

similar to that of Mills et al. (1975). Figure 2.5 shows almost no enhancement for

a stainless steel tube. The combination of high heat transfer coefficients, low thermal

conductivity, and high fins resulted in a low fin efficiency which in turn reduced the

performance of the tube. The negligible enhancement reported is also due to a small

fin spacing which results in negligible contribution in the root region.

2.2.4 Drainage Strips

Although this section can be included under the topic of "other enhancement

types" (since it is a modification introduced to integral fin tubes), it will be discussed

here for the sake of continuity in reporting the experimental data.

The negative effects of surface tension is the bridging of condensate in the

interfin space over a significant fraction of the tube. The interfin space and fin sides

in the flooded region become ineffective for heat transfer. The application of

drainage strips (solid or porous) creates a low pressure region due to surface tension
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forces. This low pressure region creates a "pull" on the condensate and hence

reduces the flooded region on the tube surface. Figure 2.6a shows a floo_ted integral

fin tube. Figure 2.6b shows the same tube with a drainage strip attached at the

bottom and the resulting decrease in the flooded area.

Honda, Nozu, and Mitsumori (1983) carried out tile first attempt to

experimentally study the effect of drainage strips on the performance of integrally

finned tubes. They condensed R-113 and methanol on one smooth tube and three

integral fin copper tubes with an approximate 19.0 mm O.D and fin height between

0.92 and 1.46 mm. The condensing coefficient was measured with and without the

use of drainage strips, The authors use a 1.9 mm thick and 16 mm wide porous

aickel strip with a 0,8 mm effective pore diameter and 490 kg/m 3 bulk density, The

reported maximum enhancements (over and above the finned tube) were 1,36 and

2.08 for R-113 and methanol, respectively. The enhancement offered by the drainage

strip was most effective for small fin spacings and fluids with high o/p (such as

steam).

Yau, Cooper, and Rose (1984) used a solid copper drainage strip on one

smooth tube and two finned tubes of 1.5 mm and 2.0 mm fin spacing (e = 1.0 mrn,

t = 0.5 mm, D r = 12.7 mm). The enhancements achieved by using the strip on the

finned tubes were 44% and 19% (over and above the finned tube) for the 1.5 and

2.0 mm spacings, respectively. Measurements of retention angle for water, ethylene

1.34
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glycol, and R-113 were conducted on the two finned tubes with and without the strip.

The results support earlier findings that the effect of drainage strips increases as the

dimensionless parameter acos0/psgR o increases. Honda and Nozu (1985) reported

data on the condensation of methanol (T_ = 343 K) on the same tube and fin

geometry as in their 1983 study. However, the 1985 paper studied the effect of strip

height and porosity. A 14.0 mm high solid strip of polyvinyl chloride and four nickel

porous strips with heights varying from 4 to 19 mm were used. They concluded that

porous strips gave higher enhancement than solid strips and that the enhancement

increases as the height increases. Yau et al. (1986) reported steam condensation

data on two finned tubes and compared the performance of the tubes with and

without drainage strips. They used a solid copper strip of 0.5 mm thickness and 8.0

mm high and found a maximum enhancement of 30% (over the firmed tube). Marto

et al. (1988) conducted extensive experimental research on the use of drainage strips

with integral fin tubes for steam condensation. The study included the effect of

porous strip height, thickness, porosity, and the effect of solid strip thickness. The

materials considered were: bronze, and titanium. The strip height ranged from 3.0

mm to 15.0 mm, the strip thickness ranged from 1.5 mm to 9.0 mm, and pore

diameter ranged from 0.0025 mm to 0.13 mm. The finned tube was made of copper

with a root diameter of 119.05mm (same as smooth tube outside diameter). The fin

height and thickness were 1.0 mm and a fin spacing of 0.5 mm which resulted in a

fully flooded tube, Steam was condensed at atmospheric and vacuum conditions (85

rmnHg). Measurements of the flooding angle were also reported. It was observed
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that a porous strip of 3.0 mm height did not affect the flooding angle. However, with

a porous strip of 8,0 mm or more, the flooded region almost vanished. For the

operating conditions and geometric ranges used, the porous strip with a height of

approximately 11.0 mm and a pore size between 0,025 and 0.05 mm performed the

best. The authors report that, under atmospheric conditions, the best porous strip

produced a 65% enhancement (over the finned tube value without a strip) while a

solid strip of same width and height produced a 35% enhancement, The authors do

not report the enhancement levels for vacuum conditions.
t

Although the use of drainage strips can offer appreciable enhancement, the

issue of practicality still remains to be solved, In retubing existing steam condensers,

it is expected that major changes should be done to the tube sheet in order to use

strips. Some research is required to determine the feasibility of this application. On

the other hand, it is possible that such devices can be used in new condensers, but

again a feasibility study is required.

2.2.5 Types of Enhancements

g

Although the integral fin has been the earliest type of enhancement used,

several other types have been introduced and actually installed in existing power

: plants (e.g. corrugated tubes). Bergles and Webb (1.985) presented a data bank of

up-to-date enhancement techniques and U.S. patents. More than 300 patents for use
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in single and two-phase flow were listed, Only 81 of them are applicable to

condensation processes. Webb, Haman, and Hut (1984) performed a simulation

retrofit for a fossil and a nuclear plant. They used combinations of internal and

external enhancement to show appreciable increase in performance and hence

economic savings.

Gregorig (1954) introduced and analyzed fluted surfaces as a means to

increase surface tension effects on vertical surfaces, It is known that surface tension

effects exist on integral fins of rectangular shapes as verified by Webb and Keswan.i

(1982). However, the fluted surface magnifies this effect leading to a higher

condensation coefficient, The profile suggested by Gregorig (1954) was later

modified by Zener and Lavi (1974). Adarnek (1981) presented a family of profiles

and determined an optimum profile that gives the highest condensation coefficient.

Figure 2.7 shows the data of Kedzierski and Webb (1987) for R-11 as the condensing

fluid. This data shows that the Adamek (1981) profile gives the highest performance.

Fluted surfaces are actually used in vertical condensers and evaporators. Most of the

published literature, for fluted surfaces, report data on vertical tubes. Michel (1981)

reports experimental results for condensation on vertical fluted tubes, where 20

aluminum tubes (O.D = 25.4 mm) and eight different fluids were used. Some of the

tubes were tested in the horizontal position and a comparison with a smooth tube

shows an enhancement of the order of 1.75 (based on total surface area) when R-11

is used as the condensing fluid. Reilly (1978) condensed steam on the General
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Atomic aluminum fluted tube with an outer diameter of 15,875 mm. The

experimental data show that the overall heat transfer coefficient cart be improved by

a factor of 1,5 to 1.7 (compared to a smooth tube of same O,D and operating at the

same cooling water flow rate), However, the condensing heat transfer coefficient

(based on total surface area) was 10 to 20% less than the corresponding value of a

smooth tube of the same O,D, The reason for the differences between the Michel

(1981) and Reilly (1978) results may be due to different fin geometry, tube O.D, and

condensing fluid,

Kedzetrski and Webb (1989) proposed a new practical fin shape that gives

high performance by inducing a surface tension pressure gradient along the fin

length, The major advantage of this new profile is that it ts based on a practical set

of parameters that lead to feasible manufacturing. The parameters, e, tb, and R t can

be independently specified to construct the fin. Thts is not possible wtth the.Adamek

(1981) profiles, The profile of the fin is given by:

r - Cl + Caexp (ZO) + C,O [2.2]

where C1,C2, and Coare constants determined by the geometric boundary conditions.

Expressions for these constants are presented by Kedzterskt and Webb (1989). The

parameter Z defines the "fatness" of the profile.
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Figure 2,8 shows the cross section and profile of this fin, for different values

of the parmneter Z,

The performance of this profile is compared to that of the Adamek (1981) and

Gregortg (1954) profiles, Table 2,2 shows the values of the parameter hSmbased on

predictions of R-11 condensing at 40 C and AT '-' 5 C. These predictions were for

copper surfaces wlth an assumed fin efficiency of 100%, lt ts seen that the new

profile offers a 60% htgher performance when compared to a Gregorlg (1951) profile

having the same aspect ratio e/t u, However, it gives an hS_T_ 12% lower than the

Adamek (1981) profile (also based ota the same aspect ratio).

One type of 2-D enhancement is the corrugated (or roped) tube, F,'igure1.Sa,

Tests conducted by Withers and Young (1971) showed enhancement on the steam

side in the range of 35 to 50%. Mehta and Rao (1979) reported a maximum

enhancement in the condensing coefficient of 38%. This type of enhancement has

already been used in an existing power plant (Boyd et al. (1983)), Rabas (1987)

published a review of several data sets for steam condensation on roped tubes, The

data sets reflected an appreciable enhancement in the condensation coefficient for

a groove pitch of about 2,0 turn. Rabas (1987) refers to a report by Tapprogge

(1986) who recommended a groove pitch of at least 4,0 mm for effective ball

cleaning. However, at a groove pitch of 4,0 mm, roped tubes offer a small

entiancement on the steam side. This led Rabas (1987) to propose the design of
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Table 2.2

Comparison of the hSm value for the Gregorig, Adamek, and K-W profiles.

Profile Parameter e tb hS m

- - mm nun W/m-s

Gregortg _ = 2 0,28 0,356 5.31

Adamek _ =-0,78 1.45 0,356 9,45
I

K-W Z = 10 1,45 0,356 8,45

(Tlp Radius = 0,025 mm)

1.43
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condensers (with roped tubes, p _ 4.0 mm) assunflng no enhancement on the steam

side. In 1980, the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) retubed the Gallatin untt 1

main condenser with corrugated tubes, A sample of tubes were instrumented and

the testing period ran for more than one year. Boyd et al, (1983) reported a

maximum increase of the overall heat transfer coefficient of 43% (when no fouling

was on the tubeside), The enhancement decreased as the fouling increased during

the one year test period. However, substantial economic savings were achieved.

A modified version of the corrugated tube was introduced by Yorkshire (1973)

known as MERT (Multi-Enhanced-Roped-Tube). The tube is made by creating fine

grooves on the corrugation, Rabas (1987) report an enhancement on the steam side

of as much as 100%; however, there are no data available in the literature to support

this claim, The demand for such a tube was very low and one of the reasons is

because of the high cost of manufacturing (10 to 15% higher than corrugated tube)

as reported by Yorkshire (1988). A more rigorous analysis is required to detei-trtine

the feasibility of this type of tube enhancement.

Notaro (1979) described a new enhancement technique in a U.S. patent, lt

constitutes of a coating of spherical particles that are uniformly distributed over the

tube surface. The particle size range was 0.25 to 1,0 mm. A 6.0 m long vertical tube

and 50% density of 0,5 mm diameter spheres yielded an enhancement level of 17

times the Nusselt prediction for a smooth tube. Fenner and Ragi (1979) reported
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results for condensing R-12 in a vertical tube with "sand-grain" type roughness.

Enhancement levels of 2.4 and 4.0 were obtained for low and high exit qualities,

respectively. There is apparently no published data available in the literature, for

which the coated surface technology has been tested for condensation on horizontal

tubes.

2.3 Prediction of Condensation on Integral Fin Tubes

2.3.1 Survey of Models

In 1948, Beatty and Katz (1948) published the first analytical investigation to

model film condensation on horizontal integral fin tubes. Their model is basically

a combination of vertical flat plate and horizontal tube Nusselt analysis. The

condensate film on the fin w_ modelled using the Nusselt equation for a gravity

drained film on a vertical plate. The condensation in the interfin space was

modelled using the Nusselt equation for gravity drained film on a horizontal smooth

tube of diameter Dr. The weighted average heat transfer coefficient is expressed as:

Al, A r

hB K -. l,'l?f_.._ + hr_._ [2.31

where hr and hf are the Nusselt condensation heat transfer coefficient for a
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horizontal tube and vertical plate, respectively. The authors used a coefficient of

0.689 instead of 0.725 for the constant term in the expression for condensation on

horizontal tubes. With the modified coefficient they predicted their experimental

data, consisting of six low surface tension fluids and high fm spacings (433 to 630

fpm) within +10%. The model did not take into account condensation on the fm

tips, neglected surface tension forces on the fin, and did not take into account

condensation on the flooded part of the tube. According to Rudy and Webb (1985),

the last two effects produced compensating error which is why the model gave good

predictions.

The first theoretical study of condensation on surface tension drained convex

surfaces was carried out by Gregorig (1954). The analysis assumes a pure surface

tension flow of the condensate (i.e no gravity effects). Using a Nusselt type analysis,

he derived an expression for the local film curvature and by specifying a constant film

thickness. A closed form expression for the film thickness was obtained from which

the heat transfer coefficient is obtained from h = k/8. The specification of a

constant film thickness was arbitrary. Kedzierski (1987) has experimentally verified

the Gregorig (1954) analytical solution. Zener and Lavi (1974) specified a constant

pressure gradient, which resulted in a convex surface that produced 15% higher heat

transfer coefficient than the convex profile of Gregorig (1954). Kedzierski (1987)

provides a s)_rveyof convex profiles that were proposed by other authors.
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Surface tension effects on horizontal integral fin tubes were studied by Karkhu

and Borovkov (1971). In their analysis, they assumed a surface tension induced

constant pressure gradient acting along the fin side down to the condensate level in

the interfin space where no condensation occurs. This gradient, per unit length, is

given by:

ocos 0
Ap = [2.41

, R,(e - A)

where z_is the condensate thickness in the interfin space and 0 is the angle between

the fin side and the vertical. The effect of surface tension on condensation heat

transfer was analyzed by selecting three tubes with fin geometries that will ensure a

surface tension controlled flow for steam and R-113 condensation. By solving the

momentum and energy equations, an expression for the local film thickness on the

fin side was obtained. Variation of the condensate thickness, 4, was derived from the

momentum equation taking into account the condensate flow from the fin side. The

numerical results agreed with the experimental data to within _+5%. The model is

limited to the geometry used and conditions present. That is, it was not tested for

the case of large fin spacings where the interfin space in the unflooded region offers
=

an appreciable contribution to the heat transfer process.

Edwards et al. (1973) presented an analytical mOdel for the condensation on

1.47
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grooved tubes. They divided the finned area into two pans, the fm tips and trough.

By assuming laminar flow in the trough, momentum and energy balances resulted in

a differential equation that was solved numerically to obtain an average heat transfer

coefficient for the trough. For condensation on the tip, Edwards et al. (1974)

assumed negligible condensation on the fin side and treated the heat transfer process

as a one dimensional conduction through the film. This assumption will lead to

underestimating the heat transfer on the fin since a surface tension region exists at

the fin tip which provides an appreciable contribution to the heat transfer. Their

model does not take into account condensation in the flooded region. The model

was used to study steam condensation on a 1.0 in O.D. copper tube with a range of

24 to 96 grooves per inch and a titanium tube of the same O.D. with 96 grooves per

inch. The predictions for the tube performance took into account the row effect.

The numerical results show a strong dependence on tube thermal conductivity. The

copper tube produced an enhancement level four times that of the titanium tube.

For the copper tubes, the authors propose a fine groove pitch (48 groove per inch)

for low overhead drip rates in actual condensers and a coarser pitch (e.g. 24 groove

per inch) for high overhead drip rates. They also claimed that a threaded titanium

tube produces a better performance than a smooth tube but do not show any

quantitative comparison.

Zozulya, Karkhu, and Borovkov (1977) introduced a slight modification to the

Karkhu and Borovkov (1977) model and applied it to a larger data set. The data
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were predicted within :t:15%. lt should be noted that both the original and modified

models apply only for the cases of surface tension controlled flow on the fin (e.g. Bo

< 0,1) and small fin spacings where the interfin space is ineffective.

Rifert et al. (1977) proposed a model to predict the performance of fluted

surfaces, and wires fastened to the tube surface. The authors propose a model for

the attached wires by postulating that the condensate flows, under surface tension

forces, from the tube surface (interwire space) towards the bottom of the wires and

then drained by gravity. They derived an expression for the film thickness variation

from the mid point of the interwire region to the edge of the drainage channel taking

into account a finite film thickness at the midpoint. However, they do not give a

method to determine this length or the boundary between the two regions (refer to

Figure 2.9). Using their theoretical analysis and a data set for steam, the authors

showed that by neglecting the existence of the flooded region and condensation in

the thick film region (drainage channel at wire base), the heat transfer coefficient

will be overestimated by as much as a factor of 2. Study of the flooding

characteristics of fluted fins and attached wires show that the fluted surfaces had a

larger flooded area than attached wires. This implies that one can expect to have a

higher heat transfer coefficient with wires for the same Sm as a fluted surface.

Rifert (1980) presented an analytical model to solve the conjugate heat

transfer problem between a condensing vapor and cooling liquid. The basis of the
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I "t/i/l/-_J'll_ 1I'''111/1/1_'Iy'1t'!!]77-)-_

Figure 2.9. Wires fastened to tube surface showing the resulting thin
film region in the interwire space. Zozulya et al. (1977).
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model is solving the conduction equation with non-linear boundary conditions for

condensate flow over the fin surface. A 2-D and a 3-D model were suggested for

vertical and horizontal tubes, respectively. No comparison was made between

numerical predictions and experimental data.

Rudy and Webb (1981) presented a detailed study of liquid retention

encountered on integral fin tubes. They modified the Beaty and Katz theory (1948)

to account for the flooded area as given by Equation [2.5]'

h = hBK(1 - cb) [2.51

where hBKis given by Equation [2.3]. The authors found that even with this

modification the experimental data (for R-11) was underpredicted by as much as

30%. Therefore, they proposed that surface tension plays an important role in the

condensation process on the fin.

Adamek (1981) defined a family of condensate film profiles. The radius of

curvature was given as:

_:(x) = _:° - ax_ 0 < I_ <,o [2.61
ax_-_o -1 < _ <0
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Figure 2.10 shows the family of profiles generated by Equation [2.6]. The surface

tension induced pressure gradient can be expressed in terms of the condensate

curvature as:

dp = -o dx.__ [2.7]
ds ds

Using Equations [2.6] and [2.7], the momentum equation, and a Nusselt type analysis,

Adamek (1981) derived the expression for the local film thickness as:

6(s) = 1.86 CS_m*tS2"t [2.8]
Om(/_ + 1)(1_ + 2)

If 0m = _r/2, then for _ = 2 and _ = 1, the Gregofig (1954) and Zener and Lavi

(1974) condensate profiles are established, respectively. An optimal _ that gives the

maximum heat transfer coefficient was found to be _ = -0.5. Webb (1988) presents

a critical evaluation of the practical significance of the Adamek (1981) profiles.

Webb, Keswani, and Rudy (1982) performed an experimental investigation of

surface tension forces by condensing R-12 on the face of a 51.0 mm O.D. cylinder

with fins on one face. Table 2.3 shows the orientation and fm characteristic lengths

used in the experiment. "Filetilt angle, 0, was defined as the angle the cylinder axis
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Figure 2.10. Cross section of the Adamek profiles for different values
of _. Adamek (1981),
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Table 2,3

Orientation of fins as tested by Webb, Keswant and Rudy (1982)

O,deg /_,dog Lc,nun

90 0 25.4

90 45 25.4

50 0 + 1.58

60 0 1.60

# 'CONDENSING I=="*'a"__'_ /_ I .

TILT AbJOLE ROTATION ANGI.,E[
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makes with the horizontal, 'i11o rotation angle, #, was defined as the angle rho

cylinder face makes with the vertical, Webb, Keswan.i, and Rudy (1982) found that

the fin condensing coefficient is almost independent of orientation and that the data

were under predicted by 70o/0when the Beery and Katz (1948) model was used, The

experimental study confirmed that film flow over the fins is not governed by gravity

alone, Based on this confirmation, Webb, Keswani, and Rudy (1982) assumed a

linear surface tension model similar to that used by Karkhu and Borovkov (1971),

This model underpredtcted their R-12 data by 10%,

Rudy and Webb (1983) derived a modified Beaty and Katz (1948) model and

used it to predict the performance of horizontal commercial integral fin tubes with

R-11 as the condensing fluid. They assumed a linear surface tension force acting

along the fin height, similar to the analysis of Karkhu and Borovkov (1971). The

mathematical form of the model is given by:

h = (1 -. ct,)hu + cbh! [2.9]

where huand ht are the condensing coefficients in the unflooded and flooded regions,

respectively. However, the authors assumed that ht was negligible.

The model was found to best apply for fpm > 1200 mad fin height e < 0,9

mm. For fpm < 1200 and e > 0.9 mm their model overpredicted the experimental
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values by up to 60_, The overpredtctlon for high fins was attributed to strong

gravity forces comparable to the surface tension forces,

Owen et al, (1983) used a modified Beaty and Katz (1948) model to predict

existing experimental data for several fluids Including R..11 and R-12, They took into

account condensation In the flooded region on the fin tips and lnterfln space. The

form of their predictive equation Is the same as that of Equation [2,9], However', the

condensing coefficient, h,, was based on the Nusselt analysis for condensation on a

vertical plate, The model predicted all of the considered data within '.t:30%,

Rifert et al, (1985) studied the effect of surface tension on the heat transfer

coefficient of threaded fins and attached wires on vertical tubes, An analytical

expression for the condensate thickness was obtained assuming a surface tension

controlled flow, The authors found that the asstimption of zero film thickness at the

tip of the fin (_,.0 = 0) leads to underestimating the film thickness near the fin tip

hence overestimating the heat transfer coefficient in that area. Based on their

calculations, the authors concluded that the film thickness, along the fin side, is

governed by fin curvature at s = 0 and the radius of transition between the thin and

thick film regions on the fin side, They therefore sought a particular form of the

solution as:

e(s) = a(b - s)_ [2.10]
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where it, b, and ¢ are constants determined from the differential equation and

boundary conditions (that describe the local film thickness), Comparing Equation

[2,10] with the numerical solution of the differential equation that describes the

condensation process on the fin side, they found good agreement, However, no

comparison was mad_ between numerical predictions and experimental data.

Webb et al, (1985) proposed a model to predict the condensing coefficient on

integral ftn tubes, The mathematical form ts gtven as:
i

r/h ,_ (1 - cb)(hr Ar ,4f A r;4-.'7/'r'A-'A)+ [2.111

The fins were trapezoidal in shape, typical of commercially available tubes, This

model uses Adamek (19.81)profiles to model the condensate film shape, as opposed

to the linear surface tension force assumption, The fraction of the tube flooded, ca,,

was obtained from the analytical expression of Rudy and Webb (1985) (Equation

[2.1]), An iterative scheme was used to determine the appropriate/_ profile for the

given fin geometries and operating conditions. Hence, hf is calculated by Equation

[2.8]. '1"1-,_condensing coefficient in the Interftn space in the unflooded region, ht.,ts

calculated by the Nusselt equatton for condensation on a smooth surface of diameter

Dr The calculation of hr takes Into account the amount of condensate flowhlg from
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the fin down to the interfin region. An iterative solution is required, the details of

which are givenby Webb et al, (1985), The parameter hbaccounts for condensation

on the tnterfin region in the flooded region, By using a 2-D conduction model, Webb'

et al. (1985) concluded that hb can be neglected. The tubes tested were made of

copper with 19.0mm diameter (over the fins), 748 fpm to 1378 f-pm,fin height from

0.85 rmu to 1,53mm, tip thickness between 0,20 and 0.28 mm, and base thickness

between 0.29 mm and 0,42 mm. Table 2,4 shows the predictions lcr R.11 as the

condensing fluid. The model predicted the data within ±20%, Note that

condensation on the fin top, in the flooded region, was not accounted for. Hence,

the model is not applicable to fully flooded conditions.

it is important to realize that the assumption of surface tension controlled

flow is based on the condition that Bo < < 1, i.e,, surface tension forces are much

greater than gravity forces. If this condition is not met, then assuming a surf'ace

termioncontrolled flow will lead to overestimating the condensing coefficient.

There have been recent publicationsof comprehensive models describing the

flow and heat transfer process on integral fin tubes. The Honda and Nozu

(1987a,1987) and Adamek and Webb (1990) models are of particular interest and

therefore will be discussed in separate sections.
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Table 2.4

Predictions of average condensation coefficient as reported by

Webb, Rudy, Kedzierski (1985).

i

fpm 748 1024 1378

-0.857 -0.771 -0.843

% 0.223 0.287 0.338
_,_

h(W/m 2) 9197 11963 13552

hr,r_d/hcxv 1.14 1.00 0.84
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2.3.2 Honda and Nozu Model

The basis of the model involves the division of the tube circumference into

two regions (i) unflooded - u, and (ii) flooded- f. The model accounts for different

wall temperatures in the 'u' and 'f' regions. The objective of the problem is to

determine the condensing coefficient of the enhanced tube by the following

equation:

hurl.(1 - cb)AT. + hrrtfATfcbh = [2.12]
(1 - + r

where h i is the Nt,sselt number in region i (i = u, f), cb is the fraction of tube

flooded, AT_is the vapor to wall temperature difference at the fin root in region i (i

= u, f), r/_is the fin efficiency in region i. The problem becomes one of calculating

the different parameters that appear in this equation.

Analytical expressions for the fin efficiency, in the untlooded and flooded

regions, were presented for rectangular fins only. The average wall temperature in

the un_flooded and flooded regions is obtained by solving the 2-D conduction

equation in the circumferential direction. The analytical solution is given by Honda

et al. (1987a).
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The shape of the film, in the unflooded region, has been divided into three

possible cases, A,B, and C as shown in Figure 2.11. The film itself can have up to

four regions starting from x = 0 to x = Xr,.The root surface is also divided into two

regions. Ali or some of the regions may exist depending on fin geometry and

condensate flow rate. Each one of these regions is governed either by surface

tension or gravity forces.

Honda et al. (1987a) numerically solved the differential equation that

describes the film behavior along the fin from x = 0 and x = xb. Results of the

numerical solution have shown that there may exist two regions of surface tension

controlled flow between x = 0 and x = xr,. The first region is at the fin corner and

the second just before x = xb. The existence of this second region depends on the

fin geometry and condensation rate. In the same publication, the authors presented

an approximate method based on the results of the numerical solution. This

approximate method was later modified in their 1987 paper. The authors use a

constant pressure gradient in the surface tension controlled region(s). Moreover they

differentiate between fin radius (or length) and the film radius (or length), qqais is

a unique feature of the model although it leads to more complexity.

_ In their 1987a paper, Honda and Nozu assumed that the film behavior in the

: root region is identical to that on the fin side. Honda, Nozu, and Uchima (1987)

provide a separate solution for condensation in the intern space in the unflooded
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Figure 2.11. Physical representation of the Honda and Nozu model.
Honda and Nozu (1987).
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region by solving the differential equation for laminar film condensation on a

horizontal smooth tube. This modified version divides the interfin space into two

subregions, the thick film subregion (governed by gravity forces), and the thin film

subregion (governed by surface tension forces). The Nusselt number in each sub-

region is calculated by an approximate equation based on the numerical solution of

the differential equation. The existence of a thin film in the interfin region has

already been justified experimentally by Hirasawa et al. (1980). They postulated that

the pulling force (induced by surface tension) in the direction of the fin root is

responsible for this thin film subregion.

For the flooded region, the model neglects condensation on the interfin space

but assumes that condensation does occur on the fin tip. The authors proposed the

use of the two region model, Figure 2.12 case D, and neglected gravity forces.

The model was used to predict the steam condensation data, for vacuum and

atmospheric conditions, that were obtained by Wanniarachchi et al. (1985). The

model predicted the vacuum data well within +20% but underpredicted the

atmospheric data by 10 to 30%.

For tubes with porous drainage strips, Honda and Nozu (1985) used Equation

[2.12] to calculate the average heat transfer coefficient of the tube, but derived a

modified equation for' the flooding angle, qfo The authors used Darcy's law to
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express the pressure gradient within the porous drainage strip. A balance between

gravity and surface tension forces resulted in a modified form of the equation for the

flooding angle (or %).

2.3.3 Adamek and Webb (1990) Mode!

In this model, the tube is divided into two regions, the flooded and unflooded.

lt is based on dividing the fin surface and interfin space into regions, where either

surface tension or gravity is the controlling driving force. The model does not

differentiate between fin length and film length except at the corner of the fin tip.

Moreover, it does not account for circumferential wall temperature variation. Figure

2.12 shows the details of the physical model for the un.flooded region.

The model uses the Nusselt analysis for gravity drained condensation in the

regions where gravity is the controlling force, and a constant pressure gradient

(induced by surface tension forces) in the regions where surface tension is the

controlling force. The local film thickness in region ij can be written in a general

form as:

6ii(t) = (ai_1 + bfit)l/4 [2.13]

where ai.1accounts for condensate flow from region i-1 to region i (aiq can be zero),
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/ !

Figure 2.12. Physical representation of the Adamek and Webb model.
Adamek and Webb (1990).
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b is a property group, ft is the driving force per unit volume in region i, and t is the

direction of condensate flow (t = s or z). Once 6Uis determined, the condensate

flow rate ca_nbe determined by an energy balance.

The determination of the length of each region on the fin side and interfin

space depends on the radius of the drainage cham_el at the fin base, RD. This radius

is a function of the circumferential coordinate z, and the condensate mass flow rates

into the drainage area. Hence an iterative solution is required to calculate the length

of each region along the circumference. The fin efficiency is different for each

region due to the different heat transfer coefficients. At each position s, along the

'1 Q

fin, _T = T_t- 'IWis calculated and the corresponding fin efficiency is evaluated

using the force acting on the region. This implies a second iteration in the

calculation procedure to determine the total mass flow rate on the fin.

A final observation on this model concerns the existence of the different

regions. Depending on the fin geometry, fin distribution, and rate of condensation,

the different regions may or may not exist. Adamek and Webb (1990) describe

several modes that may exist on the fin side and interfin space.

The above discussion is for the unflooded region. For the flooded region,

Adamek and Webb (1990) assume no condensation in the interfin region and along

the fin side, but appreciable condensation on the fin tip. The same equations that
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were derived for _he fin top in the unflooded region are applicable to the fin top in

the flooded region. Moreover, a 10% reduction in the effective heat transfer area

in the flooded region is contributed to the dripping sites.

The model predicts the atmospheric steam data of Wanniarachchi et al.

(1986), well within _+15% but overpredicts the vacuum data by as much as 22%. The

overprediction at low fin spacings (large flooded area) could be caused by the fact

that the model assumes that, in the flooded area, at the fin cornet', a surface tension

controlled flow exists ali along the circumferential direction up to the dripping pofilt.

2.3.4 Comparison of Honda/Nozu and Adamek/Webb Models

lt is evident that the Honda and Nozu (1987) model is the most complete and

rigorous, especially since it includes circumferential wall temperature variation and

distinguishes between the film and fin lengths, but it is rather complex and

cumbersome. Honda and Nozu (1987) presented two types of solutions. The first

is a numerical one which solves the differential equations of the film shape and wall

temperature by a numerical procedure for the top of the tube only. The second is

a discretization method which divides the film shape into different regions where

either a gravity or surface tension controlled flow is assumed. The expressions that

determine the heat transfer in each region were based on the results of the numerical

solution of the differential equation that describes the variation of the condensate
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thickness, Honda and Nozu (1987) compared the two types and found that the

results differ by no more than 5%,

The Adamek and Webb (1990) model is also based on discrettzing th_ film

shape into regions of gravity or surface tension controlled flow, The lengths of the

regions and the corresponding condensation rates are derived from a purely

analytical basis, As was shown above, the condensation rates are dependent on the

drainage radius at ttae fin base. Once the converged v',due of this radius is

established, the regional lengths and conden.sation rates are directly evaluated which

makes this model simple to use, However, the Adamek and Webb (1990) model

does not account for circumferential wall temperature variation,
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CHAPTER 3

MATHEMATICALMODELLING

Thia chapter is concerrted with the development of a model to describe the

condensation process on horizontal Integral finned tubes. Different fin/channel

shape combinations are considered. A computer code was developed, based on this

model, to predict existing data and perform a parametric study to predict the

influence of geometric variables, operating conditions, and tube material on the

condensing heat tlansfer coefficient. The predictions and parametric results are

presented in Chapter 5. The unique characteristics of this model, as compared to

other models in the literature, is described in Chapter 9.

3.1 Introduction

There are several fin/channel combinations that have been introduced in the

literature together with corresponding mathematical models. The present study

considers six types of fin/chaimel combinations as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The

profiled fins call be sinusoidal, Gregorig (1954), Adamek (1981), or Kedzierskl-Webb

(1989). The drainage channel can be either sinusoid,'d, circular, or fiat. Commercial

enhanced tubes usu',dly have trapezoidal fins with circular drainage channels.
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Figure 3,1. Possible fin/channel combinations.
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Tlm condensation process on the profiled fins, fln top and side of trapezoidal and

rectangular finscan, in general, be described by solvingthe Navier-Stokes and energy

equations, The condensate flow on the fin is assumed to be the same as that shown

In Figure 2.12, The equations for' the fin side will be described In the coordinate

system defined In Figure 3,2, By lnvokirl!gthe boundary layer conditions it can be

shown that the momentum and energy equations will reduce to tim following:

i

- ,lp_.o I3,21
dya dy

kd_aT'- 0 [3.31
dy_

The pressure p, is that due to surface tension and is given by Batchelor (1967), as:

"_ + P,_ [3,4]III
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Figure 3.2. Coordinate system
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where 0 is the local film thi_,kness.

A fourth equation can be written for the interface which relates the heat transfer

across the film to the rate of condensation. This heat balance is represented by:

The boundary conditions are:

y =0, u =0 w =0, T-. T,, [3.61

and at y = 6,

au _o, ow o, 7" r_ [3.71
Oy Oy

By integrating the momentum and energy equations and applying the above

boundary cnnditions, the following eq'aation results:
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Several authors such as Hirasawa et al. (1980) and Honda and Nozu (1987a) have

solved the above set of equations, to determine the film thickness along the fin side,

using finite difference techniques. The authors, however, have used ':_fferent

boundary conditions depending on their assumptions regarding the structure of the

film and the number of subregions that exist on the fin side.

For flat drainage channels, it is possible to use a similar set of differential

equations to describe the condensation process in that region.

3.2 Qualitative Description of the Model

As shown by Rudy and Webb (1981), the existence of fins on a horizontal tube

creates a flooded region due to surface tension forces acting along the fin sides and

the tube surface. This phenomenon results in two distinct regions, in the

circumferential direction, each characterized by different ( T_ - Tw) and active area

available for condensation. Therefore, the tube was divided into the unIlooded (u-

region) and, flooded (f-region) regions, with the boundary between them defined by

ct,, the fraction of tube flooded. The equation for % will be presented later. The

unflooded region consists of three subregions namely, the fin top, fin side, and

interfin space. These three subregions form the active heat transfer area in the

unflooded region. There is however, a drainage channel at the fin root which is

inactive due to the thick liquid film. In the flooded region, only the fin top is
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assumed to be active while the interfin space is flooded with condensate and hence

heat transfer occurs by conduction through the film. Figure 3.3 shows the unflooded

and flooded regions and the boundary between them def'med by el, the flooding

angle. Note that % is defined as #f/n'. Figure 3.4 shows the active area in the

unflooded region with the drainage channel at the fm root. Figure 3.5 shows the film

structure in the flooded part of the tube.

Because of the different heat transfer mechanisms in both regions, the tube wall

temperature is expected to be different in the unflooded and flooded regions. This

has already been demonstrated by wall temperature measurements taken by some

authors, such as Rudy (1982) who condensed R-11 on copper integral fin tubes.

3.3 Assumptions

The model will be based on the following assumptions:

1. The condensing vapor is saturated and pure (no non-condensible

gases).

2. Zero interfacial shear_

3. Constant vapor and film thermodynamic and transport properties in the
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Figure 3.3. The unflooded and flooded regions
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Figure 3.4. The film structure in the unflooded region
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Figure 3.5. The film structure in the flooded region
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unflooded and flooded regions.

4, The liquid film on the fin and tube surface is in the laminar regime.

5. The temperature gradient across the film is linear.

6. The fin height isvery small compared to the tube radius.

7. Metallic surfaces are assumed to be smooth.

8. One dimensional heat conduction through the fin.

3.4 Theoretical Basis

To obtain a composite heat tran_sfer coefficient for the tube, an energy balance

between the condensing vapor and the tube wall, yields the following expression:

h = _l_h_ (1 = cn)AT_, + _htcn_T t [3.9]
(1- L +

which is identical to that used by Honda and Nozu (1987) (Equation [2.12]). Using
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the index, i = u or f, the parameters in Equation [3.9] can be defined as follows: Oi

is the fin efficiency, hi is the condensing heat transfer coefficient, ATl is the vapor to

wall temperature difference, % is the fraction of tube flooded with condensate. This

equation is general and holds for any tube diameter, fin shape, and operating

conditions on the tube and shell side. The problem now is to determine the different

parameters that appear on the right hand side of the above expression.

3.5 The Flooding Angle for 2-D Fins

A general expression for %, that holds for any 2-D fin shape was derived by

Rudy and Webb (1985) and is given by:

= 1 [ 2o(P-tn) ] [3,101
ct, -- cos "! 1 -

where P is the wetted perimeter of fin cross section. For the case of a rectangular

fin, Equation [3.10] reduces to:

[

1 _ 40 [3111Ct, m--COS" 1 -
L (mosPg)
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3.5.1 The Flooding Angle for 3-D (Spine) Fins

Using an analysis similar to Rudy and Webb (1985), the flooding angle fox'3-D

(spine) fins can be obtained by the following equation:

. 1 zl [3.121
ct, -- cos J 1 -4K

where

o(P - P/) [3,13]z:=
_(e/e- A,)

and

PL = 2e + Sb [3.14a]

= pf = t t + _ [3.14b]

)

pf = tb + Sb + Sr [3.14c]

Ap = e(t t + e tan0) [3.14d]
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The basic difference between the analysis of Rudy (1982) and the above expression

is in the term Pr' that takes into account the additional space available for retaining

liquid, The parameter zf is the height of liquid retained by the 3D (spine) finned

tube (measured from the tube bottom). The geometric parameters appearing in

equations [3.14a] to [3.14d] are shown in Figure 3.6. Equation [3.12] was used to

predict ct, for a 1378 fpm spine fin that was tested by Rudy (1985) for R-11, n-

pentane, aad water. Table 3.1 shows the geometry of the fin and the ratio of

predicted to experimental values for the above three fluids. It is seen that Equation

[3.12] predicts the data within +6% and -13%.

3.6 The Condensing Coemclent in the Unflooded Region.

The condensing coefficient in the unflooded region, h,, is composed of three

components:

1. The fin top component, htop.

2. The fin side component, hsld.

3. The interfin (or root) component, hr.

The following analysis focuses on rectangular or trapezoidal fin shapes with a flat (no
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Table 3.1

Prediction of the flooding angle for the 1378 fpm spine finned tube

(tt = tb = 0.305 mm, st ffi0.51 mm, st, = 0.46 mm, e ffi 0.89 mm)

Fluid a / p X 10 6 Cb,pred/_o,exp

R. 11 10.0 1,06

n-pentane 20,0 0,87

water 73,8 1.01

1.84
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ctuvature) irt the root x'egion, as shown in Figure 3,4.

3,6.1 Condensing Coefficient on the Fin Top, h_

On the fin top, the film is assumed to be divided into two sub-regions, ab and

bc, as shown in Figure 3,4, By making use of the symmetry of the fin, the sum of the

lengths of these two sub-regions is equal to one-half the length of the fin tlp, The

condensate in sub-region ab is assumed to be driven by gravity forces o.nd flows in

the circumferential direction, The condensate in sub-region bc is assumed to be

driven by surface tension forces and flows in the axial direction into sub-region ab.

There are two alternatives to model the condensation process in sub-region bc and

they are discussed below, The condensation coefficient on the fin top is determined

as an area weighted average of the coefficients of both subregions,

3.6.1.1 Sub-region ab

The flow in this region is governed by gravity forces and the length of the gravity

dominated film flow can be written as:

l_b = tr/2" lt_ [3.17]

where lb_is the length of subregion be and is given in the following section_ The
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condensation coefficient in subregion ab is based on the Nusselt analysis for laminar

film condensation on a horizontal tube of diameter Do, In terms of file local angular

coordinate, _, the expression is given, according to Jacob (1949), as:

=kl6.b( ) [3.18]

where :

6(¢,) = B(Do/2),(¢, ) [3.191

where B is a property group and _'(_) is defined as:

asm _ I

3.6.1.2 Subregion bc

The flow in this sub-region is governed by surface tension forces and can be

modelled by two different methods.

(a) Alternative I
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The surface tension induced pressure gradient is assumed to be constant with the

film curvature varying linearly from 1/R t to ao and the length of this sub-region is

given by Adamek and Webb (1990) as:

lt,,:= 2c,)Rt [3.15]

where _ is the angle swept by this subregion. Based on the assumption that the

curvature in subregion bc varies linearly from 1/R t to _, the area of the triangle

shown in Figure 3.7 is equal to lbff2R t. This area is equal to _. The corresponding

average heat transfer coefficient is obtained by averaging (over the length of sub-

region bc) the expression tor the local coefficient given by Adamek and Webb (1990).

It is expressed as:

h_= 0.667[-_C 31_ [3.16]j

(b) Alternative II.

The condensation process on the fin top can also be modelled using a

Kedzierski-Webb (1989) profile. By using this profile, the variation of the curvature

of the film will be non-linear and hence closer to the real curvature of the film. This

profile is defined by Equation [2.2] and is rewritten here as Equation [3.21]:

_=
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b .Condensate Film

__cl/R_/Fin Surf ace

F

1/R t

Figure 3.7. Variation of the curvature on the fin tip.
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r = C1 + C2ez° + C30 [3.21]

A family of K-W (Kedziersld-Webb) profiles is shown in Figure 2.8. The

constants C1, Cz, and C,3 are determined by the geometry boundary conditions and

are given by the following expressions:

0 - 0 r = R t [3.22a]

6(_) = S/Zrsin(O)dO [3.22b]

and

tt -_ _,/z rcos(O)dO [3.22c]dO

The parameter 'Z', that appears in Equation [3.21], defines the "fatness" of the

profile. It is recommended to use the minimum possible value for 'Z'. This will

minimize the difference between the actual profile and the assumed profile of the

film. The film thickness, 6(¢), is obtained from Equation [3.19]. The total length

of the condensate film, from the fin tip to the center of the f'm top is given by:
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s. - ro [3.23]
ju

The condensate film thickness can be determined from the following equation,

derived by Adame,k (1981)"

6(s)= (K/)'4/314CJ'o' _¢(t)O/3)dt]0/4) [3.24]

The condensing coefficient can then be determined from k/6(s).

Depending on the operating conditions and fin geometry, a point of transition

is reached on the fin top where gravity forces become important as compared to the

surface tension forces. To determine this point of transition, the Bond number is

used. The Bond number is defined as the ratio of gravity to surface tension forces

and it is expressed as:

Bo = --r3pg [3.25]
(:rr '

The point of transition is assumed to occur at a critical Bond number, Boc = 0.1.
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Hence, the length of the film from the fin tip to the point of transition is defined as

l_bwhich is equal to the value of the ordinate s = rOat which the local Bond number

reaches the critical value.

3.6.2 Condensing Coefficient on the Fin Side, h.d

.The condensate film on the fin side is governed by surface tension and gravity

forces. The film is divided into three sub-regions, cd, de, and ef as shown in Figure

3.4. For sub-region cd, the flow is assumed to be governed by surface tension and

the flow direction is along the s direction only. For sub-region de, the flow is

assumed to be governed by gravity forces and the flow direction is assumed to be

along the s direction only. In reality, the condensate in this region will have two

velocity components, one along the s direction and the other along z, the

circumferential direction. However, the circumferential component is much smali_,r
r

than the s-component, as shown by Adamek (1981), that by neglecting the z-

component, little error will be incurred. For region el, the flow is assumed to be

governed by surface tension forces. Since a drainage channel exists at the fin base

then the film will have to undergo a change in curvature from ooto -1/Rp which in

turn will induce a strong pressure gradient. The conderksate flow in this sub-region

will be in the direction of the s-component. The condensate from all three regions

flows into the drainage charmel as shown in Figure 3.4.
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'l'he condensing coefficient on the fin side is expressed as an area weighted

average of the condensing coefficients of the sub-regions and is expressed as:

h_ = _Scah,a + _Sa ha_ + _S"I'h_f [3.30]
S,,, S,,, S,,,

Because of the mathematical form of the profile equation, an analytical solution

for hs_d cannot be obtained, so a numerical integration is required. Depending on the

operating conditions, and fin geometry, it is possible that some or ali of these sub-

regions will disappear starting with sub-region de, followed by ef and then cd.

3o6.2,1 Subregion cd

The condensate film in this sub-region is modeled using a K-W profile as defined

by Equation [3.21]. Again, the non-linearity of the profile curvature will be closer

to the actual profile of the film. However, the geometry boundary conditions are

defined as follows:

0 - 0 r = R, [3.27a]

i92
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_ _8,, rcosOdO [3.27b]tb,p jo

and

Joe,
e = rsinedO [3.27c]

As is the case for the fin top, a critical Bond number of 0.1 is considered to be the

criteria by which gravity and surface tension forces become comparable to each

other. The length of the surface tensioa dominated sub-region is defined as S_a

which is equal to the ordinate s = rO at which the local Bond number reaches the

critical value.

3.6.2.2 Subregion de

At the point of transition, a gravity dominated force subregion follows where the

condensing coefficient is given by the Nusselt theory for condensation on a vertical

or inclined plate. However, the Nusselt theory should be modified to take into

account the condensate flow from sub-region cd. The modification is presented by

Adamek and Webb (1990). The length of this sub-region is denoted by Sdc and is

expressed as:
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Sac = Sm - RD,p- Ser- Sea- H [3.28]

where RD, p is the projection of the drainage channel radius onto the fin side, and H

is the film thickness on the tube surface between the fins after the drainage radii

from facing fin sides connect at the center of the root region. The foUowing section

will discuss both the drainage channel and the conditions for which H is greater or

equal to zero.

3.6.2.3 Subregion ef

Since a drainage channel with a concave curvature exists at the fin root, the

condensate film undergoes a change in curvature from ,o to -1/RD, Hence, a surface

tension dominated sub-region will exist and its length denoted by Scf.

The length of sub-re#on ef is derived by Adamek and Webb (1990) and is given

by the following expression:

Z [3.291
Scf=4

where C is a property group and RDis the drainage channel radius (discussed later).

lt should be noted that in calculating the heat transfer in sub-re#on el, the effect
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of condensate flowing from sub-regions cd and de should be taken into account. A

detailed analysis is given by Adamek and Webb (1990).

3.6.2A Rectangular Versus Trapezoidal Fins

a) Trapezoidal Fin

If the fin has a rectangular or t_apezoidal shape, as shown in Figure 3.la and

3.1b, then to use the K-W profile to model the film, the tip radius (at the fin top

corner) and the base thickness must be known. However, if this radius is not known

a tip radius can be estimated by:

R T = _ tt [3.31]

where _ is considered to be 0.05 (i.e. the tip radius is assumed to be 5% of the fin

top thickness). The base thickness, for the K-W profile, is defined as'

tb,p = (t b - tt)/2 [3.32]

Figure 3.8 shows a trapezoidal fm with a K-W profile defined to model the

condensate along the fin side.
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Figure 3.8. Trapezoidal fin with a K-W profile.
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(b) Rectangular fin (% = t0

For this case, Equation [3.32] will result ina zero value for tb,p and hence a K-W

profffle cannot be defined. To circumvent this problem, a profile is selected to fit a

fin with a top thickness of 0.95tt. This approximation is expected to influence the

heat transfer coefficient in this region by less than 1%. In fact, Marto et al. (1986)

have studied experinaentally the performance of rectangular and trapezoidal fins of

the same base thickness and height. The trapezoidal fin with a tip thickness 34%q

that of the rectangular fin had a condensing coefficient approximately equal to that

of the rectangular fin (refer to Table 2.1).

3.6.3 Condensing Coefficient in the Root Region

Two subregions exist, The first is surface tension controlled, while the other is

gravity controlled. The existence of two sub regions in the interffin space has been

• proven experimentally by Hirasawa et al. (1980). The modelling of the root region

is an adaptation from the Adamek and Webb (1990) model.

3.6.3.1 Subregion gis

The flow in this subregion is governed by surface tension forces and the

condensate flows in the axial direction towards the drainage channel. The length of
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the subregion, gh, is given by:

[ 5 11/6

The derivation of Equation [3.33] isbased on the assumption of a constant surface

tension induced pressure gradient. The local IT,ira thickness is then given by:

1/4

CRolsns [3.34]
%#) = o

from which, an average condensing coefficient can be obtained.

3.6-32 Subregion, h/

In this subregion, the flow is governed by gravity forces and the condensate flows

in the circumferential direction. The length of subregion, hi, is given by:

lhi = S/2" 1_- RD,p [3.35]
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where RD, p iS the projection of the drainage radius on the tube surface and is given

in section 3.7. It is assumed that the projections of the drainage channel on the fm

side and on the root region are equal. The local film thickness is given by Equation

[3.18] with D Oreplaced by D r.

3.7 Drainage Channel

This channel, region fg in Figure 3.4, renders part of the fin side and root

region ineffective for heat transfer. That is, the fin side and root region are both

reduced by a length of RD, p.

The mass flow rate in the drainage channel is given by:

M(z) = pV(z)AD(Z ) [3.3Q

where V(z) is the average flow velocity and A D is the flow cross section area. The

gravity and shear forces balance each other. Using the definition of the Fanning

friction factor, this force balance can be written as:

fpV 2 AD
2 = "Po"pg' [3.371
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where PD is the wetted perimeter and g' is the component of gravity in the

circumferential direction (g sine). The Fanning friction factor can be expressed, in

general, as:

f _-C! [3.38]
Reo,,

where Cf is the friction factor coefficient and is a function of the channel geometry.

The, Reynolds number is defined as:

VDh [3.39]Reo,' =_ v

t

Using the definition of the hydraulic diameter and conservation of mass, a final

expression can be written as:

2 cffM _.AoD _ t3.40]
pg'

The above equation can be solved for any drainage channel shape. The mass flow

rate consists of condensate from the fin side, and from the surface tension sub-region

of the drainage channel. This second contribution would occur only for a flat

drainage channel.
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For the case of flat channels, and when the drainage radius is less than half the

fin spacing (measured at the base of the fin), as depicted in Figure 3.4, the flow area

is obtained by subtracting the area of a semi-circle of radius RDfrom the area of the

square of side length Rp which results in a net flow area of 0.215R g. The friction

factor coefficient, Cf, has the value of 12 as determined by Thomas (1968). The

average velocity can be expressed as:

V(z)= [gD_sin¢] [2.41]24v

The drainage radius can then be expressed as:

1/4

v [z M(x ")dx" [3.42]
R(z) = '

IU

O.O017pgsln (2z/D r)

where M(z) is given by:

M(z) = Mca(z) + Md¢(z) + Ma(z ) + M_(z) [3.431

An iterative routine is used to solve for the drainage channel.
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The projection of the drainage radius on the tube surface is given by Adamek

and Webb (1990) as:

RD, p -- RD COS(I_/(2RD)) [3.44]

Depending on the fin spacing ,and operating conditions, it is possible that at a

certain location in the circumferential direction, the radii flora facing fin sides will

connect at the center of the root region thereby resulting in a thick f'dm, as shown

in Figure 3.9. The film is assumed to have a circular shape of radius equal to half

the fin spacing. This film thickness will increases along the circumferential direction.

For the case of rectangular fins with vertical sides the drainage channel is assumed

to have a rectangular cross section apa the flow area is given by:

AD = sH [3.45]

and the perimeter as:

PD = 2H + S [3.46]

Substituting into Equation [3,40] results in the following third degree polynomial:

16(ser) 3- 4Kr(er) 2- 4Krser - s2Kr = 0 [3.47]
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L. s _t

Figure 3.9. Condensate flow irl the drainage channel after radii
connect.

=
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where

r = H/e [3.481 i

and

Kt= 2CrvM [3.491/
pg

Equation [3.49] can be solved iteratively for H once Ct is known. To avoid the

iteration, an analytical expression given by Straub et al. (1958) can be used and is

expressed as:

1/3

1 3C,Mp [3.50]

H = _ 2sp2g /

where C, is a factor which is a function of the aspect ratio of the drainage channel,

H/s. The friction factor coefficient, Cf,is incorporated in this factor. Equation [3.52]

is based on a series solution of the 2-D momentum equation that describes the flow

in a rectangular chatmel. A curve fit of the Ca vs. H/s tabulated values results in the

following expression:
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17.96098 [3.51]
Ca - 9.882164 + s/2H

Equations [3.47] and [3.50] are basically the same. In fact, sample calculations

resulted in almost the same answer for H (approximately 1% difference).

For the case,of a trapezoidal drainage channel, the depth of the liquid film, H,

is calculated based on an equivalent rectangular cross section whose dimensions are

given by:

Pp = 2H + (s+Htan0) [3.52]

and

Ao = (s + Htan0)H [3.53]

The circular film shape is assumed to have a radius approximated by:

Rp = s/2 + Htan0 [3.54]

3.8 Condensing Coefficient in the Flooded Region

In the flooded region, it is assumed that heat transfer occurs on the top of the
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fin, and through the thick condensate film that covers the root region and fm side.

The condensing coefficient on the fm top is determined by the same expressions used

for the fin top in the untlooded region. However, it is evaluated at a different vapor

to wall temperature difference and fin efficiency. The curvature of the ftlm, ha sub-

region bc, is treated differently here to take into account the fact that the curvature

of the thick film changes in the circumferential direction and hence the change in the

film curvature is not from 1/R t to oo,but from 1/Rcn to ,0. The effective curvature

of the film is then defined as"

1/Raf- 1/r c + 1/rf [3'551

where rc and rf are shown in Figure 3.5. The film radius, rf is approximated as:

rf = Rt + 6J2 [3.56]

where 6, is shown on Figure 3.4 and can be evaluated using either of the alternatives

presented earlier for the modelling of the film in sub-region bc. It is the film

thickness at the end of subregion be. The radius of the thick film region is obtained

from a balance between gravity and surface tension forces, and it is given by:

r_ = a/(pgz¢) [3.57]
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where zc is the distance from the bottom of the tube to the boundaD, between the

flooded and unflooded regions. Note that rc has a negative value since the film

surface is concave. Hence, the condensing coefficient in sub-region bc is calculated

by either Equation [3.16] or Equation [3.24] with Rtrt substituted for R t. Both rc and

rf are a function of z, however, one cart use an average as for the whole flooded

region and approximate rc by s'/2 where s' is the fin spacing at the top of the fin.

T.nthe thick film region, i.e. between the fins, the heat transfer is assumed to

occur by conduction through the thick liquid film. The heat transfer coefficient for

this region is then written as:

ht,f= k/H [3,58]

where k is the liquid thermal conductivity and H is the height of the liquid film. The

film height is approximately equal to the fin height. The condensing coefficient in

the flooded region will then be an area weighted average of the above two

components. It should be noted that for high thermal conductivity materials, such

as copper, the 'heat transfer contribution of the thick film region is negligible

: compared to the total heat transfer in the flooded region. However, for low thermal

conductivity materials this contribution can be appreciable.

Due to the condensate drops/columns formed on the bottom of the tube, the
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active area is assumed to be 85% of the total heat transfer area in the flooded
J

$

region.

3.9 Fin Efficiency

The fin efficiency, for a trapezoidal fin, in the unflooded region is

calculated using an analytical expression derived by Keto and Kraus (1972). The

equation takes into account variation of the fin cross sectional area, assumes

adiabatic conditions at the fin top, An area weighted average heat transfer

coefficient was used in the present analysis. The equation is expressed as:

I% Kl(l_,)l'(lZo) - l'(_t)Kl(lZo) [3.59]
2K2ec lo(_o)Kl(&) + Ii(_,)Ko(_o)

where Ii and Kt are modified Bessel flmctions of the first and second kind of ith

order, respectively. The parameters _ and K are given by the following expressions:

J

f t,(1 - tan(0)) [3.60]
p2 = 4K 2 +

2tan(e)

and
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K 2 = h [3.61]
ksinO

The values of _o and/_t are obtained at x = 0 and x = ec, respectively, Equation

[3.59] was originally derived for a fin with an insulated tip. To account for

convection :fromthe tip, the Harper-Brown approximation is used which is basically

correcting the fin height by adding half the fin tip. Therefore, ec = e + tr/2.

If the fin has a K-W shape, then the fin efficiency is approximated by that of a

parabolic fin of the same height and base thickness. The analytical solution is given

by Rohsenow and Hartnett (1973):

1 Iv3(4med3) [3.62]_/ =
mec [-1/3(4reed3)

Values for the modified Bessel functions were obtained by curve fitting of thez

tabulated values given by Kern and Kraus (1972).

For the flooded region, a heat balance on a fin with adiabatic boundary

conditions on the fin sides yields:
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1

_! " ..... h. [3.63]
R_h,,A t + __

ht

The derivation of Of is given in Appendix A. The conduction resistance, Rc, is a

function of the fin shape. Expressions are derived in Appendix B for different fin

shapes relevant to the present analysis.

3.10 Wall Temperature in the Unflooded and Flooded Regions

The radial and circumferential wall temperature distributions are determined

numerically by a 2-D conduction code. The computational domain is taken as a

rectangle of length _rDr/2 and thickness equal to the thickness of the tube wall.

Figure 3.10 shows the domain together with the boundary conditions. Symmetry of

the problem results in adiabatic conditions at both ends. The boundary between the

u and f regions is determined by %. Ten and five nodes were used for the

longitudinal (circumferential) and transverse (radial) directions, respectively. Since

the condensation coefficients are a function of the wall temperature, an iterative

routine was used. Figure 3.11 shows a block diagram of the computer program.
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Figure 3.11. Block diagram of the computer code.
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3.11 Extension of the Model to other Fin/Drainage Combinations

In this section, the model described above wiU be modified to accommodate

fin/drainage combinations such as those shown in Figure 3.1c and 3.1d. Figure 3.12

shows the proposed structure of the condensate film on the top and side of the fin

and also in the circular drainage channel.

3.11.1 Condensing Coefficient on the Fin Top, ht,n,

The fin rtop region is modelled in the same manner as described earlier for

rectangular and trapezoidal fins with the choice of either alternative.

3.112 Condensing Coefficient on the Fin Side, h.d

The fin side is divided into three sub-regions. Sub-region cd is controlled by

surface tension forces and the curvature of the film is assumed to follow that of a K-

W profile. To define a K-W profile, a base thickness is defined as t_,p = (P,

2Ra)/2. The film is assumed to undergo transition into a gravity dominated flow,

denoted by subregion de. Equations [3.21] together with Equations [3.22a] to [3.22c]

apply. The length of sub-region de is determined as:

Sd,, = Sf- S_ - S_f- S. [3.64]
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Figure3.12. Filmstructureforstraightsidedfin and circulardrainage
channel.
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where,

Sf = (e-RB)/cos0 + _rRB/2 [3,65]

and

H < RB, Sa = kR a [3.66]

H > RB, S, = 7rRB/2 + (H-RB)/COS0 [3.67]

The angle _. is expressed as:

_. = cos"1(1 - H/RB) [3.68]

where H is the film thickness in the root region, which will be defined below. The

lengths Soaand Sa are calculated in the same manner as discussed for rectangular

and trapezoidal fins with fiat drainage channels. However, in calculating the length

of region S_f, the radius of the drainage channel must be known. Two cases are

identified:

(i) Case I H < RB RD - R8 [3.69a]
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(ii) Case II H > R B R u -, s'/2 [3.69b]

where

s' = R B + (H- RB)tan0 [3.70]

3.11.3 Condensing Coefficient in the Root Re#on, hr

Heat transfer across the condensate film in the root region is assumed to occur

through conduction only. The heat transfer coefficient is given by:

hr = k/H [3.71]

To calculate the film thickness, H, in the root region, Equation [3.40] can be

used. The flow area and perimeter will depend on whether, H, is smaller or larger

than R B hence two cases are defined.

3.11.3.1 Case I (H £ R e)

Tlae flow area and hydraulic diameter are assumed to be those of a circular

segment duct and are given by:
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2Rn(2 _. - sin2 k) [3.731D n =
2k + 2sin(k)

Substituting into Equation [3.40] results in the following expression:

2Rs4(2k - sin2_,) 3 Kr(2_, + 2sin(_.)) [3.741

Once _. is determined through an iterative scheme, H can be determined by Equation

[3.68]. The friction factor coefficient, Cf, is assumed to have a constant value equal

to that of laminar flow in a pipe (i.e. 16). Van Dromme and Hellinckx (1973)

showed that Cf varies by approximately 13 % over the range 0 < 2H/RB < 1.

3.11.3.2 Case II (H > Ra)

The flow area and hydraulic diameter are given by the following expressions:

A n = 2RB z + (H - RB)2R a [3.75]
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and

D/,= 2_'R82+ (H- Ra)8RB [3.76]
rRa + (H - Ra)cos0

Substituting into Equation [3.40] results in the following third degree polynomial:

2
128(RBXB)a + (96_rR _ -Krcos_O)XB

+ (247r2R_ - 2_rRBKrCOS0)XB

6 [3.77]= Kr(TrRB)2 + 2_'3RB

where XB = H - R B. An iterative scheme is used to find H once Ct is known.

There are no expressiom for the friction factor o: a channel with the sides partly

circular and partly straight. Hence, Such a channel will be approximated by a

trapezoidal shape with a fin spacing at the base equal to the diameter of the circular

channel. Therefore, Equations [3.47] to [3.54] apply. To avoid the iteration involved

in Equations [3.74] and [3.77], Equations [3.52] and [3.53] are used as an

approximation.

For the case when the fin has a flat top with a circular channel that starts from
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the fin tip to the fm base, the analysis is similar to that described above. The fin

height is equal to the drainage radius, R B, and the base thickness is approximated by

a line starting from the fin top and tangent to the circular channel and endhag at the

bottom of the channel. These two dimensions are necessary to define the

appropriate K-W profile. To determine the condensate thickness in the channel,

Case I as defined by Equation [3.69a] can be applied.

However, for the gravity dominated region, an expression for gravity drained

condensation on concave surfaces must be derived. By dividing the concave surface

into several differential elements and treating each segment as an inclined surface,

the average condensation coefficient in the concave subregion de is determined by

integration over the length of this sub-region. The final expression is given by:

-.: (ra)a/4da [3.78]
slna

where _ and _2 are defined in Figure 3,13, The angles a 1 and s 2 are determined as

follows:

Sca [3.79]a 1 _ -.--.-
rB
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Figure 3.13. Gravity drained condensation on a concave surface
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and

lc,* + la.
a2 = . [3,801

Ra

However, to avoid the complexity in integration, the sub-region de is modelled

by assuming a straight inclined surface. The angle of inclination is assumed to be
,,

equal to that subtended by the tangent line that starts from the fin tip and ends at

the base.

3.12 Profiled Fins

For profiled fins, as shown in Figure 3.1e and 3.1f, the fin shape can be defined,

in general, as follows:

i

g = ftR, e, tr,, 0m) [3.811

Once Rr, e, and tb are defined, the fin curvature will be expressed in terms of 0 only.

The angle 0m usually varies from 0 to _r/2. Some profiles have already been

discussed in Chapter 2. Once the function f is known, then the locai film thickness

(and hence the condensing coefficient) can be obtained from Equation [3.24]. For

example, the functional form of f for a K-W profile is given by Equation [3.21].
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Once the tip radius, base thickness, height, ,and 0m are defined, the fin can be

generated by Equation [3.21]. The film thickness can then be determined from

Equation [3.24],

lt is believed that the effect of gravity on high performance fins will be

negligible. Hence, the fin side will consist of two subregions such as cd and de. The

analysis of the drainage channel can be done along the same guidelines set above.

For drainage chamlels other than fiat and circular, such as sinusoidal, the flow area

and hydraulic diameter can be defined and substituted into Equation [3.40] to

determine the condensate thickness in the channel.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the apparatus and experimental procedure, Data for

steam condensation on a selected set of enhanced tubes is presented. The data will

show single tube performance and enhancement level.

4.2 Apparatus

Figure 4,.1shows a schematic representation of the apparatus, The apparatus

constitutes of four main components: boiler, test cell, post condenser, and air

ejection system.

The boiler is a 2 meter long of 254 mm diameter carbon steel pipe, There are

three heater modules each consisting of three elements, with each element rated at

2.5 kW at 220 V, This produces a total maximum power of 22,5 kW, The post

condenser is a shell and tube heat exchanger with 10 meters of 1024 fpm integral

finned tubes in six water side passes. The purpose of the post condenser, is to with-
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Figur¢ 4.1. Schematic diagram of th¢ condemation test stand.
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draw any air leaked into the system, If air leaks into the system, it will migrate to

the coldest point which is at the cooling water inlet to the post condenser.

Two test cells were used. One for 3/4" tubes, madf:: t_' stainless steel, and the

other for the 7/8" tubes, made of carbon steel. Tubes with a diameter up to '1.25"
4

can be tested in the second test cell. A flanged 3" carbon steel pipe allows the

passage of steam into the test cell while another flanged pipe accommodates exit of

the vapor-liquid mixture from the test cell. The design allows measurement of single

tube and row effect performance. However, in the present study only single tube

performance was evaluated, Five experimental tubes and one distributor tube are

installed, On one side of the test cell, a 374 nun x 76.2 rnm opening provides a

window for observation of condensate flow patterns and to ensure the existence of

filmwise condensation. On the opposite side, 1/8" NPT holes provide access for

temperature and pressure measurements. The front and back faces of the test cell

are covered by removable tube sheets which are designed in a unique fashion to

ensure a leak proof cell. Figure 4,,2shows the tube sheet design. The groove acts

as suction manifold connected to the circular gap of each bore. The groove is then

connected to a vacuum pump through the threaded hole. The purpose of this design

is to establish a pressure in the circular gaps that is lower than the testing pressure

so that if there any leaks present, the air will be sucked to the region of lower,,

pressure and exits to the vacuum pump. It is possible to use the same tube sheets

for tube diameters between 3/4" and 1 1/4" with proper design of the tube ends.

= 225
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Figure 4.2. Illustration of the inner tube sheet design
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Figure 4.3 illustrates the design of a tube end. Each of the test cells has a capacity

of testing five tubes and hence the row effect up to the fifth tube. However, by using

a distributor tube the row effect of a higher number of tubes can be studied. In the

present apparatus, up to twenty rows can be tested. The distributor tube is made of

a 7/8" tube with holes of constant diameter and equal spacing. To simulate more

than five tubes, the condensate from the fifth tube is recirculated through a pump

back to the test cell. The condensate then flows down from the distributor tube to

the top tube which would simulate the sixth tube and so forth. The distributor tube

was made of a 3/4" copper tube with 0.04" holes at 1/2" spacing. The tube is

positioned in such a way so that the holes are facing upwards. A brass screen of

length 6.25" long was wrapped around the tube all along the tube length and held in

place by O-rings. Before the tube was placed in the test cell, it was connected to a

water source and operated at various flow rates coveting the desirable range to

simulate 20 rows. For the range tested the drainage pattern was observed to be

uniformly distributed along the tube producing a similar pattern as would be

expected from the tested tubes. However, this pump/distributor tube arrangement

was not used in the present work.

The air ejection system, schematic shown in Figure 4.4, consists of a desiccant,

cold trap, and vacuum pump. The purpose of this system is to continuously purge

the system of the non-condensible air (if present). The non-condensible gas will

migrate to the coldest point in the system which is located near the cooling water
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Figure 4.3. Illustration of the tube end design.
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Figure 4.4. Block diagram of air ejection system
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inlet in the post condenser. The air ejection system is connected to the post

condenser at that point. However, it is still possible that some steam vapor is still

present. To ensure that no water vapor reaches the vacuum pu.up, a descecant and

a cold trap are installed on the line connecting the post condenser and the vacuum

pump. If any water vapor is present, it will condense in the cold trap and as a

further precaution the desiccant will absorb any vapor left.

4.3 Instrumentation

A total of 19 copper/constantan thermocouples of 5 #m diameter are connected

to a Fluke 2285B datalogger. They measure the temperatures of the tube wall, inlet

and outlet cooling water to post condenser, vapor in boiler, vapor in test cell, and

test cell outside temperature. Three of the five experimental tubes are instrumented:

the first, third and fifth rows. The wall temperature is measured in three

circumferential positions, the top, side, and bottom of the tube. For the copper and

copper/nickel tubes, the thermocouples measuring the tube wall temperature were

placed between the fins and then peened down by bending the adjacent fin walls.

The vapor temperature in the test cell is measured in five locations along the

horizontal and vertical directions. An absolute mercury manometer was used to

measure the vapor pressure in the boiler, test section, and post condenser.
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The cooling water temperature rise in the tubes was measured by five

thermistors, while the cooling water flow rate was measured by five Dwyer flow

meters. The condensate volumetric flow rates in the test section and post condenser

were measured by using calibrated liquid level indicators.

4.4 Test Procedure

4.4.1 Tube Cleaning Procedure

The purpose of cleaning the tubes is to degrease and deoxidize the surfaces

to ensure filmwise condensation and eliminate possible thermal resistances between

condensing vapor and tube surface. The procedure is as follows:

1. Degrease: The tube is immersed in an acetone bath and scrubbed with a soft

tooth brush. Remove and shake the tube to remove any retained acetone and

piace on an aluminum foil to be dried by a stream of hot air.

2. Deoxidize: The tube is immersed in a bath of Tarn-X ( commercial de-

oxidizer for copper alloys - contains acidified thiourea, detergent and corrosion

inhibitors) and scrubbed with a soft tooth brush. It is then rinsed thoroughly

with water. Any weak acid may be used to deoxidize the surface. A 5% solution

of acidified dichromate (Na 2Cr207) and a 5%solution of H2SO4mixed together
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can be used as an alternative to Tarn-X. Another possibility is a 5% solution of

acetic acid in warm (120 F) water.

3. Washing: The tube is washed with one gallon of warm water and 0.5 ce

of dishwashing detergent using a sponge, lt is then thoroughly flushed with

water.

4. Neutralization: When a surface is treated with an acid solution, it is

necessary to remove the solution trapped in the pores of the surface. Rinsing

with water is not enough. Hence to neutralize the surface, a weak base should

be used, This is accomplished by washing the surface with a 5% solution of

sodium hydroxide (soda ash). Care should be taken in prepm'ing this solution

since the reaction is exothermic.

5. Pacification: The deoxidized surface is now highly susceptible to rapid

oxidation. The oxidation process can be reduced by pacification of the surface.

This is done with a 0.2% solution of sodiuni nitrite. The tube is then dried as

in step 1.

6. Storage: The tube should be wrapped with aluminum foil and then with

plastic wrap. This will prevent oxidation and contamination of the surface with

grease and other particles suspended in air.
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The above procedure was carried out in a well ventilated area. lt is necessary

to use rubber gloves and eye protection.

Wtlen the copper-nickel and titanium were first installed and condensation

started, it was noticed that dropwise condensation occurred on some parts of the

tubes, lt was necessary to oxidize the tubes. The copper-nickel tubes were oxidized

with a 50% solution of sodium hydroxide and ethanol (equal volumes), The titanium

tubes were pickled with a solution of 15% nitric acid and 2% fluorine. The oxidizing

procedure was successful in eliminating the dropwise condensation.

4.4.2 Set-up Procedure
=

This procedure constitutes the set of steps necessary to prepare for data
=

acquisition which are outlined below:

1. Prepare thermocouple junctions.
_

2. Mount thermocouples on the walls of three "cleaned tubes" and then

install ali tubes in the test cell. An annulus of approximately 1.5 mm

gap was created by using cylindrical copper rods and inserting them in
_

z

tile tubes. This will reduce the thermal resistance on the tube side and

hence lower the axial variation of the wall temperature.

=

2 3 3
.7-

-
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3, Install thermocouples that measure vapor temperature in the test cell

and then connect ali thermocouples to the data logger then seal and

insulate the system.

4. Reduce system pressure to approximately 15 mmHg absolute and then

fill the boiler with soft water. The water level in the boiler should be

10 inches above the top of the heating elements.

5. Check function of thermistors and thermocouples. This is

accomplished by running the cooling water through the experimental

tubes without steam generation. Ideally, ali the thermocouples should

read the same temperature as the cooling water temperature. The

function of the thermocouples is accepted ff the readings are within

:!:0.002 inV. For the thermistors, the inlet and outlet temperatures

should be the same, however, a 0.03 C difference was accepted.

6. Reduce system pressure down to 6 cmHg absolute and record the

pressure and ambient temperature. Leave the system for 24 hours and

then record the pressure to determine the leak rate per hour. The

second pressure reading should be recorded at the temperature of the

first reading or scale the pressure reading using the perfect gas

equation. A system leak rate of 1.5mm Hg per hour was achieved.
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This will be acceptable since the system is continuously purged during

data acquisition. Actually, an estimate of the air leak rate was

determined to be approximately 0,0021 kg/hr which amounts to a

concentration of 0.015% in the steam air mixture. This low

concentration will not affect tile condensing process, as shown by

Minkowycz and Sparrow (1966), and hence the assumption of a pure

vapor is ,justified.

4.4.3 Setting Operating Conditions

Once the set-up procedure is accomplished, the operating conditions are set

as follows:

1. Set the water flow rate through the experimental tubes.

2. Set inlet water temperatures to the experimental tubes and the post

condenser. Two sources of cooling water are available. One at a

temperature between 78 F and 84 F and the other between 55 F and

60 F, Combinations from both sources are used to set the desired inlet

temperatures. Since it is desired to have most of the heat load in the
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post condenser (at least 60%), the inlet water to the post condenser is

usually set at a few degrees below that to the test tubes.

3. Set cooling water flow rate through the post condenser to ensure,

together with the inlet water temperature, at least 60% of the total

heat load is carried by the post condenser.

4. Set input electric power to boiler.

5, Pump down system to the desired pressure. The inlet water

temperature and water flow rate to the post condenser are varied to

achieve test pressure, An auto transformer is "alsoused to adjust the

Input power as a means to regulate system pressure.

6, Set total test period and time interval for data acquisition.

4.4.4 Data Acquisition

Steady state conditions at which data acquisition begins is assumed tooccur

when the following criteria are met:

1, System pressure fluctuations are less than ±0.5 im'nHg.
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2, Fluctuations in the thermocouple readings are not more than ..t:5

microvolts,

3, Fluctuations in the cooling water temperature rise are not more than

0,15 C,

4, Maximum difference between any two measured vapor temperatures

readings should be within :t:0.7 C, Moreover, the saturation

temperature obtained from the pressure reading shouh:t be within :t:0,5

C of that measured by the thernaocouples, Satisfying this condition will

ensure that no air is present in the test cell,

Once the above four conditions are met, then the first data point Is ready to be

read, The following steps are performed:

1. Read individual pressures of boiler, test cell, and post condenser.

2. Read cooling water flow rate and inlet water temperature in the test

cell.

3. Read aU 19 thermocouples.
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4, Read cooling water flow rate to th¢_post condenser,

5, Measure condensate flow rate of test cell and post condenser by timing

the liquid rise in two separate calibrated liquid level indicators,

6, Repeat steps 1 through 5 at each time interval for the total test period,

4.5 Data Reduction

The goal for the data acquisition, is to deterndne the heat transfer coefficient for

the enhanced tubes, and to compare it to that of a smooth tube, From the

measurement of the cooling water temperature rise and flow rate, the heat load per

tube can be determined as:

Q = ri_ CpATw [4.1]

The heat transfer coefficient is then determlned from Equation [4.2]:

h = O [4,2]
A('I'M_- Tw,,v)
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where A ls the area of a smooth tube of diameter Do, Tut is the saturation

temperature corresponding to the pressure tn the test cell (obtained from the steam

tables), and Tw,.vIs the average wall temperature determined by Equation [4,3]:

I(T + +73) [4,3]

where the subscripts T 1,T2, and Ta refer to the top, side and bottorn measured wall

temperatures of the tuba. The set of data points for each tube ts taken at different

values of (Ts.t - Tw.a.,)by varying the cooling water flow rate. The data for each tube

Is then fitted to an equation of the form:

h = C_.To [4,4]

where C and n are constants determined from the experimental values. For a

smooth tube, the exponent n is determined from the Nusselt theory to be -0.25.

However, it was determined experimentally by Wanntarachcht, Marto, and Rose

(1984) that for integral finned tubes this exponent is a function of the fin spacing.

The heat balance calculations are conducted by two different methods, The first

is to compare the electrical input to the total heat cazried by the cooling water in the

test cell and the post condenser. The heat losses from the boiler to the ambient air
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were estirnated to be approximately 2% of total electrical input power, A 2 inch

layer of insulation was wrapped around the boiler to offset this loss, The second is

to compare the heat load of the cooling water of each, the test cell and the post

condenser, to the corresponding condensate heat load. As an example of this

second method, the heat balance for the test cell should satisfy the following relation:

ri_ CpATw = m_ L [4,5]

where rfi_is the condensate flow rate. A typical heat balance between the cooling

water heat load and condensate load was 3%.

4.6 Operational Problems

At the beginning of the first phase of testing, small black particles were detected

in the condensate flow. "l'laeseparticles ultimately clogged the calibrated liqutd level

indicators attached to the test cell and post condenser. The liquid level indicator

attached to the boiler was also clogged, lt was necessary to clean the entire

apparatus before any data could be taken. The apparatus was dismantled piece by

piece, A thick black layer was noticed on ali the carbon steel surfaces while the

copper tubing and stainless steel test section were clean. A sample of this layer was

chemically analyzed to determine its nature. The sample was treated with a 30%

2l_0
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solution of hydraulic acid and placed on a heater. The solution turned into a

yellowish green transparent solution and exhibited magnetic behavior. The black

layer was determined to be FeO and decomposed R-11. When the heater elements

were removed, a very hard black crust was observed. This crust was identified as

decomposed R-11 which was the result of exceeding the critical heat flux for R-11

when it was used by previous students.

The hard crust on the heater elements was removed completely by filing the

surfaces, then flushing with a 36% solution of HCL, and finally flushing with high

pressure hot water. The boiler and the steam supply line were flushed several times

with 36% ttCL solution and flushed repetitively with high pressure steam. This
,1

resulted in cleaning the surfaces almost completely (at least 90%). The same

procedure was followed for cleaning the piping which was still attached to the

apparatus structure.

= At the end of cleaning, ali the components were re-installed and a few pipe

sections were changed. The system was then ready for testing.

z

4.7 Experimental Tube Geometries for the Condensing Coefficient

The enhanced surfaces selected for the condensation tests are listed in Table 4.1

:- with corresponding photographs shown in Figure 4.5. The fin geometry dimensions
_

i
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Table 4.1

Tubes Tested in Condensation Test Cell

Geometry Material Manufacturer Code

Smooth copper - Plain

Integral-fin copper Wieland CU- 11

Integral-fin 90/10 cu/ni Wolverine C/N- 19

Integral-fin 90/10 cu/ni Wieland C/N-11

Integral-fin titanium Wieland TiA- 11

Integral-fin titanium Wieland TiB- 11

Attached part. etl particles on UOP A/P-50

90/10 cu/ni mbe
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a b

._'

,52
• . ., ½ -

c d

Figure 4.5. Photographs of the tubes (a)748 fpm, C/N-19
(b)Attached particle, A/P-50 (c)433 f-pm, C/N-11 (d)433 f-pm, TiA-
11.
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are listed in Table 4.2. The tests were conducted at a condensing temperature of 54

C. A total of six different enhanced tubes and one smooth tube were tested. Five

of these tubes are of the integral fin type, while the last type is made of copper

particles (0.43 mm diameter) sintered to the surface of a cu/ni tube and covering

50% of its surface area. The copper nickel tubes had a wall thickness of

approximately 0.9 mm (0.035") while the titanium tubes had a thickness of

approximately 0.46 mm (0.018").

4.8 Experimental Results for the Condensing Coefficient

A 22.23 mm diameter smooth copper tube was tested at two different saturation

temperatures, 54 C and 69 C. The purpose of this test was to verify the operation

of the apparatus by comparing the data to the theory for a horizontal tube derived

by Nusselt (1916). Figure 4.6 shows the data obtained for the plain tube. The

experimental values were within -2% and + 5% of the Nusselt theory. Since these

data agreed well with the Nusselt theory, the smooth tube performance will be

represented from now on by the Nusselt theory.

In presenting the following results for the enhanced tubes, the "enhancement

level" is defined as the ratio of the condensing coefficient, based on the envelope

area over the fins (diameter Do), to the condensing coefficient of a smooth tube of

diameter Do. Both coefficients are compared at the same (Tut- Tw). The different
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Table 4.2

Dimensions of the Tested tubes

Code Do fpm e tb ta

mm - mm mm mm

Plain 22.23 - - -

CU-11 19.00 433 1.12 0.9 0.30

C/N- 19 22.23 748 0.50 0.6 0.20

C/N-11 22.23 433 1.12 0.9 0.30

TiA-11 18.29 433 0.43 1.0 0.64

TiB- 11 18.29 433 0.28 1.4 0.93

A/P-50 22,23 - 0.43 - -
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Figure 4.6. Plain copper tube data,
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symbols that appear in the graphs are for different tests, which were taken on

different days to justify the repeatability of the data. The coefficient n that appears

in Equation [4.4] is listed in Table 4.3 for each tube.

r

Copper Alloy Tubes

Figure 4.7 shows the condensing coefficient vs, AT (= Tat -'Fw,av)for the 19.0

mm CU-11 copper tube, which has 433 fpm (11 fpi), e = 1.12 mm, and tr, = 0.9 mm.

The average enhancement level is 2.85.

Three different 90/10 copper-nickel tubes were tested. The first is a 22.23 mm

diameter C/N-11 tube which has the same fin shape, dimensions and fin pitch as the

19 mm diameter CU-11 copper tube. The data are shown in Figure 4.8, where an

average enhancement level of 1.75 is obtained. The second cu/ni tube (C/N-19) has

the same diameter as the C/N-11 tube, but has a smaller fin pitch, and a smaller fin

height. The results for the C/N-11 tube are shown in Figure 4.9, for which an

average enhancement level of 1.64 is obtained. Thus, 742 fpm tube provided only

slightly less enhancement as the 433 f-pmtube.

The third type, A/P-50, is a smooth copper-nickel tube with copper particles

sintered to the surface. Approximately 50% of the tube projected surface is covered

with particles. Figure 4.10 shows the data obtained for this tube. The enhancement
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Table 4.3

Values of the Exponent n in Equation 4.4

(T., = 54 C)

Tube Code C n

Plain 20828.31 -0.27

CU- 11 54345.05 -0.22

C/N- 11 36513.21 -0.30

C/N-19 32906.37 -0.26

TiA- 11 18033.08 -0.12

TiB- 11 18931.72 -0.20

A/P 43219.53 ,-0.47
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Figure 4,7, Data for :he CU-I | tube,
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Figure 4,B. Data tor the copper-nickel, C/N-tr t.ube
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Figure 4,9, Data fez' the copper-nickel C/N-I_} tube,
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Figure 4,tO. Data for the _4/P--50 _,ube
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level is a strong function of AT as can be seen from the exponent n ,=-0,47 in "['able

4,3, The maximum enhancement was 1,89 (at the lowest AT) and the minimum of

1,4 (at the highest AT),

Titanium Tubes

Two titanium tubes, TIA.11 and 'FIB.11, were tested bol:h having the 18,29 mm

diameter over the fins and tin pitch, but different fin shapes, The dimensions of the

'A' anti 'B' tubes are described inTable 4,2, The major difference between the two

tubes is the fin height and the drainage channel shape, Ftgure 4,11 shows the results

for the 'A' tube which show a modest average enhancement of 1,22, The results for

the 'B' tube are shown In Ftgure 4,12 where the average enhancement level is 1o05,

Table 4.4 summarizes the enhancemen'_ level of each of the tested tubes and

Appendix C presents tabulated values of the data and Appendix D discus,zs the

uncertainty in the condensing heat transfer coefficient.

4,9 Experimental Results for the Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient

Two tubes were selected to measure the overall heat transfer coefficient. The

C/N-11 copper nickel and TTA-11titanium tubes gave the m'_mum enhancement
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Figure 4,12. Data tor the T|B-IL'tube
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Table 4.4

External Enhancement Levels, Eo

(AT = 4.4 C, T_,t = 54 C)

Tube Code Eo

CU- 11 2.80

C/N-li 1.75

C/N-19 1.64

A/P-50 1.70

TiA- 11 1.22

TiB-11 1.05
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enhancement on the steam side. The tests were carried out at a temperature of 41.7

C (107 F). Electric utility steam condensers typically operate at approximately 38 C

(100 F). Three tubes were connected in series producing a total length of 1.37 m

(4.5 ft).

Figure 4.13 shows the UA value for the C/N-11 tube as a function of water

veloci .ty. A typical operating water velocity for electric utility steam condensers is

around 1.98 m/sec (6.5 ft/sec). The overall heat transfer coefficient of a plain tube

was determined by using the Nusselt theory for the steam side and the Petukhov

(1970) equation for the water side. The enhancement in the UA value was

determined to be 1.8. Another test was carried out on the C/N-11 tube with steam

condensing at 130 F. The measured UA value for the C/N-11 tube was used to

calculate the condensing coefficient and hence the enhancement level and then

compare it to the measured condensing coefficient. The inside heat transfer

coefficient can be calculated using the correlation provide by the tube manufacturers,

and the wall resistance was calculated with the knowledge of the wall thickness.

Hence, the condensh_g coefficient can be calculated as follows:

1 _ 1 _Rw .. 1 [4.6]
hA UA hlAI

2.57
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FIGure 4.13. Overall thermal performance of

C/H-I t _ube.
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where R_ is the wall resistance, hi is the heat transfer coefficient, Ai = _DIL, and A

= 7rDoL. The enhancement level, on the condensing side, was found to be 1.76.

This compares to 1.75 as determined by direct measurements of the condensing

coefficient as shown in Table 4.4. This result produces more confidence in the

instrumentation and experimental procedure.

For the titanium TiA-11 tube, two tubes were connected in series producing a

total length of 0.91 m (3 ft). qlae results for the UA values are shown in Figure 4.14.

The UA value for the plain tube was calculated in the same manner as described

above. The enhancement level in the UA value is found to be 1.21. Again, another

test was carried out at 54.4 C (130 F) to determine the condensing coefficient by

subtracting the wall and tubeside thermal resistances as shown by Equation [4.6].

However, the inside heat transfer coefficient for the enhanced tube was estimated

from pressure drop estimates provided by the tube manufacturer, since no direct

measurements were taken for the heat transfer coefficient. The measured pressure

drop was 9% higher than that of a plain tube. Hence, an optimistic estimate of the

inside heat transfer coefficient is a value of 10% higher than that of a plain tube.

The resulting condensing coefficient is found to be 1.20 compared to a value of 1.22

that was obtained from direct measurements of the wall temperature, as shown in

Table 4.4. This result also gives more confidence in the data obtained for the

condensing coefficient.

=
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CHAFrER 5

JUSTIFICATION AND APPLICATION OF

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

5.1 Introduction

The model developed in Chapter 3 was used to predict some of the existing data

in the literature, for steam and refrigerants. It was also used to Predict the data

obtained in this project. Once the model was justified, a parametric study was

conducted to determine the effect of fin and tube geometry, and operating conditions

on the condensing heat transfer coefficient.

In modelling the surface tension induced flow on the fin top (subregion bc),

alternative I in section 3.6.1.2 was used because of its simplicity. Moreover, the

minimum value of the parameter Z (refer to section 3.6.1.2), that appears in the

equation for the K-W profile, was determined iteratively to be between 10.0 and 50.0

depending on the fin geometry.
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5.2 justification of Model

5.2.1 Pred|ction of Data in the Literature

Table 5.1 presents the fin geometry, saturation temperature, and type of

condensing fluid for the data. By predicting data for steam and refrigerants, the use

of the model will be justified for fluids with high (steam) and low (refrigerants)

surface tension. Ali the data shown are for copper tubes. Figure 5.1 shows the ratio

of predicted to experimental condensing coefficient as a function of fin spacing. Ali

of the data points (except those of Rudy and Webb (1983) and the Honda et al.

(1987)) presented in 'Fable 5.1, were obtained by the Wilson technique. This

technique is based on measuring the tubeside heat transfer coefficient. By

subtracting the tubeside and wall thermal resistances from the overall heat transfer

coefficient, the condensing coefficient is obtained. Hence, this method does not

require the measurement of the wall temperature. Therefore, the condensing

coefficient cannot be predicted by providing tile program with the wall temperatures

in the flooded and unflooded regions. For the sake of consistency, ali the data were

predicted by the same procedure. The procedure is based on an iterative scheme to

determine the average vapor to wall temperature difference of the tube from the

knowledge of the heat flux provided by the references that appear in Table 5.1. This

average temperature difference is the denominator of Equation [3.9]. The results

show that except for two points, the model predicts the data for steam and refrigerants
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Table 5.1

Geometry And Operating Conditions Of

' Some Data Presented In The Literature

s o tb tt

mm mm mm

Warmiarachchi et al. (1986), Steatn @ 48 C

0.5,1.0,1.5,2.0,4.0,9.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Wanniarachchi et al. (1986), Steam @ 100 C

0.5,1.0,1.5,2.0,4.0,9.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Yau et al. (1985), Steam @ 100 C

0.5,1.0,1.5,2.0,4.0,6.0,10.0 1.6 0.5 0.5

Rudy & Webb (1983), R-11 @ 35 C

1.34 1.53 0.42 0.2

0.98 1.53 0.52 0.2

0.73 0.89 0.29 0.2
=
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Table $.1 (Continued)

s e tb tt

nu'n mm rnm DUD

Marto et al, (1988), R..113 @ 48 C

0.25,0.5,1.0,2,0,4.0 1.0 1,0 1.0

0,25,0,5,1.0,1,5,2.0 1.0 0,5 0.5
_,

0,5,1,0,1.5,2.0 1,0 0,75 0.75

1.0,1,5,2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0

1.0,1,5,2,0 0.5 1.0 1,0

1,0,1.5,2.0 1.5 1.0 1.0

Masuda et al. (1987), R-113 @ 48 C

0.25,0.5,1.0,1.5,,2.0 1.59 0.5 0.5

Honda et al. (1987), R-113 @ 55 C

0.5 1,46 0.4 0.28

0.34 0,92 0.3 0.18

0,4 1,13 0.1 0.10
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Figure 5,1, Predtotlonsof data for steam and R-lIB
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R-11 and R.113 within ±15%,

5.2.2 Prediction of Data In the Present pr,_Ject

Ali of the integral tin tubes tested in this program had trapezoidal fins and a

circular channel, The theory presented In section 3.11 (Extension of the Model to

Other Fln/Chamael Combinations) was used, The tubes considered are the CU-11,

C/N-11, C/N-19, TIA-11, and TtB.11, The tubes are defined in 'Fables 4,1 and 4,2.

In predicting the condensing coefficient of these tubes, the measured wall

temperatures of the unflooded and flooded regions were used.

Figure 5,2 shows the ratio of predicted to experimental condensing coefficient

as a function of (T_t - Tw), The results show that, except for one point, the copper,

copper-nickel, and titanium TiA-11 tubes are predicted within -14% and + 8%, One

data point for the C/N-11 tube was underpredicted by -17%. The data fbr the

titanium 'FIB-11 tube was over predicted by 22% to 30%. This tube has a fin height

of 0.28 mm and a "shallow" circular drainage channel. Hence, it is possible that the

condensate in the drainage channel not only covered the entire tin side but also

affected the surface tension induced pressure gradient on the fin top, subregion bc,

in both the unflooded and flooded regions, Hence, by using Equation [3.1@ it is

possible that the condensing coefficient in subregion bc was overpredicted. The

possibility of large inaccuracies in the data also exists.
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5.3 Parametric Study

The model was used to predict the performance of integral fin tubes, for

different tube and fin geometries, tube thermal conductivity, and fin spacing. The

parametric study was basically directed at low thermal conductivity materials with flat

drainage charmels.

5.3.1 Effect of Fin/Tube Geometry oN,the Fraction of Tube Flooded, cb.

The amount of flooding that occurs on an integral fin tube greatly affects the

heat transfer performance of that tube. Equation [3.10] was used to determine the

effect of tube diameter and fin geometry on the flooding characteristics of steam.

The fluid properties are evaluated at a film temperature of 48 C. At this film

temperature, the property group, a/og is equal to 7,5E,.06 m2. Figure 5,3 shows ca,

vs. the fin spacing for a rectangular fin with e = tr, = tt = 1.0 mm, for different tube

diameters. The results show that for the same fin geometry and spacing, the flooding

angle decreases as the tube diameter increases. For example, at a fin spacing of 1.5

mm, cb decreases by 9% when the tube diameter increases from 19.0 mm (3/4") to

22.23 mm (7/8"). This decrease in the flooding angle implies an increase in the

active heat transfer area in the unflooded region. This active area consists of ali the

sub..regions on the fin side, top, and root region excluding the drainage channel.
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Figure 8.3. Effect of tube diameter on the fraction of

tube flooded, e = tt = tb = 1.0mm.
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Figure 5.4 shows %vs. s for a trapezoidal fin with % = 1.0 mm, and tt = 0.2 mm.

The tube diameter is fixed at 22.23 mm but the f'm height is varied from 0.5 mm to

1.0 mm. The results show that ct,decreases as the fin height decreases. For example

at a fin spacing of 1.5 mm, % decreases by 20% when the fin height decreases from

0.5 mm to 1.0 mm. At a fin spacing of 1.5 mm, tb = 1.0 mm, e = 1.0 mm, and 22.23

mm diameter, the comparison between Figures 5.4 and 5.3 show that by reducing the

fin tip thickness from 1.0 mm to 0.2 mm, ct, is reduced by 27%.

The implication of these results is that % decreases with reduced tip thickness

and fin height. As will be shown in section 5.3.3, a lower fin height will also lead to

a higher fin efficiency for the low thermal conductivity tubes.

5.3.2 Effect of Fin Spacing and Tube Thermal Conductivity

on the Enhancement Level

. The predictions in this section were based on a saturation temperature of Tat =

34 C (93 F) and cooling water velocity and temperature of 2.0 m/sec (6.5 ft/sec) and

21 C (70 F), respectively. These conditions corr*.,spond to typical operating

conditions of electric utility steam condensers. The water side is assumed to have

an enhancement level of El = 1.8. As will be shown in Chapter 6, this enhancement

can be achieved with selection of the internal enhancement geometry. The tube wall

thickness was fixed at 0.89 mm (0.035").
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Figure 5,4, Effect of fin height on the fraction of tube

flooded. Do -- 22,23 mm, t b .- 1.0 mm,

t t -- 0,2 mm.
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Figure 5.5 shows the variation of the enhancement level with fins per meter

(fpm). The fin geometry is fixed at e = 1.0 mm, tt = 0.2 mm, and tb = 0.9 mm.

Titanium tubes usually have a lower fin height. However, to show the effect of fm

height on the tube performance, a titanium tube with a fin height of 1.0 mm was also

included. Hence, the tube materials considered in Figure 5.5 are copper, copper-

nickel, admicalty, and titanium. Figure 5.5 shows that the enhancement level

decreases as the thermal conductivity decreases with the copper tube having the

highest level. These results support previous experimental studies of Mitrou (1986)

and Mills et al. (1975). The highest enhancement level is obtained at 492 fpm, 512

fpm, 472 fpm, and 394 fpm, for the copper, admiralty, copper-nickel, and titanium

tubes respectively. The maximum enhancement levels are 3.05, 2.96, 1.87, and 1.26

for copper, admiralty, copper-nickel, and titanium, respectively. The predictions of

the titanium tube follow an almost flat curve with a dip at 512 fpm (1.05 mm fin

spacing). The reason for such a behavior is due to the drainage channel. At fin

spacings higher than 1.05 mm, a surface tension induced pressure gradient exists on

the tube surface which is primarily responsible for the average 25% enhancement.

Once tile drainage channel radius becomes equal to half the fin spacing, which is the

case for the 512 fpm tube, the surface tension induced pressure gradient on the root

surface disappears. Even though there are surface tension induced pressure gradients
z

on the fin top and side, the low thermal conductivity of titanium results in a very low

fm efficiency, as will be shown in the following tables.
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Figure 5,5, Enhancement level versus fpm, for • - t,O mm,
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Several other important parameters, based on the predictions of Figure 5.5, have

been tabulated in Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5. Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, present

the predicted values of ct, (fraction of tube flooded), r/u (fin efficiency in the

unflooded region), rtr (fin efficiency in the flooded region), and the parameter hA/L.

The results show thz_ as/the _hermal conductivity decreases, the fin efficiency
4 ' /

decreases. Table 5:6. _umrnanzes the effect of thermal conductivity on the

enhancement level and fin efficiency. The fin efficiencies in the unflooded region for

copper, admiralty, copper-nickel, and titanium are 0.75, 0.55, 0.40, and 0.25,

respectively. The calculations also show that the fin efficiency in the flooded region

is higher than that in the unflooded region. Appendix E explains the reason for such

a behavior.

5.3.3 Effect of Fin Height on the Enhancement Level

The same operating conditions and geometrical variables that were used in

section 5.3.2 apply to the following predictions. The only variable that has been

changed is the fin height which is 0.5 mm as compared to 1.0 mm in section 5.3.2.

Figure 5.6 sho_vsthe enhancement level versus fins per meter for admiralty, copper-

nickel, and titanium tubes with a fin height of 0.5 mm. The effect of themaal

conductivity on the enhancement shows the same trend as obtaJned in Figure 5.5.
f

However, by comparing Figures 5.5 and 5.6, it is seen that the erdmncement levels

for ali three materials are higher for the 0.5 mm fins. This is mainl3 due to the
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Table 5.2

Steam Condensation on Copper Tubes. Trapezoidal Fins

Tut = 34 C (93 F), k = 350 W/m-K

[D o = 22.23 mm, tw,u = 0.89 mm, Ei = 1.8, hA/L = W/m-K]

[e = 1.0 mm, tb ffi 0.90 mm, tt = 0.2 mm]

fpm hA/L Eo % flu rtr

315 2496 2.73 0.28 0.77 0.86

394 2699 2.90 0.32 0.75 0.87

433 2718 2.93 0.34 0.75 0.87

472 2797 3.00 0.37 0.75 0_86

492 2860 3._5 0.38 0.75 0.86

512 2858 3.04 0.39 0.74 0.86

551 2610 2.83 0.41 0.76 0.86
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Table 5.3

Steam Condensation on Admiralty Tubes. Trapezoidal Fins

T_ = 34 C (93 F), k = 121 W/m.K

[Do = 22.23 mm, t,_ = 0.89 mm, El = 1.8, hA/L = W/m-K]

[e = 1.0 mm, tb = 0.90 mm, t t = 0.2 mm]

fpm hA/L Eo cb V. rlf

315 1892 2.16 0.28 0.57 0.67

394 2013 2.27 0,32 0,55 0.67

433 2043 2.30 0.34 0.55 0.67

472 2086 2.34 0.37 0.55 0.66

512 2098 2.35 0.39 0.54 0.66

551 1875 2,15 0.41 0.56 0.65
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Table 5.4

Steam Condensation on Copper-Nickel Tubes - Trap_oidal Fins

T_ = 34 C (93 F), k = 52 W/m-K

[DO= 22.23 mm, tnn = 0.89 mm, Ei = 1,8, hA/L = W/m-K)]

[e = 1.0 mm, tb = 0.90 mm_ tt = 0.2 mm]

fpm hA/L Eo ca, flu r)f

315 1502 1.75 0.28 0,41 0.51

394 1580 1.83 0,32 0.40 0.52

433 1601 1.85 0.34 0.40 0.52

472 1625 1.87 0.37 0.39 0.51

512 1594 1_84 0.39 0,39 0.50
f

551 1381 1.64 0.41 0.41 0.50
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Table 5.5

Steam Condensation on Titanium Tubes - Trapezoidal Fins

Tat ffi 34 C (93 F), k = 19 W/m.K

[Do = 22.23 mm, tna - 0.89 mm, El = 1.8, hA/L = W/m-K]

[e = 1.0 mm, t b = 0.90 mm, t t = 0.2 mm]

fpm hA/L Eo % rh rlf

315 1054 1.24 0.28 0.26 0.27

394 1070 1',26 0.32 0,25 0.28

433 1063 1.25 0.34 0.25 0.28

472 1059 1.24 0.37 0,25 0.27

512 796 0.99 0.39 0.27 0.27
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Table 5.6

Effect of Tube _tlermal Conductivity on the Enhancemcnt Level

Tmr= 34 C (93 F)

[Do = 22.23 mm, t_u = 0.89 mm, Ei = 1.8, k = W/m-K]

[12 FPI, e = 1.0 mm, tb = 0.9 mm, t t = 0.2 mm]

Material km Eo r/f,u r/f,f

Titanium 19 1,24 0,25 0.27

90/10 Cu/Ni 52 1,87 0.40 0.51

Admiralty 121 2.34 0.55 0.66

Copper 350 3,00 0.75 0.86
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Figure 5.6, Enhancement level versus fpm, for • = 0,5 mm,
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increase in the fin efficiency In both the flooded trod unflooded regions, The

increase in the enhancement level is also attributed to the decrease in flooding as

shown in section 5,3,1, Tables 5,7, 5,8 and 5,9 present the predicted values of the

other relevant parameters, The comparison between Tables 5,7, 5,8, and 5,9 and

Tables 5.3, 5,4, and 5,5, show that the fin efficiency for the 0,5 mm fins is higher than

that of the 1,0 mm fins. When the tin height was reduced from 1,0 mm to 0,5 mm

the fin efficiency, in the unflooded region, increased by approximately 29%, 35%, and

44% for admiralty, copper-nickel, and titanium, respectively. For the flooded region,
i

the increase in the fin efficiency was 20%, 29%, and 54% for admiralty, copper-

nickel, and titanium respectively. For a fin height of 0.5 nam, the highest

enhancement level ts obtained at 512 fpm for admiralty, copper-nickel, and titanium.

The maximum enhancement level is 2.96, 2.46, and 1.73 for admiralty, copper.nickel,

and titanium, respectively.

5.3.4 Effect of Fin Base Thickness on the Enhancement Level

To determine the effect of the fin base thickness on the enhancement level, the

fin density was fixed at 472 fpm and the tube diameter at 22.23 mm ('7/8"). The fin

height and tip thickness were set at 0.5 mm 0.2 mm, respectively. The water side

enhancement level was set at E l = 1.8. Figure 5.7 shows the enhancement level

versus the fin base thickness for admiralty, copper-nickel, and titanium tubes,

: respectively. The results show that the enhancement level increases as the fin base
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Table 5,7

Steam Condensation on Admiralty Tubes. Trapezoidal Fins

Tm= 34 C (93 F), k = 121 W/m.K

[DO= 22.23 mm, t,,_ ffi0.89 mm, EI = 1.8, hA/L = W/m-K]

[e = 0.5 mm, thf 0.90 mm, tt = 0.2 mm]

fpm hA/L Eo Cb r/. Of

315 2157 2.43 0,24 0.74 0,80

394 2422 2,66 0,27 0,72 0,80

433 2551 2.78 0,29 0,71 0.79

472 2673 2,88 0,31 0,71 0,79

512 2768 2.96 0.33 0,70 0.78

551 2295 2.55 0.35 0,73 0.79
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Table 5.8

Steam Condensation on Copper-Nickel Tubes - Trapezoidal Fins

Ts = 34 C (93 F), k = 52 W/m-K

[D O = 22.23 mm, t,,_ = 0.89 mm, Ei = 1.8, hA/L = W/m-K]

[e = 0.5 mm, tb = 0.9 mm, tt = 0.2 mm]

fpm hA/L Eo cb rT_ r/f •

315 1835 2.08 0.24 0.58 0.69

394 2029 2.26 0.27 0.56 0.69

433 2122 2.34 0.29 0.55 0.68

472 2212 2.42 0.31 0.54 0.67

512 2261 2.46 0.33 0.54 0.66

551 1835 2.08 0.35 0.57 0.67
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Table 5.9

Steam Condensation on Titanium Tubes - Trapezoidal Fins

TI = 34 C (93 F), 19 W/m.K

[DO= 2223 mm, t,_ = _.89 mm, Ei = 1.8, hA/L = W/ro.K]

[e - 0.5 mm, tb = 0.9 mm, tt = 0-2 mm]

fpm hA/L Eo % n_ nf

315 1390 1.57 0.24 0.38 0.44

394 1482 1.66 0.27 0.37 0.44

433 1518 1o69 0.29 0.36 0.43

472 1553 1.72 0.31 0.36 0.42

512 1565 1.73 0.33 0.35 0.41

551 1186 1.38 0.35 0.38 0.42
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thickness increases. This is due to the fact that by increasing the fin base thickness,

the fin efficiency increases.

5.3.5 Effect of Tube Diameter on the Enhancement Level

The effect of tube diameter on the enhancement level is directly related to the

fraction of tube flooded, %. The fin height, tip thickness, base thickness were set at

0.5 mm, 0.9 mm, 0.2 mm, respectively. The water side enhancement level was 1.8.

Figure 5.8 shows the enhancement level versus fins per meter for a copper-nickel

tube with 22.23 mm (7/8") and 25.4 mm (1.0") tube diameter. The enhancement

level increases as the tube diameter increases. This is due to the decrease in

flooding. For example, at 472 fpm (1.22 mm fin spacing) the enhancement increases

by 6% when the tube diameter increases from 22.23 mm to 25.4 mm.

5.3.6 Effect of Saturation Temperature on the Enhancement Level

To determine the effect of saturation temperature on the enhancement level, all

geometrical variables were fixed together with the water side operating conditions.

A 22.23 mm (7/8") copper-nickel tube with e = 0.5 mm, tb = 0.9 mm, tt = 0.2 mm

was considered. The water side enhancement is set at Et = 1.8. The tube

performance was determined at saturation temperatures of 34 C and 1130C. Figure

5.9 shows the enhancement level versus the fins per meter for both saturation
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temperatures. The results show that the enhancement level increases as the

saturation temperature is increased. The change in saturation temperature affects

the condensate thermodynamic and transport properties. As the saturation

temperature is increased from 34 C to 100 C, the surface tension decreases by 11%
f

while the condensate viscosity decreases by 92%. Such a decrease in the viscosity

will result in a smaller drainage radius as determined by Equation [3.42]. Moreover,

the decrease in the surface tension as T_t increases results in a decreases in %, as

shown by Equation [3.11].

5.4 Titanium TubespWaU Thickness

In conducting the above parametric study, the tube wall thickness was assumed

to be 0.89 rnm (0.035"). Although this is a typical wall thickness for admiralty and

copper-nickel tubes, titanium tubes however, are made with a smaller wall thickness.

A typical wall thickness for titanium tubes is 0.71 tam (0.028"). However, some

titanium tubes are made with a wall thickness as small as 0.46 mm (0.018 mm), such

as the two titanium tubes tested in this program. Sample calculations show that

variation of the tube wall thickness from 0.89 mm to 0.46 mm has a negligible effect

on the enhancement level. Itowever, in a mbe-for-mbe replacement (the tube

outside diameter remains constant), a smaller tube wall thickness is advantageous.

Decreasing the tube wall thickness increases the inside diameter and hence reduces
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the tubeside pressure drop. These remarks are based on the assumption that the

plain and enhanced tube have the same wall thickness.

5.5 Conclusions

The parametric analysis shows that:

1. The fraction of tube flooded is affected by the tube diameter and

the fin geometry. As the tube diaaneter increases the flooding

decreases. Moreover, the flooding decreases as the fin height and

tip thickness are decreased.

2. A fin height of 0.5 mm is desirable for admiralty, copper-nickel,

and titanium tubes.
I

3. For a fixed tube and fin geometry, and operating conditions, an

optimum fin density exists. The optimum fin density is defined as

that which gives the highest enhancement level. The optimum fin

density varies between 394 fpm and 512 fpm depending on fin

height and tube material. For a fin height of 0.5 mm, the

optimum fin density is 512 fpm for admiralty, copper-nickel, and

titanium tubes.
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4. The enhancement level decree,ases as the tube thermal conductivity

decreases.

5. The enhancement level increases as the fin base thickness

increases.

6. The enhancement level increases as the tube diameter increases.

7. The enhancement level increases as the saturation temperature

increases.
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CHAPTER 6

APPLICATION TO ELECTRIC UTILITY STEAM CONDENSERS

6.1 Potential for Doubly Enhanced Tubes

As mentioned in Chapter 1, candidate enhanced tubes for steam condensers

should have enhancement on both the inside and outside of the tube (doubly

enhanced). The UA value of candidate doubly enhanced tubes was calculated based

on the experimental results in Chapter 4, and existing correlations for the tube side

heat transfer coefficient, The value UA is evaluated using the following definition:

For the reference plain tube, the inside heat transfer coefficient, hc, is calculated

using the Petuk°lov (1970) equation. The outside heat transfer coefficient is

calculated using the Nusselt analysis for condensation on a horizontal plain tube.

For the enhanced tubes, the inside heat transfer coefficient is evaluated from

existing correlations that were provided by the tube manufacturers. The outside heat
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transfer coefficient, ho, is calculated as the product of the enhancement level and the

Nusselt theory for condensation on a horizontal tube. The enhancement level is

obtained from the experimental results of Chapter 4. The fouling resistance, Rf, is

assumed to be zero.

i

The calculations are based on a 22.23 mm (0.875 in) tube outside diameter with

2.0 m/s (6.5 ft/s) tube side water velocity. The tube wall thickness is 0,89 nun for

the copper-nickel tubes, and 0.41 mm for titanium tubes. The UA value was

evaluated for Tut = 54 C (130 F), and 23 C (73 F) cooling water temperature.

Electric utility steam condensers operate at approximately 38 C (I00 F) condensation

temperature and 21 C (70 F) cooling water temperature.

Table 6.1 describes the tube side enhancements used with the four tubes chosen

for overall performance evaluation. Figure 4.2c shows the wavy inside surface used

in the actual C/N-11 tube having 433 fpm. A similar wavy surface (Wavy-2) exists

inside the TiA-11 tube but with a smaller wave height as shown in 'Fable 6.l. As

mentioned in Chapter 4, the inside enhancement of tlae TiA-11 tube is estimated as

10% higher than that of a plain tube. The attached particle tube (A/P-50) is

evaluated for a copper-nickel tube with the inside enhancement formed by a

corrugated tube, with 45 degree con'ugation helix angle. This inside tube geometry

is described as "KORO-45" and is shown in Figure 6.la. For the C/N-19 tube a three

dimensional "dimpled" single start inside enhancement is used. This geometry is
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Table 6.1

Description Of Tubeside Enhancement Geometries

Outside Inside Di et p

mm mm mm

C/N-19 3D-ss 19.5 0.25 5.5

C/N-11 Wavy-I 18.2 0.25 1.75

A/P-50 KOR0-45 19.5 0.73 14.6

TiA- 11 Wavy-2 20.5 0.11 1.75

=
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b

Figure 6.1. Photographs of tubes showing internal enhancement, (a)
l--Iellicalycorrugated, KORO45 (b) 3-Dimensional distributed
roughness, 3D-ss
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denoted as 3D-ss and is shown in Figure 6.1b. Table 6.2 shows the tube side heat

transfer enhancement level for the four candidate tube side enhancement geometries,

as a function of Reynolds number. Webb and Chamra (1991) provide additional

description of the tube side geometries, and the friction factor characteristics. They

give the measured fouling characteristics of these tubes, and show that the internal

enhancements are cleanable with on-line ball or brush cleaning techniques.

At 2.0 m/sec (6.5 ft/sec) water velocity, the tube side enhancement level, E l, is

obtained from Table 6.2. The resulting UA values of the doubly enhanced tubes

were then calculated for the different tube geometries. The calculated UA values

were then compared to the plain tube UA value to establish the UA enhancement

ratio. The UA enhancement ratios are shown in Table 6.3. The calculated UA

values are based on the actual inside diameters that will exist for 22.23 mm outside

diameter. The inside diameters (see Table 6.1) differ, because of the different fin

heights and tube wall thi_'knesses. In calculating the enhancement in the UA value,

it was assumed that the cooling water velocity is the same in both the plain and

enhanced tubes. Table 6.3 _hows that the greatest UA enhancement occurs for the
r

copper-nickel tubes. The C/N-11, C/N-19, and A/P-50 tubes give UA enhancement

ratios of 1.80, 1.61, and 1.68, respectively. The UA value of the C/N-19 tube is lower

than that of C/N-11 primarily because it has a smaller water side heat transfer

coefficient. It is not possible to make a wavy inside enhancement for the C/N-19 that

will have the same E i as the wavy inside enhancement used in the C/N-11 tube. This
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Table 6.2

Internal Enhancement Levels, E t

Enhancement Level, EI

Re Wavy-1 3D-ss KORO-45

(Fig. 4.2c) (Fig. 6.1a) (Fig. 6.1b)

10,000 1.31 1.63 1.72

20,000 1.54 1.63 1.71

30,000 1.72 1.62 1.70

40,000 1.88 1.61 1.70

50,000 2.03 1.60 1.69

60,000 2.17 1.59 1.68

Note: The enhancement level, Ei, is based on the same water velocity in

the plain and enhanced tube.
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Table 6.3

Overall Heat Transfer Coeffieien¢

..... Tube ..... Material Eo Et UA)e/UA)p

Outside Inside

C/N-11 Wavy-1 eu/ni 1.75 1.86 1.80

C/N-19 3D-ss cu/ni 1,64 1.61 1.61

A/P-50 KORO-45 cu/nl 1,70 1.70 1.68

TiA- 11 Wavy-2 Ti 1.34 1.20 1.23
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is because the C/N-19 tube has a smaller wave pitch and a lower external fin height

than those of the C/N-11 tube. For the titanium tube, the UA enhancement ratio

is 1.21. The UA enhancement of the titanium tube is smaller than that of the

copper-nickel tubes, because both the condensation and water side heat transfer

coefficients are smaller.

The experimental enhancement level of the TiA-11 was scaled up to a 22.23 mm

tube diameter. Based on the theoretical model developed in Chapter 3, it was

determined that increasing the tube diameter from 18.29 mm to 22.23 mm (with ali

other dimensions unchanged) will increase the enhancement level of an integral

finned tube by approximately 10%. The primm'y reason for this increase is the

reduction of the condensate flooding angle, and hence an increase in the active

, (unflooded) region. The predictive model uses the analytical expression of Rudy and

Webb (1985) for the calculation of the flooding angle. Hence, the enhancement level

for the TiA.11 tube increases from 1.22 (18.29 mm diameter) to 1.34 for a 22.23 mm

tube.

6.2 Discussion

Copper tubes are not acceptable for electric utility steam condensers, which use

copper-rfickel alloys, titanium, or stainless steel tubes. The acceptable alloys for

steam condensers have much lower thermal conductivity than that of copper. For
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example, the thermal conductivity of 90/10 copper-nickel and titanium are only 15%

and 6% that of pure copper, respectively. Hence, lower fin efficiencies will result.

The attached particles on the A/P-50 tube create a surface tension induced

pressure gradient, which drains the condensate film from the particles. The particles

also create another surface tension induced pressure gradient on the tube surface

between the particles. The resulting thin film enhance the condensation coefficient.

Although the tested version used copper particles on a copper-nickel tube, the

envisioned commercial tube would be made of titanium with aluminum particles.

The experimental results show modest condensation enhancement for the

titanium tubes, with the TLA-11 tube providing higher enhancement than the TiB-11.

Even with modest improvements on the steam side, the combined effect of internal

and external enhancexnent will produce an appreciable increase in the UA value. It

is possible that higher condensing coefficients can be obtained for the integral fin

tubes, if the drainage channel is made with a fiat, rather than a circular shape. The

reason, as discussed in Chapter 3, is the existence of a surface tension induced

pressure gradient in a fiat channel. This region does not exist in a circular channel.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. The experimental results obtained in this program show that for a 22.23 mm

diameter integral fin tube, the condensing coefficient can be enhanced by 280%,

75%, and 34% for copper, copper-nickel, and titanium tubes, respectively. The

enhancement level is defined as the ratio of the condensing coefficient of the

enhanced tube to that of a plain tube at the same vapor to wall temperature

difference. The diameter over the fins, ef the enhanced tube is equal to the outside

diameter of the plain tube.

2. The experimental results also show that the enhancement level is strongly

dependent on the tube thermal conductivity.

3. Combining the steam side enhancements obtained from the present

experimental results and the correlations obtained by the tube manufacturer, the UA

value for a set of selected tubes was determined and compared to that of a plain

tube. The enhancement level in the UA value is 61 to 80% for copper-nickel tubes,

and 23% for titanium tubes.
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4. The proposed theoretical model can predict the performance of enhanced tubes

with different fin/channel combinations. Data for 53 tubes and three fluids

(obtained from the literature) were predicted. The model predicted the condensing

coefficient of steam, refrigerant R-II, and refrigerant R-113, for 51 tubes, within

±15%. The five tubes tested in this program were also predicted. Four of the tubes

were predicted within ±15% (except for one point). The titanium tube with a fin

height of 0.28 mm was over predicted by 22% to 30%. Hence, a total of 73 data

points were predicted and 90% of the data points were predicted within _+15%.

5. Results of the parametric study show that the fin geometry, thermal conductivity,

and fin density affect the performance of the tube. For admiralty, copper-nickel, and

titanium tubes, the preferred fin geometry is one with 0.5 mm fin height, 0.9 mm

base thickness, and 0.2 mm tip thickness. The 'optimum' fin density that gives the

maximum enhancement is 512 fins/meter for ali three tube materials. The maximum

enhancement obtained at this fin density is 2.96, 2.46, and 1.73 for admiralty, copper-

nickel, and titanium tubes, respectively.
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MAJOR CONTRIBIYFIONS OF THE

PRESENT PROJECT

8.1 Experimental Program

The literature survey that was presented in Chapter 2, show the following trends:

1. Mest authors used copper tubes which ar,_ characterized by high

thermal conductivity.

2. The authors did not consider "optimum" fin shape and geometry

suitable for low thermal conductivity materials, such as copper-

nickel and titanium tubes.

3. Authors who did consider low thermal conductivity tubes used
_

tubes with threaded fins. Such fins do not promote condensation

on the tube surface between the fins.

Based on these findings, the present project is the first one directed towards

identifying enhanced tubes of low thermal conductivity material. A special set of

tubes have been made especially for this project and based on the author's

_
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recommendations. These tubes were made by tube manufacturers in the U.S. and

Europe.
I

8.2 Theoretical Model

The theoretical n,odels that were discussed in section 2.3 were not general

enough to predict existing data for different fluids and tube/fin geometries, within

acceptable limits. The most recent models discussed in sections 2,3.2 and 2.3.3 were

also had some deficiencies. The following observations can be made regarding these

two models:

1. Honda and Nozu (1987, 1987a) model:

a. Expressions for the heat transfer in different sub-regions

contained constants that were derived from the

numerical solution of a differential equation that was

solved only for limiting cases.

b. Fin efficiency in the flooded region does not apply for

low thermal conductivity materials
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c. Fin efficiency in the unYlooded region for trapezoidal

fins was approximated by that of a rectangular fin with

an average fin thickness.

d. Model was not justified for low thermal conductivity

materials

e. Model does not apply to circular drainage chaanels

f. Model assumes constant pressure gradients in all sub.

regions were surface tension forces dominate

2. Adamek and Webb (1990) model:

a. same as d and f above

b. Model does not account for circumferential wall

temperature variations

c. The conjugate heat transfer problem between the

coolant and vapor was not solved.
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d. The expression for the surface tension dominated sub-
i

region, on the fin tip, does not apply for trapezoidal fkns

with an angle greater or equal to 45 degrees (the angle

between the fin side and the vertical).

Ali of the above assumptions in both models have been relaxed in the present

project. Moreover, ali the deficiencies and/or discrepancies discussed above do not

exist in the present model.
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CHAPTER 9

RECOM_,VlENDATIONSFOR FUTURE RESEARCH

8.1 Experimental Program

1. The experimental results obtained in this program show that the condensing

coefficient can be increased by 75% for cu/nt tubes. This value was obtained for the

C/N-11 tube which has a fin height of 1.12 mm and a circular drainage channel.

Two improvements can be made:

a) A tube with a lower fin height such as 0.5 mm will p:oduce a higher

condensing coefficient due to an increase in the fin efficiency.

b) A flat drainage channel will produce a surface tension drained sub-

region on the tube surface (between the fins). This tube will have a higher
t

, condensing coefficient. This sub-region will not exist in a circular channel.

Therefore, it is possible that a tube such as the C/N-11 tube with a fin
_

• height of 0.5 mm and a flat drainage channel, can be a good candidate for

future testing.
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2, The attached particle tube (A/P-50), has resulted in an appreciable

enhancement in the condensing coefficient. The data showed a strong dependence

of the condensing coefficient on (Tnt., Tw). It is believed that at high values of (Tu_t

- Tw) (higher than 12 C) the particles and the tube surface area are flooded. It is

possible that the particle distribution and particle size used in this project where not

"optimum" values. Hence, a study of different particle size and distribution can result

in performance improvement.

3, The titanium tubes tested in this program have produced little enhancement

on the steam side. The low thermal conductivity of titanium results in a low fin

efficiency. The TLA-11 tube resulted in an average enhancement level of 32% (for

a 7/8" O.D. tube). It is possible to increase this enhancement level by making a tube

with a flat drainage channel, lt should be possible to increase the enhancement

level, by manufacturing a tube with a higher wave height on the tube side (around

0.25 mm). If the TLA-11 tube can be made with higher wave heights, the inside

enhancement will be as high as 80% (as discuss,cd in Chapter 6).

Another possible alternative to increase the condensation coefficient on titanium

tubes is to make use of the attached panicle concept (such as the A/P-50). The

A/P-50 tube is made by sintering copper panicles on a copper-nickel tube with

smooth inside enhancement. A corrugated titanium tube (such as the KORO-45

tube) has an average inside enhancement of 60%. By sintering aluminum panicles
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on such a titanium tube, it should be possible to obtain a condensation enhancement

of approximately 70%. The combination of both of these enhancements can produce

an enhancement level of approximately 63%.

Finally, it is recommended to install several tubes in an electric utility

condenser. Such instrumented tubes would be placed in different locations in the

condenser and monitored for a period time. A total assessment of the enhanced

tubes should include shell side enhancement, tube side enhancement, pressure drop,

fouling, corrosion, tube vibration, and economic feasibility.

8.2 Theoretical Model

1. The expressions for the heat transfer coefficient in the surface tension

subregions,bc and cd, at the fin tip are based on the assumption that the film

thickness at s = 0 is zero. In reality this is not true and this assumption will lead to

an overestimation of the heat transfer coefficient in these sub-regions. Future

modification of the model should take this fact into account.

2. The present model assumed one dimensional radial conduction through the

fin. This is a safe assumption for fins of high themml conductivity such as copper.

However, for low thermal conductivity titanium fins, this assumption might not be

good. A two dimensional temperature distribution in the fin can improve the
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accuracy of the model. This implies that each sub-region along the fm side and fm

top will have its own characteristic wall temperature and hence (T_ - T,_).

3. The model assumes that the condensing vapor is stationary and hence no

shear forces exist at the vapor-condensate interface. In actual condensers, the vapor

velocity can be very high, particularly at the condenser inlet. Hence, it is desirable

to include vapor velocity effects in the model.

4. The predictions and parametric study were also based on single tube

performance. To account for the row effect that exists in condensers, it is necessary

to modify the model to account for this phenomenon.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF THE EXPRESSION FOR THE

FIN EFFICIENCY IN THE FLOODED REGION

In the flooded region, the fin sides are assumed to offer negligible contribution to

the heat transfer process. Hence, the sides are considered insulated with heat

transfer occurring only at the fin top. The convective heat transfer is given by:

Q,,,,n,,= ht At (T,- Tr) [AI]

where Tt is the temperature of the fin top and A_ = _rDott. The heat transfer through

the fin is assumed to be conducted in the radial direction only and is expressed by:

Tt - Tb [A2]
Qco,_ = R c=

=

where Re is the conduction resistance through the fin and is a function of the fin

i shape. Tb is the temperature of the fin at the base. A heat balance requires that:
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Q_o.d- Q_o._--Q [A3]

From Equations [Al] and [A2] we can write:

Ts _ 7,, = Qcom, [A4]
htA,

and

Tt - Tb = Qco.aR_ tA5]

Adding Equations [A5] and [A6] we obtain:

[ 1 [A6]7", - T_ = QIn +
c h,A,[

The maximum possible heat transfer is expressed as:

Q,,t.x = h_l, (T, - Tb) [A7]
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From the definition of fm efficiency:

nf : Q/Qm,_ [A8]

and using Equations [A7] - [A9] we obtain:

1

h. lA9]
Rch.A t +

ht

Note that h t is based on the fin top temperature hence, an iterative solution is

required.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF THE CONDUCTION RESISTANCE

IN THE FLOODED REGION

In the flooded region, the fin sides are blanketed by condensate and hence

rendered inactive. The only active heat transfer area is the fin top, hence the

thermal boundary condition on the sides is an adiabatic one. Three different shapes

are analyzed.

The one dimensional heat conduction equation, written in integral form, is

expressed in terms of radial coordinates as follows:

The problem is to determine the functional form of the cross sectional area, A(r),

and then perform the integration. The functional form of the area is, in general

written as:

A(r) = 2rrD(r) _21
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_!LectangularFir_. The area is given as D(r) = t and the integration of Equation

[BI] yields:

In(r o/r r) [B3]
R°= 2rtk

TrapezoidalFin. The equation for the side is that of a straight line and has the

general form:

D(r) =-ar + b [B4]

The values of a and b are determined from the geometric boundary conditions.

Substitution of equation (B4) into (BI)yields:

tt ro 1

2_rbk

Parabolic Fin. The equation for D(r) is expressed as:

-z_
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_(r) = [_]

The values of a and c are determined from the geometric boundary conditions.

Substituting into equation (Bl) yields:

1 No [a7],%-- _o

27rk,,/'c"_-/Vr

where

N= _/c/a - Hx/a - _ rB8]
_c/a - r /a +

The values of NOand Nr are obtained ft'ore Equation [B8] by substituting r = ro and

r = rr, respectively. The parameters a and c/a are given by the following

expressions:

a = r° - rr [B9]2
t_ -t t
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and

(_) 2r °--- __rr,
c/a = a a [BIO]

tt
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APPENDIX C

TABULATED DATA OF THE MEASURED

CONDENSING AND OVERALL COEFFICIENTS

Table C.1

Measured Condensing Coefficient

Smooth, Tat = 54 C, L = 0.305

Tu,- T,,,,,.,,,C h, W/m2K T t, T2, T3, C

10.57 11237 44.8, -, 43.3

11.56 10959 44.5, -, 41.7

12.80 10459 43.2,-, 40.4

1.3.05 10833 44.0,-, 39.2

14.21 10311 43.0,-, 37.9

15.00 9914 41.2,-, 38.2

Smooth, T,_t = 69 C, L = 0.305 m

Tut- T,,,_ C h, W/m2K T1, "1"2,T3

18.57 9840 53.0,-, 49.1

20.76 9255 51.1, .., 46.6

21.94 9170 50.0,-, 45.4
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CU-11, Tat = 54 C, L = 0,305 m

Tat- Tw,,,,,C h, W/mZ-K T1, T2, T3
Set# 1

2.52 44226 52.9, 53.0, 49.6

3.10 41847 52,5, 52,6, 48.3

2.93 44572 52.8, 52.8, 48.4

3.58 40649 52.3, 52.4, 47.3

4,51 37571 51.5, 51.8, 45.5

Set # 2

3,46 43647 52.5, 52.4, 47.4

3.79 43.488 52.2, 46.6, 46.8

4.88 38860 51,4, 51,4, 44.9

4.26 41217 51.9, 51.9, 45.8

C/N-11, Tu, = 54 C, L = 0.305 m

Tat- Tw,,_,C h, W/mZ-K T1, T2, Ta
Set # 1

6.86 20424 51.2, 49.5, 40.9

7.40 20844 51.0, 49.0, 39.8

8.06 20168 50.7, 48.5, 38.6

8.48 19975 50,5, 48.0, 38.1

10.07 18544 49.7, 46.5, 35.5
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Set # 2

5.92 21923 51,9, 49,8, 43.4

7.14 20373 51.6, 49,0, 40,5

8.07 19918 51,1, 48,3, 38.6

10,51 18226 50,1, 46,3, 33,8

11.30 17994 49.7, 45,3, 33.1

C/N-19, T.t = 54 C, L = 0,305 m

T.t" Tw,,v,C h, W/mLK T1, T2, T3

Set# 1

4.55 21991 53.3, 51,9, 43,3

5,49 21003 52,8, 51,2, 41,3

6.09 20537 52,4, 50.9, 40,0

6.64 20696 52,0, 50,4, 39.2

7.32 20764 51.3, 50,0, 38,8

7,44 19589 5 i.5, 49.7, 37.8

Set # 2

3.24 24540 53.9, 52.8, 46.1

3.81 24989 53.5, 52.3, 45.1

8.37 20759 50.6, 48.8, 36.9
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Set # 3

4,72 22093 52,8, 51,5, 43,7

5,36 21258 52,3, 50,9, 43,0

7,73 18885 51,1, 49,1, 38,2

8,71 18357 50,4, 48,4, 36,6

A/P-50, T.t = 54 C, L = 0,305 m

T_t-"Fw,,v_C h, W/m2-K 'rr, T2, Ts
Set # 1

2,45 29537 50,8, 48,6, 42,6

3,12 25403 50,6, 47,9, 41,5

: 3,64 23672 50,4, 47,7, 40,1

4,36 21497 50,2, 47,2, 38,4

4,32 22939 50,2, 47,0, 39.0

4,89 21219 50,2, 46,7, 37,3

4,99 22218 50.3, 46.6, 37,0

Set # 2

2,53 28464 50,7, 49.2, 41,3

3,34 24398 50,6, 48,7, 38.8

4,12 22275 50.8, 48,3, 36,7

= 5.49 20344 50.6, 47.2, 33.5

6.56 18368 50,5, 46.3, 31,1
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Set # 3

4,28 21327 50.7, 48,0, 36.7

5.50 18692 50.3, 47,1, 33,9

6,49 17216 50.1, 46,3, 31.9

6,96 18028 50,4, 45,8, 30,6

TLA-11,'T'ut= 54 C, L = 0.305 m

'rut- Tw,av,C la,W/m:LK T_, T2, T3

11.59 13474 45,7, 43,8, 38,9

12,34 13548 44,8, 43.1, 38.2

12.90 13258 44.4, 42.4, 37,8

13.40 13275 44,1, 41,8, 37.3

13,43 13525 43.8, 41,3, 38.4

10.35 13599 46,2, 45,1, 40.7

8,93 14172 47.2, 46.2, 43.2

Set # 2

11.51 14070 45.3, 44,0, 39,3

11.64 13917 45.0, 43.9, 39.2

10.94 13922 45,7, 44.6, 39.9

11.04 13218 45.7, 44.5, 39.6

10,22 13798 46,4, 45.6, 40.0
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TtB-'I 1, Tnt = 54 C, L .a 0,305

Tut- Tw,a,,,C la, W/m2-K T1, T2, T3

9,11 12310 49,1, 46,3, 40.4

10.56 11782 46.2, 45,3, 39,5

11.58 11'5,'26 47.0, 43,2, 38,8

10.63 12429 47.9, 44.4, 39.4

10,94 12304 47.6, 43,8, 39,6

, : t-3 3,9
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Table C,2

Measured Overall Coefficient

Tm= 42C

u_,,m/sec UA, W/K

C/N-11 Tube

0,97 4798

1,21 5366

1,45 5871

1.69 6234

1,99 6808

TiA- 11 Tube

1.46 2152

1.75 2436

2.04 2674

2.3,3 2901

2.48 2970
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APPENDIX D

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

D.1 Uncertainty Analysis: Theory

The following is a presentation of basic equations in error analysis and its

application to one data point to determine the uncertainty in the measured

condensung coefficient.

From the theory of error analysis, if a quanity F is determined by a set of

independent parametrs, x_, it can be expressed, in general, as follows:

F = f(x1,x2, .....,x,) [D1]

where the xn's are the actual measurements used to determine the quantity F. If

each xi has an error of _+Axe, and each Ax_is assumed to be three standard deviations

oil the corresponding x_,then the root mean square error is expressed as:

1/OF _x 1 + OF z_,2 + ..... +[_'Xn n,_r'n_-a,,:--S a×---?
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The uncertainty in the calculation of F, is:

%error = (1-(F-E_)/F)* 100 [D3]

A sample data point will be analysed. This point will be at the lowest (T_t - Tw)

where the uncertainty is expected to be the highest. The data point constitutes of the

following readings: Q = 8049 Btu/hr, AT,, = 13.42, * = 1.26 GPM, (T_t- Tw) =

5.28, Tsat = 130.34 F, L = 1 ft, DO-- 7/8".

D.2 Error in the Heat Load

The heat load, Q, is calculated from the measurements of the cooling water

temperature rise and its flow rate. It is expressed as:

Q - ri_cpATw [D4]

The flow rate was measured with a rotameter (Dwyer-Type C,) and the temperature

rise was measured with thermistors. The error in the flow rate is :!:2%of maximum

range (which is for this case +_0.044gpm). The error in the thermistor reading is

_.+0.15C. The error in the specific heat is assumed to be negligible. The partial

derivatives of Q with respect to AT,_,ep, and _ are:
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ao __,cpAT., [DS]an_

and

a_QQ= n__Tw lD6]
aop

ao [D7]
a,*,TW = cprr_

By applying Equations [D3] and [D4], the uncertainty in the heat load calculation is

found to be 3.8%.

D.3 Error in the Temperature Difference

The temperature difference is written as:

• T = T_t- Tw [D8]
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The saturation pressure was measured by a mercury manometer and then the

saturation temperature was obtained from the Steam "Fables. The error in the

saturation temperature is :t:0.09 F and the error in the thermocouple is :!:0.36F.

The partial derivatives of AT with respect to T,, and T_t are:

OAT
- 1 [D9]

OT,,_

and

O,5,/"
= -1 [DIO]

OTw

By applying Equations [D3] and [D4] the uncertainty in AT is found to be 7%.

D.4 Error in the Heat Transfer Coefficient

The condensing coefficient is calculatyed as follows:
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h- Q [Dll]
Aa,T

where A is the projected area and it is equal to 7rDoL. The error in the calculation

of the area is negligible. The error in &T is found to be :1:7%from the above

analysis.

The partial derivatives of h with respect to &T and Q are:

ah O--- [D12]
d&T A&T2

and

dh 1
- [D13]

aQ AM"

Applying Equations [D3] and [D4] results in an uncertainty of ±8%. It should be

noted that the uncertainty in the condensing coefficient is mainly due to the error

associated with the measurement of the temperature difference between the

saturation temperature and the wall temperature. From Equation [D13] it can be
=

i
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seen that the uncertainty in the condensing coefficient will decrease as (Tnt - Tw)

i

increases.
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APPENDIX E

COMPARISON BETWEEN FIN EFFICIENCY IN

THE UNFLOODED AND FLOODED REGIONS

As shown in the results obtained in Chapter 5, the fin efficiency ha the flooded

region is higher than that in the unflooded region. This result can be explained by

a sample calculation.

An integral finned titanium tube (k = 19 W/m-K, 315 fpm) of 22.23 mm

diameter (over the fins) will be considered. The fin height, tip thickness, and base

thickness are 0.5 mm, 0.2 mm, and 0.9 mm, respectively. Hence, the angle between

the fin side and the vertical is 35 degrees. At a steam saturation temperature of 34

C, average coolant, temperature coolant velocity, and internal enhancement level of

22 C, 2.0 m/sec, and 1.8 respectively, the model predicts an average fin heat tralksfer

coefficient in the unflooded region is 100600 W/mZ-K. The parameters K2and _ are

evaluated using Equations [3.60] and [3,61] while the values of the modified Bessel

functions are evaluated from curve fits of tabulated values. Then from Equation

[3.59], the fin efficiency is found to be 0.38. This is the same value that appears in

Table 5.9.

The predicted average heat transfer coefficients in the flooded region are ta,, =

124568 W/m2-K (based on the fin base temperature) and ht = 161667 W/mZ-K

3 4 23
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(based on the fin tip temperature), The conduction resistance, Rc, is evaluated using

Equation [B5] and was found to have the value of 0.527 C/W, Using Equation

[3.63], the fin efficiency in the flooded region is found to be 0.44. This is also the

value found in Table 5.9. Thus, the fin efficiency in the flooded region is higher than

that in the unflooded region.
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